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ABSTRACT
EMERGING ADULTS:
INVITING AND INCORPORATING THEM INTO THE BODY OF CHRIST
by
Deann Halligan Anderson
Over the decades, the American church has observed the decreasing involvement
of emerging adults, age 1 8 to 29 years in its life and work. The hope has been once
emerging adults start their own families, they will return to the church. However, recent
statistics reveal the decline in religious service attendance and affiliation is not reversed
with maturing life stage. While in previous decades, church leadership may have been
content to wait for the prodigals to return or younger adults to get the urge suddenly to
visit churches for the first time, the church can no longer afford the complacency. The
reasons for the disengagement are complex and subject to conjecture. However, churches
need a better understanding of the emerging aduU population and further insight into how
to invite and incorporate them into the body of Christ. The purpose of this research was
to enhance the ability of Central Christian Church in Danville, Illinois, to invite and
incorporate emerging adults between the ages of 1 8 and 29 years in Vermilion County,
Illinois. This enhancement was accomplished by investigating the impressions,
experiences, and hopes emerging adults have concerning Christianity and the American
church.
Since many younger adults have opted out of the church, the aim of this research
project was to listen to what emerging adults were saying about Christianity and the
American church at large and consider changes Central Christian Church might make in
order to invite and incorporate them. In order to foster this awareness, I utilized a survey
directed toward two populations, a focus group, and an exit survey. This study employed
an exploratory, mixed-method design in which both quantitative and qualitative data were
gathered and analyzed.
0\ er a period of two months, adults ages 18 years and older were invited to
participate in a survey either online through Survey Monkey or by filling out a hard copy
distributed at Danville Area Community College or Central Christian Church. Once the
survey results were tabulated, I shared this information in a focus group setting and
invited that group to process those findings and begin to imagine what Central Christian
Church could do to invite and incorporate emerging adults into the body of Christ.
The findings suggest generally emerging and older adults as a whole still view
Christianity and the American church positively. However, emerging adults were more
inclined to hold a critical impression of the ways Christians have treated those who differ
in viewpoints and they have indicated a lower level of religiosity and importance
assigned to faith in daily life than the older adult participants.
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CHAPTER I
PROBLEM
Introduction
Our teenage daughter pointed to a marked portion of an essay she was reading for
school, "Letter from Birmingham Jail," written by Martin Luther King, Jr. to a group of
clergy in 1963 to explain his nonviolent demonstrations in advancing the cause of racial
integration. After noting the contrasts between the power of the early church and the
present church, which so often defends the status quo. King warned of the possible
outcome of complacency:
If today's church does not recapture the sacrificial spirit of the early
church, it will lose its authenticity, forfeit the loyalty ofmillions, and be
dismissed as an irrelevant social club with no meaning for the twentieth
century. Every day I meet young people whose disappointment with the
church has turned to outright disgust. (341)
While King's assessment of the church in the midst of a very troubling time in the
nation's history was sobering, it was not nearly as sobering as our daughter's next
observation:
This is what many people my age say about the church today. They find
little about the church to which they would give their lives. Instead, they
say church is boring and superficial. They look around, and it seems as
though those sitting in the pews do not want to be there anymore than they
do.
If our daughter's observations are widely representative of emerging adults' views, then
the church may have more critical issues with which to contend than crafting the church's
advertisement in next year's Real Yellow Pages.
In an age where the word church commonly denotes a place they go rather than a
people, the number of those who leave or opt out of the institutional church altogether
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can be expected to rise. This decline has been steady for some time. In 1978, The
UnchurchedAmerican study, conducted by the Princeton Religion Research Center and
Gallup Organization, reported that sixty-one million American adults or 41 percent were
not members of any church or religious institution ( 1 ). Ten years later, when the study
was revisited, the percentage of unchurched American adults had grown to 44 percent
{UnchurchedAmerican: 10 Years Later 2). By the end of 2001, George H. Gallup, Jr.
reported that the number of unchurched Americans 1 8 years of age and older had risen to
47 percent. According to a 2008 article entitled, "New Statistics on Church Attendance
and Avoidance," categories of churched and unchurched are less precise in measuring
religious involvement, for they do not account for the wider varieties of religious
expression available, such as house churches or online faith communities. The Bama
Group found 23 percent of adults are unattached, having no personal interaction with a
faith community, while 1 5 percent are intermittent, with only nominal involvement.
Taken together, these measurements represent approximately 38 percent of adults. With
such a large percentage of adults having little to no involvement in a faith community, the
church can no longer assume the advantage of familiarity and acceptance, nor can the
church rely on a perpetual influx of younger adherents to replace the older generation as
they die.
An alarming percentage of those who have opted out of church are young adults.
Jeremy E. Uecker, Mark D. Regnerus, and Margaret L. Vaaler note that of those who
were brought up in the church in the 1 980s nearly 60 percent of young adults reported
attending church less frequently than they did in adolescence (1667). Adolescence is a
prime time for the formerly churched to join the ranks of the unchurched. David A.
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Roozen studied those who had separated from the church and estimated that 46 percent of
Americans will withdraw from active religious participation in their lives. In his study,
the peak dropout rate occurred in the teenage years (434). In their study of emerging
adults, Jeffrey Jenson Amett and Lene Amett Jensen found that 50 percent of those
studied said religious services were not at all important and 50 percent attended religious
services one or two times a year or less (456). The latest survey from LifeWay Christian
Resources indicates more than two-thirds of young adults who attend a Protestant church
for at least a year in high school will stop attending church regularly for at least a year
between the ages of 18 and 22 (McConnell). Ed Stetzer, Richie Stanley, and Jason Hayes
report that 90 percent of those 20 to 29 years old believe they "can have a good
relationship with God without being involved in a church" (54). Given the general
religious disposition of emerging adults indicated in these studies, the task of inviting and
incorporating those who do not attend church regularly, withdraw from active
participation routinely, do not value organized religion, and routinely misunderstand the
church, is challenging. Finding inroads for ministry may require more effort. A one-size-
fits-all approach will not do.
This study hypothesizes that by understanding the concerns and perceptions of
this emerging generation. Central Christian Church may find common ground, thus
allowing the opportunity for the good news of Jesus Christ to be shared. As members of
Central Christian Church engage emerging adults in conversation about Christianity and
the church, they also gain insights for adjustments in their approach, attitude, and actions
in order to be a fialler expression of the gospel.
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Purpose
The purpose of this study was to help Central Christian Church in Danville,
Illinois, understand what impressions, experiences, and hopes emerging adults between
the ages of 18 and 29 years in Vermilion County, Illinois, have concerning Christianity
and the Church in comparison to what older members/participants think, with the view to
enhance the church's ability to invite and incorporate emerging adults into the body of
Christ.
Research Questions
Central Christian Church needs to understand what emerging adults in Vermilion
County, Illinois, are thinking about Christianity and the Church, how their responses
compare with wider studies and the responses of older members of the congregation, and
what inroads to ministry may exist. Such data not only deepens the church's
understanding but provides the basis for informed engagement with a population that is
less involved within the Danville, Illinois, congregation. In order to investigate this issue,
a few questions guided the research.
Research Question #1
What impressions, experiences, and hopes do emerging adults in Vermilion
County, Illinois, express concerning Christianity and the Church?
Research Question #2
What impressions, experiences, and hopes do members/participants of Central
Christian Church in Danville, Illinois, who are 30 years and older express concerning
Christianity and the Church?
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Research Question #3
How do the views ofChristianity and the Church expressed by emerging adults
compare with those expressed by older members/participants of Central Christian
Church?
Research Question #4
What changes in approach, attitude, and actions for Central Christian Church are
indicated by these findings?
Definition of Terms
For the purposes of this study, some terms needed to be defined. While many of
the terms are common in usage, a few words had applications that are more particular for
this work.
Emerging adults is a relatively new term used to describe a segment of the
population that has left the developmental stage of adolescence but has not yet fiilly
entered the stage of adulthood (Amett, "Emerging Adulthood: A Theory" 469). Based on
primarily self-perception, the age range typically associated with the emerging adult stage
is 18 to 29 years. As with any human development stage, the years for emerging adults
are general, not definite, delineations.
Impressions include, but are not limited to, perceptions, feelings, and images.
Impressions are broader than opinions and allow for wider sensory input, particularly
with the multitasking, intuitive, postmodern respondent in mind. Impressions do not have
to be ftiUy formed or precise in order to be valid.
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Experiences denote real and personal events that have transpired in the life of the
study participant. They are not the anecdotal accounts from the collective wisdom of
others or hearsay. Experiences create history.
Hopes are those elements that would comprise a preferred future story. Usually
positive, hopes are wishes for how the respondents would like things, people, or systems
to be. Hopes allow people to reimagine their situations.
Church members/participants is a somewhat broad category that includes people
who are active in the life and work of Central Christian Church but who may not have
formally joined by confession of faith and baptism or transfer ofmembership from
another congregation. By their involvement, members/participants express a commitment
to the church. Central Christian Church has members who are younger than 1 8 years, but
in a desire to limit the number of developmental stages involved in the study, these
younger members were not included in either the survey or focus group.
Approach, while closely related to attitude, is distinctly relational. One's approach
involves the choice of tactics, words, and tone that are used in relationship with others.
These choices influence the interpersonal exchange with a positive, negative, or neutral
effect.
Attitude is the inner disposition that guides behavior. It includes, but is not limited
to, perceptions, feelings, and principles. Attitudes can change given new information and
circumstances.
Actions are any behaviors, plans, or interventions that individuals or groups
initiate. Actions involve movement toward a goal or projected future. The actions
conceived in this study are purposefiil, not accidental.
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Church and church are terms distinguished by capitalization in this study. When
Church is capitalized, it denotes the universal Church�the bride ofChrist�that spiritual
gathering of believers that is not confined by time or space. As the Church finds tangible
expression in bodies of believers that are bound by time, place, and/or circumstance, the
term church is employed and except in the case of formal church names is not
capitalized. The church, then, could signify a local body of believers, larger groups of
churches, such as the American church, or the church from a particular era such as the
ancient church.
Regrettably, I neglected to include these definitions in the various instruments that
were used in this study. Consequently, respondents provided answers to survey questions
based on their interpretations of these terms. The results indicated a variety ofmeanings
may have been applied thus, the precise distinctions in terms could not be maintained.
Ministry Exploration
This project was designed to collect information from emerging adults concerning
their impressions, experiences, and hopes for Christianity and the Church and from older
members/participants age 30 years and older from Central Christian Church. The twofold
survey recognized that inviting and incorporating the emerging adult population required
the church to explore its impressions, experiences, and hopes for Christianity and the
Church as well. Then, the differences that existed generationally could be gauged.
Respondents to both survey instruments were given the opportunity to participate in an
intergenerational focus group in which results of the survey were shared and implications
for the future discussed.
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Preparation for the survey/testing phase took several steps. The first of these steps
involved developing the survey through an online agency: SiirveyMonkey (see Appendix
A). Next, sixteen older adults outside the church completed and critiqued a pilot test (see
Appendix D). While I and a few others invited several emerging adults outside the
geographic parameters to complete pilot surveys, no emerging adults completed this
preliminary survey online. I modified two questions to address reported confiision. In
addition, I expanded the religious preference question to be inclusive of other religions
and I defined the term Protestant in simpler terms based upon recommendation of the
Research Reflection Team. After the survey was finalized, two populations were invited
to participate in Part 1 of the study, which entailed contacting the two test groups and
having them complete a survey. Members of the Research Reflection Team and I
approached emerging adults in the church and invited them to participate and asked them
to refer their friends to the SurveyMonkey Web site. The administration of the local
Young Men's Christian Association and the Young Professional Network of Vermillion
Advantage, an agency that promotes business growth in Vermilion County, Illinois,
invited emerging adults to participate in the survey as well. The staffmember in charge
of youth programming at the YMCA selected emerging adults from his Facebook page
and invited them to participate in the online survey. The staffmember who works with
the Young Professional Network sent e-mail invitations for their participation in the
online survey. A Research Reflection Team member, who is also an instructor at Danville
Area Community College, promoted the survey at the college and a number of her
colleagues gave the survey to their students. For the church population, I used
announcements, personal invitations through the church's Facebook page and Web page,
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program meetings, and newsletter articles to encourage respondents to participate. In
addition, the Research Reflection Team set up four computer stations in the church office
to assist computer illiterate members in filling out an online survey or to provide them
with a paper copy. At the end of the survey, each respondent was given the opportunity to
express a willingness to participate in Part 2 of the study: a subsequent focus group. After
I tabulated and analyzed the results, I contacted twenty-nine people through the preferred
mode of communication they indicated in order to invite them to the focus group
meeting. An intergenerational group of fourteen Central Christian Church participants
gathered at Danville Area Community College for the focus group session. A Research
Reflection Team member led the discussion, allowing the focus group participants to
suggest changes in approach, attitude, or actions that Central Christian Church could
adopt in order to invite and incorporate emerging adults into the body of Christ (see
Appendix B). Not only were responses during this interchange noted, but I solicited the
group's impressions of this experience through an exit survey in order to understand what
participants learned through the experience (see Appendix C).
Context
The problem of people opting out of the church is widespread. Some Western
European countries, in fact, experienced the decline a number of years before church
leaders noticed the trends in America. As noted previously, the waning of religious
affiliation and involvement affects a wide portion of the population: Baby Boomers,
Busters, GenX, and Millennials. For logistical purposes, however, I have limited the
scope of research to the emerging adults, ages 1 8 to 29 years, in Vermilion County,
Illinois, and surrounding areas in which members/participates of Central Christian
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Church reside. The older adult population was limited to those 30 years and older who
were affiliated with Central Christian Church.
Central Christian Church, which was formed from the merger of the First and
Third Churches ofChrist, has been serving the Danville area since 1950. In 201 1 the
church adopted the vision of helping people connect with God, one another, and the
community. Finding ways to make these connections, then, is the church's priority.
Worship is one of the main foci in making connections with God and one another. The
ongoing midweek educational and fellowship programs, Sunday school for all ages, the
development of prayer families, and new grown-up youth group also support connections
to one another and God. The annual mission trip, vacation Bible school, and church-wide
service projects have helped make connections with the community. In addition, a small,
but poignant, shift is taking place as the church celebrates and commissions its members
to serve in ministry through a myriad of community activities such as Love, INC, Big
Brothers Big Sisters, Meals on Wheels, Faith in Action, the local hospital, library,
nursing homes, and school system.
The church, located on one of the main streets in town, draws members from a
thirty-five mile radius. Central Christian Church has approximately 330 participating
members from a broad range of socioeconomic backgrounds, with a predominately
Caucasian makeup, approximately 2 percent being of other ethnicities, and a membership
ranging in age from 10 to 98 years. Although not included in the formal member count,
other children and adults are involved in the life and ministry of the church, with the
average attendance in both morning worship services at 1 80.
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Upon graduation from high school, emerging adults' participation declines in
large proportion. Out of forty-nine emerging adults who have current or marginal
association with Central Christian Church, twenty-one have either moved to another
community for work or are out of town at least nine months out of the year pursuing their
education. Of the remaining twenty-eight emerging adults, seventeen would be
considered active in the life and work of Central Christian Church.
My husband. Hank, and I began our co-ministry at Central Christian Church in
September 2008. We followed a very skilled and well-loved leader who had worked to
get the congregation more biblically informed, service minded, and evangelistically
focused. During his tenure, a contemporary worship service was added in a time slot that
bumped all the worship services and Sunday school to different times. When our
pastorate began, we understood that several of the older members hoped things would go
back to the way they were. We did not entertain the fallback position. Instead, we found
that the contemporary service, with its simple liturgy and updated music, appealed to
younger worshipers. In either service, though, post-high school was a common time for
young people to choose to stop attending church or to do so less frequently, and we,
along with the church leadership, are searching to understand why.
The fact that the population of Danville is declining does not help matters as the
potential for ministry decreases. According to the Percept Group's 2015 Trends report,
the population of Vermilion County, Illinois, continues to decline. In 1990, the
population was 88,257. By 2000, the population had dropped to 83,919. According to the
Percept Group, Vermilion County, Illinois, dropped 3.9 percent more in 2010�to 80,655
(4). Conversely, the emerging adult population experienced a slight increase in
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percentage and numbers. Of the total population of Vermilion County, Illinois, in 2000,
14.6 percent were between 18 and 29 years old. In 2010, emerging adults represented
15.9 percent of the population, a 1 .3 percent increase. In 2000, the population was
12,315, while in 2010, the number of emerging aduhs inched up to 12, 814 (5). The
potential for ministry with emerging adults, therefore, has actually increased. With this
segment of the population growing. Central Christian Church should examine its
effectiveness in inviting and incorporating them into its life and work.
In terms of faith involvement, the Percept Group's Ethos report indicated 35.1
percent ofVermilion County households were likely to be involved strongly in their faith,
33.2 percent would be somewhat involved in their faith and 31.7 percent would not be
involved with their faith (15). Compared to the US average. Vermilion County, Illinois,
has some 3.3 percent more households that are somewhat involved. However, this report
also indicated 23.5 percent of Vermilion County households were likely to have
increased their involvement with their faith, while 23.4 percent had decreased their
involvement (15). The statistics indicate some changes in religious involvement with no
net gain, yet the data is not specific to age group. Therefore, conclusions as to the
likelihood of increased involvement cannot be drawn concerning 1 8 to 29-year-olds in
Vermilion County, Illinois.
Central Christian Church's task of reaching unchurched adults seems large.
According to the "Vermilion County, Illinois (IL): Religion Statistics Profile," only 39.9
percent of the population of Vermilion County was affiliated with a rehgion (City-Data).
Therefore, some 60 percent in Vermilion County would be in Stetzer, Stanley, and
Hayes' terms, always unchurched, de-churched, friendly unchurched, or hostile
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unchurched categories (10-14). "Vermilion County" figures indicate one-third more
unaffiliated or unchurched people than the Percept Group's Ethos report. One possible
reason for the disparity is that the Ethos report accounts for households in Vermilion
County while the "Vermilion County" report calculates individual adults' preferences.
Both reports indicate that religious involvement is not a high priority among the majority
ofVermilion County residents. The church needs to determine if this reticence to affiliate
with religion is more pronounced in the emerging adult population or not.
Religious preference and involvement data for emerging adults from Vermilion
County is not available. Central Christian Church needs more precise survey information
in order to know how to approach the expanding emerging adult population in Vermilion
County, Illinois. They need to determine if some of the national trends discussed in
previous studies apply to this county as well as to the religious perspectives of people of
this age cohort.
Methodology
Because many younger adults have opted out of the church, the aim of this
research project was to listen to what emerging adults had to say about Christianity and
the Church and figure out changes Central Christian Church could make to invite and
incorporate them. To foster this awareness, I used a survey that was directed toward two
populations, a focus group, and an exit survey. My research employed an exploratory,
mixed-method, sequential, transformative design in which both quantitative and
qualitative data were gathered and analyzed.
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Participants
The first population included emerging adults between the ages of 1 8 and 29
years who consider Vermilion County, Illinois, their home. This distinction allowed for
college students, who are normally away from home during the school year, to
participate. The parameters also expanded beyond Vermilion County, Illinois, to include
those areas in which members/participants of Central Christian Church reside. The
second population of participants included church members/participants who were 30
years and older. This population included members who lived across the state line in
Didiana as well.
The first population was self-selected. The emerging adults agreed to participate
either through their own willingness to complete a survey, or by answering personal
invitations by agencies and individuals to complete the study. Similarly, the second
population self-selected by answering invitations at church meetings, publications, online
resources, classes, and other gatherings to participate in the survey. Both of the samples
were self-selected for participation in Part 2 of the study.
Instrumentation
The study employed a mixed approach to research, using both quantitative and
qualitative instruments. A test group evaluated the surveys for clarity and ease of
completion. Three instruments were used altogether. First, I designed a survey to answer
primarily the first three research questions, although it partially answered Research
Question #4 as well (see Appendix A). Both the emerging adults and the church
participants who were 30 years and older completed the survey. In the emerging adult
population, the respondents were both church participants and nonparticipants. The
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survey consisted of seven demographic questions, four multiple-choice questions related
to religious practices, six yes/no questions pertaining to religious experiences, nine
questions gauging the respondents' level of agreement with statements concemmg views
of organized religion, and four open-ended response questions meant to generate
qualitative data. The second instrument, the focus group, was employed as a qualitative
exercise ultimately to address the fourth research question (see Appendix B). A Research
Reflection Team member led the focus group discussion along the lines of possible
changes in attitude, approach, and actions that Central Christian Church could�or
should�make in light of the survey findings. As a third learning instrument, I gave
participants the opportunity to write briefly their impressions of the focus group
experience and insights gained through an exit survey (see Appendix C).
Data Collection
In Part 1, the survey design lasted over a period of three months. Once the online
survey was created on SurveyMonkey, I asked a mixed-age group of respondents to
review the survey, although no emerging adults actually completed the pilot survey
evaluation. After the survey was finalized and made live, I invited people personally,
online, and through print media to participate in the online survey. In addition, staff from
the local YMCA posted the survey link to emerging adults on his Facebook page, and
staff from Vermillion Advantage e-mailed her Young Professionals Network, inviting
their participation. An instructor at Danville Area Community College, who served on
my Research Reflection Team, garnered the most emerging adult participants by
promoting the survey through her colleagues at the school. Because these surveys were in
paper form, the church secretary and a church volunteer entered the data from the written
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surveys in the SurveyMonkey Web site. A total of 280 participants completed the survey.
Fifty were affiliated with Central Christian Church, with ten of those fifty being emerging
adults.
One month after all the data from the surveys had been scored and analyzed. Part
2 began. Using the list of twenty-nine names of those who had previously expressed
willingness to continue with the focus group, 1 invited them to the 6 January 2013
meeting at Danville Area Community College, using the preferred mode of contact they
indicated. With a potential for a large attendance, the focus group was originally arranged
in two sessions at two and four o'clock. However, with regrets from emerging adults who
were not affiliated with Central Christian Church, and no answer from others besides
Central Christian Church members, I changed the meeting to one session at four o'clock
and sent a second reminder notice. Fourteen adults met for the focus meeting to discuss
the results of the survey and offer ways Central Christian Church might adjust its
approach, attitude, and actions. At the end of the focus group meeting, 1 gave participants
exit surveys and invited them to reflect on their experience as part of this study.
Data Analysis
I used a research design with quantitative and qualitative elements, requiring
different methods of analysis. For the nineteen quantitative questions on the survey of the
two populations: emerging adults and older church participants, I tabulated the responses
for each group of participants and compared averages. Using SurveyMonkey' s analytical
component, I correlated these answers with factors of age, religious affiliation, and
involvement, which appeared in a demographic section at the beginning of each survey.
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I coded the four open-ended answers at the end of the surveys and scored them by
theme, giving totals according to the frequency those themes appeared in peoples'
responses. The themes most commonly expressed were noted and to what level they
reoccurred.
In a similar way, I noted the qualitative responses the focus groups shared in
relationship to the topics of changes in approach, attitude, and actions. However, because
the focus group was conversational in nature, themes were not valued by frequency,
assuming once an idea was shared, others would not necessarily repeat it. Instead, the
breadth of the input was its intrinsic value.
In terms of the last instrument, the exit survey, I grouped themes according to
similarity and noted the most frequent replies. The aim of the two open-ended questions
was to initiate reflection and solidify learning.
Generalizability
The study was very insightful on a local level. The population of emerging adults
provided a wider glimpse of the perspectives held by 1 8 to 29-year-olds in the immediate
area in and around Vermilion County, Illinois. The focus group offered specific
suggestions for change to Central Christian Church. However, the suggestions made in
the focus group should be appropriated with extreme caution as they may not translate
readily to other settings.
Some generalizations may be made between the emerging adults in this survey
and other Midwestern young adults because other data exists to establish a level of
congruence. However, correlation with other regions and other developmental stages is
not advisable. An aspect of this research that should not be generalized is the data on
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emerging adults' hopes for Christianity and the Church. At this point, other studies have
not been conducted in this area and, therefore, cannot be compared.
Theological Foundation
Integral to the nature of the Church has been the impetus to invite and incorporate
people into its life and work. From its inception at Pentecost, the Holy Spirit has paved
the way for the Church to share the good news, overcoming barriers of language, culture,
and the normal human conventions that tend to separate people groups. Therefore, the
possibilities are limitless. The Church has its theological mandate, model, and
motivation.
Mandate
Within the whole witness of Scripture, God endued the faithful with purpose
beyond themselves. In the covenant with Abraham, God said, "I will make of you a great
nation, and I will bless you, and make your name great, so that you will be a blessing"
(Gen. 12:2, NRSV). Through the prophet Isaiah, God explained that the people of Israel
were given "as a covenant to the people, a light to the nations, to open the eyes that are
blind, to bring out the prisoners from the dungeon, from the prison those who sit in
darkness" (Isa. 42:6-7). Implicit in Jesus' outreach to Zacchaeus is a call for those who
follow the Son ofMan to do likewise: "Today salvation has come to this house, because
he, too, is a son of Abraham. For the Son ofMan came to seek out and to save the losf
(Luke 19:9-10). The call, then, for the faithfiil to be a blessing and a light to others and
the invitation to join in Jesus' purpose to seek and save the lost is present in Jesus'
explicit mandate to his followers at the Ascension:
All authority in heaven and on earth has been given to me. Go therefore
and make disciples of all nations, baptizing them in the name of the Father
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and of the Son and of the Holy Spirit, and teaching them to obey
everything that I have commanded you. And remember, I am with you
always, to the end of the age. (Matt. 26:18-20)
Accordingly, this mandate is an active, intentional kind ofwork, not an option Christians
exercise if they are so inclined. Reaching the lost has been part of believers' marching
orders, and the parable of the banquet in Luke 14: 16-24 offers a compelling charge to go
to the highways and hedges of this era�perhaps to the chat rooms and social network
sites as well. While the mandate is broad in its application, it certainly covers emerging
adults who, for a variety of reasons, stand far off from the church.
Scripture is foundational for Christians' mandate to reach out to the unchurched.
However, the approach Christians use needs to vary according to changing
circumstances, especially when engaging the emerging adult population. Paul's outreach
to the Athenians offers one such model.
Model
Acts 17:16-34 is set within the larger context of Luke's account to Theophilus of
the mission of Jesus' witnesses, that is ever expanding and Spirit led. It has a historical
grounding within the second missionary journey and, consequently, is impacted by events
before and after. This engagement in Athens is cast in a time in which the church's
identity was in flux as it moved in and out of the Jewish and Gentile communities. This
context came to shape the encounter Paul had with the Athenians.
The results were mixed for this second missionary journey. Philippi had a few
prominent converts (Lydia and the jailer), seemingly few gains in Thessalonica, and then,
when Paul and his team made progress in Beroea, the ruffians from Thessalonica incited
a riot, driving the missionaries out of town to Athens. Paul was supposed to wait for his
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coworkers, Silas and Timothy, to join him later in Athens. In the meantime, Paul argued
with Jews in the synagogue, engaged people in the marketplace, and then, had a hearing
before the Areopagus. A few believers were won through this effort, including Dionysus,
Damaris, and a few others. Measured in terms of converts, this second missionary
journey in general, and the Athenian mission in particular, could not be categorized as
very successflil. Measured in adaptability and reliance on the Holy Spirit, however,
Paul's efforts in Athens are noteworthy and may provide an example to the church in
postmodern times.
Luke noted that Paul "was deeply distressed to see that the city was fiall of idols"
(Acts 17:16). Paul made some initial forays into this idolatrous culture, mostly on the
order ofpublic debate and argument. However, by the time he received a hearing in the
Areopagus, Paul seemed to follow Jesus' advice to his disciples to "be wise as serpents
and innocent as doves" (Matt. 10:16). Essentially, Paul connected what the Athenians
already knew and had been doing with the God he served.
This public witness in the marketplace appears to be a change in venue for Paul;
except for a trip to the river in Philippi where Paul found Lydia, the normal pattern was to
go to the synagogues. The exchange in the market place led to an invitation to address the
Areopagus. With the new venue also came a change in approach. Paul encountered an
audience that was unlike the traditional Jewish/Gentile mix from the synagogue. He
addressed Epicureans and Stoics. William Barclay summarizes the two philosophies: Of
Epicureans, Barclay said that they believed everything happened by chance. Death was
the end of all. The gods were remote from the world and did not care. The chief aim was
pleasure in life (not necessarily fleshly pleasure). Of Stoics, Barclay summarizes that they
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believed everything was God and contained a fiery spark. Everything happened according
to the will ofGod and humanity must accept it, and every so often, the world
disintegrated and started all over again on the same cycle (130). Along with these two
basic philosophical orientations, Paul faced a range in the Athenians' receptivity to his
message. On the positive side, Luke categorized the Athenians as liking all sorts of new
ideas that came along (Luke 16:21). On the negative side, some of the Athenians called
Paul a babbler. The Geneva Study Bible notes that spermlogos literally means seed
gatherer and was an unflattering name (Acts 17:18). As it applied to Paul, this name
implied he was one without any skill and blurted out the knowledge he received by
hearing this man and that man.
Paul was no stranger to hostility. He typically met opposition head on, arguing
from Hebrew Scripture the truth of the gospel. As he encountered the Athenians,
however, Paul demonstrated a great deal of adaptability. Instead of quoting the Hebrew
Scriptures (as was his custom), he cited their own poets. Instead of tearing down their
idolatry, which was terribly disturbing, Paul pointed to the unknown god they had been
worshipping and described the God of the universe who does not live in statues made
with hands. Only after this philosophical foundation was laid, did Paul build to the
peculiar Christian message. This adaptation is remarkable when one considers how
central monotheism and the Scriptures were to Paul's theological underpinnings.
Part of Paul's adjustment may relate to the judicial setting of the Areopagus.
While the Areopagus was an actual site, F. J. Foakes-Jackson and Kirsopp Lake assert
that it was not a place but the judicial body in this instance (212). This council, made up
of about thirty aristocrats, typically decided on matters of culture, religion, and education
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(220). Marion L. Soards points out that this situation for Paul's speech was a judicial one
and that Socrates was tried and sentenced to death for similar charges (96). Therefore, the
stakes were high for Paul and those who would follow in missionary efforts to Athens.
Carefully worded arguments would be appropriate for Paul in that circumstance.
However, Paul's adaptation of his religious message may not have been for the
sake of self-preservation and much as it was to establish an open the door for future
exchanges. Paul had faced life-threatening situations several times before he landed in
Athens. Being in danger did not deter him in those incidents. Undoubtedly, the judicial
setting with even some hostile people in the mix would not have been enough to drive
Paul away. Instead, Paul was respectful, savvy, logical, persuasive, and, seemingly,
willing to wait for the Athenians to pursue the conversation further.
Like the fledgling movement of The Way, the church's message may need to
adapt to the variety of postmodern understandings it encounters. No longer can the
church presume the advantage of cultural familiarity and acceptance. Christians face a
wide range of responses, from benign curiosity to open hostility and a cultural pluralism
that views Christianity as one ofmany options. Indeed, humanity may still, as Paul says,
"Search for God and perhaps grope for him and find him" (Acts 17:27). William H.
Willimon suggests Christians be attuned to those who are searching:
Yet Paul might say, as he said on Areopagus, that at least they are
searching. They at least know that there is something else needed to make
sense out of life, to give coherence to the world. The church, rather than
standing back from pagan religiosity, pointing our fingers in righteous
indignation, should, like Paul in Athens, minister to their searching. (143)
Therefore, finding ways that Central Christian Church can connect the gospel message
with postmodern emerging adults' present understandings will be crucial. If the church is
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to be effective in carrying out Jesus' mission, it must adapt its methods to current reaUty
and examine its motives. Recognizing the nature ofGod and the Church is at the heart of
this motivation.
Motivation
Presented with a mandate and a model. Central Christian Church could oblige,
woodenly complying with the task at hand of seeking the lost, sharing the good news, and
making disciples like Jesus asked, but this effort is an empty duty unless believers
examine their motives. I suggest the reality of the Incarnation and the understanding of
the nature of the Church, or its ecclesiology, supply the theological underpinnings for
why the church would concern itself with inviting and incorporating anyone into the body
of Christ.
God entered this world and as the Gospel of John described, "The Word became
flesh and lived among us" (John 1:1). The fact that God would go to such lengths to save
humanity is astounding. More than amazement, however, the Incarnation invites
believers to see their own purpose tied to God's. After the resurrection, Jesus imparted
his Holy Spirit to his disciples, and according to the Gospel of John, the Holy Spirit is
integral in the believer's commissioning: "Jesus said to them again, 'Peace be with you.
As the Father has sent me, so I send you.' When he had said this, he breathed on them
and said to them, 'Receive the Holy Spirit'" (John 20: 21-22). Therefore, believers are
not only beneficiaries of the Word becoming flesh, they are witnesses to the world of the
Incarnation as they are filled with, empowered by, and sent through the power of the
Holy Spirit.
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In their book, authors Michael Frost and Alan Hirsch make the case that the
Incarnation is the prism through which the church views its mission:
To identify incamationally with a people will mean that we must enter into
something of the cultural life of a "people"; to seek to understand their
perspectives, their grievances and causes, in other words their real
[original emphasis] existence, in such a way as to genuinely reflect the act
of identification that God made with us in Jesus. (38)
While flesh carmot reverse the incamational process and become Word, believers can
enter the lives of other people, pointing them to a God who did and does want to be in
relationship with them. Essentially, such a commitment involves believers investing their
time, energy, and concern into the lives of others.
Perhaps that commitment is what Paul had in mind when he wrote to the
Corinthians describing the motive for his evangelistic effort, "To the weak I became
weak, so that I might win the weak. I have become all things to all people, that I might by
all means save some" (1 Cor. 9:22). Therefore, the motivation for inviting and
incorporating emerging adults is centered in the very nature ofGod, who, through the
Incarnation, bridged heaven and earth in order to save humanity. Since the Wordwould
go to these lengths, such effort should provide enough motivation for the flesh to imitate
the overture.
The way in which the church understands its nature and purpose also serves as
motivation. The Incarnation has direct bearing on ecclesiology. If the church understands
itself to be the body ofChrist, as the Apostle Paul frequently referred to it (e.g., Rom. 7:4;
1 Cor. 12:27; Eph. 4:12), the church is a reflection of the Incarnation today. Gathered into
one body under the headship of the Lord, the church becomes the embodiment of its
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message. Frost and Hirsch caution, "We are faced with the sobering fact that we actually
are our messages" (154). Consequently, the church's existence is their witness.
This call for the church to manifest the presence of God by being the body of
Christ is what I term embodied ecclesiology. Like the Incarnation, the church embodies
God's love as it demonstrates that divine love in the world. Through the church's
witness�its investment in the lives of others�the world comes to understand the nature
of God. Therefore, Central Christian Church's openness and understanding of emerging
adults should emulate the Incarnation and reflect the very nature of the Church as the
body ofChrist.
Embodied ecclesiology, then, is a motivator, for if the church affirms that it is
indeed Christ's body here on earth, its singular and collective existence is tied to one
another and Christ, the Head. The church exists in community with one another and
Christ. Essentially, acknowledging and maintaining those connections are not optional in
Christian community. The Apostle Paul adopts this body metaphor to illustrate that the
church is less than it should be when parts of the body disengage or are removed (see 1
Cor. 12:12-27). When the younger generations disengage with the institutional church,
the loss is not only statistical but also spiritual.
This deep sense of loss is at the heart of this project. The church as it is cannot be
whole when a generation disengages from it. Churches often assume they will lose their
futures with their children going their own ways. In reality, they lose their ability to be
the church in the present if they do not find ways to invite and incorporate emerging
adults. Members of Central Christian Church and emerging adults must keep listening to
each other. Churches have to reevaluate continually and change to prevent young people
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in the twenty-first century fi-om turning away fi-om the church with disappointment or
disgust.
Overview
Chapter 2 reviews the Hterature that has been written to date on the subject of
emerging aduhs, their relationship to the church, and the church's response to the
challenge this relationship, or lack thereof, can bring. Chapter 3 addresses the
methodology of the interventions and the design in more detail. Findings are reported in
Chapter 4 along with analysis and the implications of the study. Finally, Chapter 5 offers
a conclusion and presents the implications of this study.
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CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE
Introduction
In the opening montage of the film The Searching Generation: The Spiritual Lives
ofTwenty -Somethings, Director Maria Demeshkina includes several comments from
emerging adults about their spiritual lives:
"I beheve in God, but I don't go to church and stuff like that. . .."
"It's like, for me, it's so boring going to church and all the time
listening to those people talk about the same thing all the time, every week
the same thing. It's kind ofboring."
"I'm not really a religious person. You know, I grew up Roman
Catholic, but nothing came out of it."
These comments are characteristic of the negative impressions widely held among
emerging adults. Not only have they indicated their dislike or disinterest by failure to
affiliate and attend religious services, they do not recognize religion as an important
factor in their lives. This dismissal causes concerns for many churches.
Concern for the faith of younger generations is not new. It is implicit in biblical
commands:
You shall put these words ofmine in your heart and soul, and you shall
bind them as a sign on your hand, and fix them as an emblem on your
forehead. Teach them to your children, talking about them when you are at
home and when you are away, when you lie down and when you rise.
(Deut. 11:18-19)
However, parents have either abdicated this responsibility or have not been successful in
inculcating the faith. Unfortunately, reality indicates that the desired imparting of the
faith has not gone as well as hoped:
By some key measures, Americans ages 1 8 to 29 are considerably less
religious than older Americans. Fewer young adults belong to any
particular faith than older people do today. They also are less likely to be
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affiliated than their parents' and grandparents' generations were when
they were young.... Young adults also attend religious services less often
than older Americans today. And compared with their elders today, fewer
young people say that religion is very important in their lives. (Pew
Forum, U S Religious Landscape Survey 1)
Therefore, Christians need to explore what has contributed to this religious dearth, why
many emerging adults have not made the church a viable and meaningful part of their
lives, and what impressions, experiences, and hopes emerging adults have concerning
Christianity and the Church.
To unravel the mystery. Christians first need to examine the
ideological/sociological climate in which they live. In particular, they should look at the
postmodern context in which emerging adults are immersed and the resulting
implications for religious life. The church must examine the approaches it used to
disseminate the faith in previous generations to determine if those same methods are
effective for emerging adults of the postmodern era.
Next, Christians need to explore what emerging adults have said concerning their
own religious views and practices through data collected in surveys and interviews. To
have a more complete picture, they also need to weigh the thoughtftil implications and
conclusions scholars have made in light of these studies.
Exploring emerging adults' perceptions also necessitates examining the church
itself, since its approaches, attitudes, and actions toward these young adults are factors
that affect those perceptions. I will look at the record of accomplishment of some
churches that are making inroads with emerging adults and learn what lessons their
journeys have taught them.
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Finally, taking into consideration the context in which people live, the research
results from studies of emerging adults, and the examples of churches that have
successfully invited and incorporated emerging adults, I will examine the implications for
Central Christian Church. This examination will involve evaluating the gaps in the
church's knowledge and experience. Determining how Central Christian Church needs to
adjust its ministry with emerging adults will be formative in the design of this research
project.
The Context
Whenever lost or uncertain, people frequently look around for directional signs,
particularly the you are here sign on a map or diagram of a facility. To understand
emerging adults and the context in which they live better, researchers must look for
similar markers. Attaining such an understanding may not be an easy task, as the Pew
Research Center discovered in its exploration ofMillennials, the generation that came of
age in 2000. At any given moment in time, age group differences can be the result of
three overlapping processes: life cycle effects, period effects, and cohort effects (iv). To
explore the context in which emerging adults operate, I will look at these three factors.
Life Cycle Effects
Chronology is one objective way to delineate life cycle. How many months or
years humans are alive could describe their life cycle and infer the rights, abilities,
responsibilities, and challenges that age brings. However, as humans move beyond
puberty, the universality of age categories evaporates. The delineation of life cycle stages
can be confusing, as Chris Kiesling observes:
I wonder about the confusion created when my 13 -year-old son is given an
"adult dose" ofmedicine and encouraged to attend confirmation classes in
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the church, while having to wait several years before achieving "adult"
status permitting him to drive at age 16, vote at age 18, drink at age 21, or
consider a presidential campaign at age 35. (1 1-12)
Churches must move beyond numbers for meaningful descriptors of the adult lifecycle.
Assigning stages of development is one alternative. Many psychologists have studied
human development and assigned various stages in typical age groupings. These stages
build on one another. For example, Jean Piaget determined 1 1 -year-olds and older, who
are formal operational persons, could not be such without first navigating through the
concrete operational phase when they were 7 to 1 1 -year-olds (McLeod). While such
stages may help the academic and therapeutic communities assign meaning and track the
developmental progress individuals are making, few adults progress in a predictable
maimer according to general age groupings.
In his later work in adult development, Erik Erikson saw the shortcomings of
prescribed linear stages, developing instead five images or typologies with which most
adults can identify (Hoare 30). These cameo-like portraits were not bound to a linear
progression, although adults could move from one type to another. In 1971, the American
Academy ofArts and Sciences held a conference to study adulthood because, according
to Erikson, by the time they are adults, most individuals prefer their own notions about
maturity and working within society (27). Using self-identified achievements is another
way, in addition to chronology and psychosocial stages, to determine the passage into
adulthood.
The passage from adolescence to adulthood has generally been assigned to these
milestones: completing school, leaving home, becoming financially independent,
marrying, and having a child. In 1960, 77 percent ofwomen and 65 percent ofmen had
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passed all five milestones by the time they reached 30 years. In the 2000 US Census,
fewer than half the women and one-third of the men had done so (Kiesling 12; Henig 2).
For today's 18 to 29-year-olds, scholars do not find societal consensus as to the road
markers of adulthood. Rather than following uniform age groups or stages, the passage to
adulthood is a more elongated journey, with some milestones skipped all together.
Jeffrey Jenson Amett has studied many college-aged adults to determine what
they believe the marks of adulthood to be. A few decades earlier, marriage was
considered a universal rite of passage into adulthood. However, marriage did not make
the top of the list when emerging adults were surveyed to select what signified adulthood
for them. The top three replies were to take responsibility for their actions, to decide on
personal beliefs and values independent of parents and other influences, and to become
less self-oriented and develop a greater consideration for others {Emerging Adulthood
210). Instead of objective milestones such as tuming 18 years old, completing education,
marrying, or starting a family, Amett found more subjective markers used by those
emerging into adulthood. The problem for sociologists comes in determining when
emerging adults acquire these subjective milestones.
Amett takes these self-identifying markers even fiirther. He proposes a new stage
between adolescence and adulthood that describes this new reality. He calls it emerging
adulthood. In extensive interviews with emerging adults, he proposes a different set of
markers that describe the common experiences of this age group:
1 . It is the age of identity explorations, of trying out various possibilities,
especially in love and work. 2. It is the age of instability. 3. It is the most
self-focused age of hfe. 4. It is the age of feeling in-between, in transition,
neither adolescent nor adult. 5. It is the age of possibilities, when hopes
flourish, when people have an unparalleled opportunity to transform their
lives. {Emerging Adulthood %)
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Amett's description resembles adolescence with the unstable feeling of being in-between.
Still emerging adults enjoy a degree of autonomy and self-determination that adolescents
cannot afford.
However, this proposal of a new life development stage is not without its
detractors. Kara Powell of the Fuller Youth Institute poses some important questions:
Some questions that remain about this idea of emerging adulthood are: Is
this a permanent (or at least semi-permanent) change in the way
adolescents transition to adulthood, or is it more culturally derived and
more temporary? A somewhat related question is, what do we do with the
fact that many cultures, especially non-western cultures, do not go through
this stage and these 5 markers?
The extended joumey to adulthood seems to be a phenomenon ofWestern industrialized
nations. Those who are supported financially also have the luxury of exploring the
possibilities as noted in Amett's Markers 1 and 5, whereas those without means typically
do not. While these claims are not universal, the markers do provide a snapshot of this
lifecycle. They say emerging adults do not automatically consider themselves adults at
age 1 8 and, instead, move through a series of very subjective life experiences and
reflections to claim their own adulthood.
Except in the case of legal issues, Westem industrialized society seems reticent to
proscribe any clearer milestones for would-be adults. Therefore, without definite stages
of development to track in adulthood or commonly held social milestones to mark the
way, I will, with some caution, examine the common experiences and impressions
reported by adults between the ages of 1 8 and 29 years.
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Period Effects
Just as the Earth's occupants do not perceive the planet's rotation, so the cultural
paradigms in which people operate sometimes shift without anyone being cognizant of it.
Such shifting has and is taking place in the United States�the shift from modernism to
postmodernism. This almost undetectable movement affects the way Americans view
much of life and, as such, is a consideration as Christians interact with those who relate
less and less to modernism and its systems.
This change is pervasive; it affects all of society. People debate as to what the
paradigm shift means. The definition and progression of postmodernism is far from
resolved. Having mapped the complex joumey postmodemism has undergone, Steven
Best and Douglas Kellner refer to the transition as the postmodern turn:
Although it is pmdent to be skeptical of extreme postmodern claims that
would render obsolete the assumptions, values, categories, culture, and
politics of the modem era, it must be admitted that significant changes are
taking place and that many of the old modem theories and categories can
no longer adequately describe our contemporary culture, politics, and
society. (30)
Because the passage from modemism to postmodemism is incomplete, the study of this
postmodern turn is ongoing. Scholars often note how the two eras differ in retrospect
with less confidence as to future directions the tum may take.
Modemism was ushered in with the Enlightenment. The values and assumptions it
holds are that truth is objective, certain, and made known through reason and empiricism.
Progress is achievable through persistence, and science offers the best path. The
individual is of primary importance, whereas facts are neutral. The world is seen in a
cause-effect relationship that operates in logical terms. Humanity is good and can solve
most problems (Johnston 25).
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Perhaps postmodemism emerged because of a heavy dose of disillusionment
about modemism's view of the inevitability of progress, but as Stanley Hauerwas and
William H. Willimon note, "Sometime between 1960 and 1980, an old inadequately
conceived world ended, and a fresh, new world began" (15). As Woody Davis
summarized in his class lecture, some of the tendencies of this paradigm shift are that
tmth is no longer seen as objective, certain, or tmly knowable. Tmth, like beauty, is now
in the eye of the beholder. While sometimes optimistic, postmodemism would reject the
idea that progress is inevitable and collaboration, rather than science or individual effort,
is the likely source of positive outcomes. Community is highly valued, but these
relationships frequently exist without formal ties and covenants. Interestingly,
postmodemism would value the subjective reality of the individual over and against a
collective authority. Facts are subjective and relative, open to interpretation; therefore,
experience rather than empiricism is the way one knows anything. Postmodernism is
drawn to mystery and intuition and does not assume the world operates in logical terms.
Postmodemism no longer has the certainty modernism does that humanity has the ability
to solve all the world's problems, but most postmodem people want to make a difference.
Postmodem people value genuineness, diversity, equality/faimess, compassion,
and tolerance. They hold a dose of skepticism, not in a scientific sense, but in a hesitancy
to tmst what others say. Closely related to skepticism is a general questioning of
authority. Postmodem people tend to weigh all things as equal, manifesting a healthy
dose of relativism. Davis further notes in his class lecture that postmodem adherents
evaluate most information from a subjective viewpoint, asking, "How do I feel about
this?" and, "How does it affect me?" They desire and expect plenty of choices. They
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want relationships without strings and fonnal covenants, but, at the same time, they
desire community. Postmodem adherents believe time is at a premium, and they value
both the oldest and the latest.
The shift from modemism to postmodemism is ongoing. Relics ofmodem life
still exist in governmental stmcturcs, educational institutions, medicine and science,
societal norms, political fomms, and religious organizations. However, modemism has
had to accommodate the new perspectives postmodemism brings with it. For instance, the
church used to have a monopoly on tmth. It was the recognized authority on spiritual
matters. Apologetics were rational and believable to modem ears, yet when tmth and
opinion are the same, when authority is no longer assumed, and when all those time-
honored arguments and proofs are not heard, the church will soon discover, if it has not
already, that it no longer has the advantage of universal acceptance. Postmodemism, even
as it is still evolving and only partially understood, has been making its way to the
cultural mainstream. People may not fully appreciate the shift, but society shows no signs
of stopping the transition to postmodemism anytime soon.
This ongoing paradigm shift affects all of society. However, as fiature generations
come of age in a world where modem logic and empirical study are no longer valued,
where authority has to share a place with all the other equally valid options, and where
commonly held and understood mores are a thing of the past, the context for emerging
adults differs significantly from their predecessors. This context still is not easily defined,
even with the term postmodernism. Postmodernism, broadly constmed, is an ideological
framework that moves in a sea of experiences and ambitions to form and shape groups of
people sharing time and space on earth.
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Cohort Effects
The generational cohort theory suggests life-shaping events that form common
bonds across generations. As Simon Moss states, "Events that unfold during the
formative rather than later years of individuals are especially consequential. Therefore,
individuals bom during a particular time, and thus corresponding to the same cohort, will
often share specific inclinations and cognitive styles." While a complete consensus as to
the years forming these generational groups has not been reached, most experts generally
agree the cohort known as Millennials, Generation Y, or Net Generation were bom by
1982 or 1983 (Sessa, Kabacoff, Deal, and Brown 51). Emerging adults between ages 18
and 29 years fit within this cohort.
When Beloit University wanted to prepare their professors for the students they
would teach, Tom McBride and Ron Nief came up with lists of events that would and
would not be a part of students' common experience. Each year since 1998, they have
published the "Mindset List" for the entering class. Their list for the oldest members of
the Millennial generation, those bom in 1982, includes this sampling of the common
experience of this age cohort:
Grace Kelly, Elvis Presley, Karen Carpenter, and the E.R.A. have always
been dead. . . . The Kennedy tragedy was a plane crash, not an
assassination. . .. A "45" is a gun, not a record with a large hole in the
center. They have no clue what the Beach Boys were talking about when
they sang about a 409, and a little Deuce Coupe. ... They have always
bought telephones, rather than rent them from AT&T. The year they were
bom [1982], AIDS was found to have killed 164 people; finding a cure for
the disease was designated a "top priority" for govemment sponsored
research. . . . We have always been able to reproduce DNA in the
laboratory.. . . There have always been ATM machines.. . . Watergate is as
relevant to their lives as the Teapot Dome Scandal.. . . They have never
referred to Russia and China as "the Reds." Toyotas and Hondas have
always been made in the United States. . . . Three Mile Island is ancient
history, and nuclear accidents happen in other countries. Around-the-clock
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coverage of congress, public affairs, weather reports, and rock videos has
always been available on cable.. . . Woodstock is a bird or a reunion, not a
cultural touchstone.. . . Hurricanes have always had men's and women's
names.... They have never used a bottle of "White Out...." If they vaguely
remember the night the Berlin Wall fell, they are probably not sure why it
was up in the first place. "Spam" and "cookies" are not necessarily
foods....
While some history is commonly experienced with different generational cohorts, the
meanings of those historical events are not commonly interpreted. Put in historical terms,
the Millennials have a unique frame of reference that affects their approach to future
events.
In their study on attitudes toward leadership, Valerie I. Sessa, Robert I. Kabacoff,
Jennifer Deal, and Heather Brown distill many of the studies concerning this cohort into a
brief summary. They state that emerging adults are the first high-tech generation (e.g.,
cell phones, automatic teller machines, laser surgery), and the first to be bom into a wired
world. They are connected twenty-four hours a day. Racial and ethnic diversity is even
greater among this cohort, and diversity and change are valued. Uncertainty about the
economy seems to have become a permanent fixture in their psyche, and poverty among
the young is rising. They know terrorism like no other generation, witnessing both
terrorism within the US in the Oklahoma City bombings and the first attack on American
soil since Pearl Harbor in the terrorist attack of 1 1 September 2001 . This generation
knows the world they inherit is not only full of new opportunities but also old problems.
Still, they remain hopeful and believe that they will someday get to where they want to be
in life (51-52). This optimism is what distinguishes Millennials from the Busters, bom
between 1965 and 1982. Not since the Builders, bom between 1901 and 1925, has the US
seen a generation that is as determined as the Millennials to make a difference.
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Millennials share other characteristics, too. The Pew Research Center has studied
this generation and categorizes them as "confident, self expressive, liberal, upbeat, and
open to change" (1). Furthermore, the Center's studies reveal the Millennials are more
ethnically and racially diverse than older aduUs, less religious, less likely to have served
in the military, and on track to become the most educated generation in American history
(1). When asked what makes their generation distinctive, 24 percent ofMillennials
answer their use of technology makes the distinction (5). They admitted that the older
generations had the upper hand in work ethic, moral values, and respect for others.
Millennials show themselves to be more tolerant of differences (6). They also are more
satisfied with how things are than those 30 years old and older (7). The Pew Research
Center states, "Whatever toll a recession, a housing crises, a financial meltdown and a
pair ofwars may have taken on the national psyche in the past few years, it appears to
have hit the old harder than the young" (8). Millennials are characterized by their
optimism, satisfaction, tolerance, and technological savvy. They appear to be more
flexible and open to change. Whether or not these generational characteristics will endure
remains to be seen.
The context in which 18 to 29-year-olds find themselves can be quite different
from other groups based on age, period, and cohort effects. This context shapes their
perspectives and approaches to life. Studies have also probed how emerging adults are
more specifically viewing and participating in religion. Emerging adults' life stage is
marked by transitions set in a postmodem sea of subjectivism and relativism. They have
grown up under the tutelage of institutional upheaval and rapid social change. Their lives
have been shaped by unparalleled technological access and educational levels. Current
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events are instantly moved to historical experiences with the stroke of a key. Millennials
are open to new ideas yet give them the same weight of authority as previously held
concepts. They are loyal to friends and family but are reticent to commit to something
they have no confidence they will be able to see through. Many of these characteristics
have implication for their religious lives, for while open to a broad range of spiritual
experiences and perspectives, large numbers of emerging adults have not remained, nor
have a majority become newly involved with the church. Therefore, the religious lives of
emerging adults need to be investigated.
Studies of the Religious Lives of Emerging Adults
Scholars have investigated the religious affiliations, perceptions, and practices of
adolescents and emerging adults for decades. Longitudinal studies can provide insight
into overall trends and make comparisons possible. One of longest running surveys, on
which researchers draw, is the General Social Survey (GSS) that spans 1972 to 2010.
Because the GSS explores many topics, I limited the scope ofmy research to data tables
created by the University of California at Berkley ("Quick Table: How Often R"; "Quick
Table: Religious Preference"). These tables relay religious attendance and preference
responses over time by age groups. The National Study of Youth and Religion (NSYR)
was conducted in three waves: 2001-2005, 2005, and 2007-2008 (Smith and Snell 3).
This study was beneficial because the same youth were followed from adolescence to
emerging adulthood, thus allowing researchers to offer some predictors of religious
saliency. While not conducted over a long period of time, the Pew Forum's US Religious
Landscape Survey is important because it included over 35,000 respondents, thus offering
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generalizability. These longitudinal and extensive studies provide a broad picture of how
the religious landscape looks for emerging adults.
Other studies pinpoint certain target groups within the emerging adult population.
Stetzer, Stanley, and Hayes' study focused on unchurched adults, ages 20 to 29 years and
over 30 years. Still other studies address specific questions with more narrow
populations. While the topic may be very fitting to research questions, the
generalizability is limited. The literature provides both broadly and narrowly construed
studies that reveal the religious practices of emerging adults through attendance and
affiliation, other religious measures, issues in inviting unaffiliated emerging adults, and
issues involving affiliated emerging adults in the church.
Attendance and Affiliation
Anecdotal evidence points to a decline in both religious service attendance and
religious affiliation among emerging adults. Church leaders look out on the congregation
and do not see the younger population in the pews, but whether studies bear out that
impression is of concern.
The National Data Program for the Social Sciences has been collecting data
through personal interviews since 1972. The University ofCalifornia, Berkeley, Web site
has made available the General Social Survey cumulative data from 1972 to 2010, which
was examined in quick tables according to four age categories: 18 to 30, 31 to 40, 41 to
55, and 56 to 89 years. These tables were also examined by a respondent's birth year,
tracking the average replies to questions when the respondents would have been
approximately 18, 32, 42, and 56 years old ("Quick Table: How Often R"; "Quick Table:
Religious Preference").
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In terms of how often the respondent attends religious services, the highest
average for responses typically was split between two extremes: Never and Eveiy week.
Spread over nine possible answers, the highest total was roughly 18 to 29 percent of
replies. That total may be due in large part because through the decades, 1 8 to 30-year-
olds most frequently have responded Never or Once a vear while the other three age
groups most often leaned to the Every week attendance response in the years 1972 to
1996. However, according to the GSS totals, 1998 seems to mark a statistical tipping
point for that year: The highest percentage total across the age groups went to Never for
the first time. Never has been the highest total percentage reply since then, with the
exception of 2004, when the highest total was in the Every week category (see Table 2.1).
For the last several years, a higher percentage of the 3 1 to 40-year-olds and 41 to 55-
year-olds have joined their younger counterparts in saying they never attend religious
services. Lower levels of religious attendance seem to be statistically verified but not
only for emerging adults. This broader trend affects Gen Xers and Baby Boomers as well.
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Table 2.1. Highest Total Percentage Responses�Worship Attendance by Year
Highest % . , Highest %
Year r 11/ � ^^^^ \Every Week !\ever
1972 29.1
1973 20.7
1974 23.3
1975 22.7
1976 20.2
1977 22.4
1978 20.9
1980 21.4
1982 20.8
1983 23.1
1984 24.7
1985 25.1
1987 21.2
1989 23.3
1990 22.9
1991 22.9
1993 20.9
1994 19.8
1996 16.9
1998 18.9
2000 20.7
2002 18.3
2004 18.8
2006 22.3
2008 21.8
2010 22.6
Services Age Groups�4 Categories (Percents)."
How measurements are taken may vary. According to the Pew Forum's findings
of the US Religious Landscape Sun-ey, as in the GSS, l oung aduhs report attending
religious services less often than their elders do. However, the Landscape Survey reports
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33 percent of 18 to 29-year-olds attend weekly (90) while the GSS reports only 10.7
percent in 2008 and 14.2 percent of 18 to 29-year-olds in 2006 said they attend every
week. Therefore, in the year immediately preceding and following the Landscape Study,
the GSS reports less than half the percentage total of those emerging adults claiming
weekly attendance: 10.7 and 14.2 percent as contrasted to 33 percent. How to account for
this disparity is unknown, unless the number of respondents, approximately 35,000 for
the Landscape Study and four to nine thousand for GSS 2008 and 2006 accounts for the
difference in percentage.
In terms of religious affiliation, Protestant has remained the highest total
percentage response since the GSS was initiated in 1972. While the Protestant affiliation
has gradually decreased over the decades, the likelihood of respondents replying None
has increased in recent years. According to the GSS, the total population not affiliated
with any religion has incrementally grown over the last eight years. The youngest adult
population, 18 to 30 years old, not affiliated with any religion also shows general, albeit
inconsistent, growth (see Table 2.2). Still, comparing the youngest segment of adults with
the total population, the percentage of those who do not claim any religious ties is greater
for 18 to 30-year-olds.
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Table 2.2, Percentage Response�No Religious Affiliation
Total %
Total %
None�U-30\rs.
\ ear None�All Age
Groups
2002 13.8 23.1
2004 14.0 21.2
2006 15.8 23.7
2008 16.8 26.8
2010 18.0 25.3
Source: "Quick Table: GSS 1972-2010 Cumulative Datafile; Results: Religious Preference 57 Age
Groups�4 Categories (Percents)"
One explanation for the greater percentage of emerging adults claiming no
religious affiliation is the use of terms themselves. In their interviews with younger and
older unchurched people, Stetzer, Stanley, and Hayes found 43 percent of the younger
unchurched, who were 20 to 29 years old, said they were spiritual but not religious (20).
This delineation may be at the heart of people's reticence to affiliate with a specific
religion. Claiming no specific religious association leaves room for emerging adults and,
perhaps, older adults as well to define spiritual inclinations more broadly.
Using the results of the USReligious Landscape Survey, the Pew Forum asked
about affiliation in a different way. It reports that 18 percent of 1 8 to 29-year-olds went
from affiliated to unaffiliated status. An average of 4 percent went the other way from
unaffiliated to affiliated. The Forum concludes, "The large proportion of young adults
who are unaffiliated with a religion is a result, in part, of the decision by many young
people to leave the religion of their upbringing without becoming involved in a new
faith" (3). Whether emerging adults are leaving the religion of their upbringing or simply
shying away from the claims of a specific religious affiliation, the fact remains that
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affiliation is in a state of flux. At present, data indicates more emerging adults are
disaffiliating than they are affiliating with religion.
While the decline in attendance and affiliation are statistically indicated, scholars
may draw different conclusions as to the reasons. Looking at the GSS data from 1972 to
2006, factoring for 18 to 25-year-olds with evangelical Protestant, black Protestant,
mainline Protestant, and Catholic backgrounds. Christian Smith and Patricia Snell find
the data reveals stability in emerging adults' religiosity:
This backward historical glance at the religiousness of emerging adults
reveals that, on the whole, 1 8- to 24-year-old Americans have not since
1972 become dramatically less religious or more secular. When viewed as
a single group, they have on most measures changed by a few percentage
points in either direction. . . . Overall, then, the preponderance of evidence
here shows emerging adults 1 8 to 25 actually remaining the same or
growing more religious [original emphasis] between 1972 and 2006�with
the notable exceptions of significantly declining regular church attendance
among Catholics and mainline Protestants, a near doubling in the percent
of nonreligious emerging adults, and significant growth in the percent of
emerging adults idenfifying as religiously liberal. (100-01)
Smith and Snell, then, present the findings of the National Study of Youth and Religion.
They break the Protestant category down fiirther into conservative (mainly white),
mainline, and black. They examined affiliation, attendance, beliefs, and spiritual practices
such as prayer:
In sum, the importance and practice of religion generally declines between
the age periods of 13-17 and 18-23. Some or even many American youth
go into something of a religious slump during these years. But that decline
or slump does not seem to be cataclysmic for their religious lives�at least
as far as statistics can reveal. Most of them do not appear to abandon their
faith, decide that it is entirely unimportant, or radically alter their belief
Most appear to retain and perhaps soften the subjective aspects of their
religions and simply further background and downplay their faith as a
salient and publicly practiced part of their lives during these years. (142)
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While Smith and Snell downplay any significant disengagement of emerging adults from
their faith, they must be considering the data on average because based on their own
results, the mainline white Protestant and Catholic churches have seen steady decline.
If the disengagement is temporary. Smith and Snell do not propose a time when the
emerging adults typically return or embrace faith with more conviction.
Smith and Snell allude to the possibility that this disengagement from the church
is a product of lifecycle, leaving open the opportunity for more active involvement as
emerging adults mature. Emerging adults are on a religious sabbatical, so to speak. If
examined by birth year, however, the assumption that lifecycle experiences such as
marriage, having children, or settling down in one's career generally draw one back to
religion or cause one to embrace religion for the first time, is not confirmed statistically.
This trend to affiliate by age 31 or 32 was maintained until the early 1990s. However,
statistics indicate a new trend has emerged. Instead of emerging adults increasing their
religious affiliation when they tum 31 or 32 years old, they have decreased their claims of
a religious affiliation (see Table 2.3). Therefore, church leaders can no longer assume that
religious involvement increases with maturity. The religious landscape in terms of
attendance and affiliation is shifting toward emerging adults not in favor of the church.
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Table 2.3. No Religious Affiliation Age Group Comparison
Year
Respondents were 18 or
19 yrs.�None
%
Year
Respondents turned
31 or 32 yrs.�None
%
1972 9.7 1985 8.1
1974 12.3 1987 9.6
1976 13.1 1989 10.5
1978 14.6 1991 10.4
1980 10.7 + 1993 12.6
1982 13.2 1996 10.9
1984 11.4 +1998 14.6
1986 10.0 +2000 16.3
1989 12.2 +2002 15.5
1990 10.5 +2004 17.4
1993 11.9 +2006 19.3
1994 14.8 +2008 20.2
1996 19.5 +2010 22.6
Source: "Quick Table: GSS 1972-2010 Cumulative Datafile; Results: Religious Preference 57 Age
Groups�4 Categories (Percents)"
Other Religious Measures
While attendance and affiliation arc two standard ways to quantify the religiosity
of a given population, other measures help to complete the investigation. According to
the Pew Research Center, for those Millermials who are affiliated with a religion, the
intensity of that commitment is comparable with other generational cohorts�37 percent
ofMillennials claim strong fies, 37 percent ofGenXers, and 31 percent ofBaby Boomers
(5). While ties are reported to be strong, less than halfof the adults under 30 years old say
that religion is very important in their lives ( 1 0). Christian Smith and Patricia Snell
received similar data when asking 18 to 23-year-olds the importance of religious faith-
shaping daily life (114). Uecker, Regerus, and Vaaler note that young adults are vastly
more likely to curb attendance than say that religion is less important (1681). Curiously,
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the strong ties emerging aduhs feel and the importance they assign to religion in their
lives may have little correlation with standard measures of attendance and affiliation,
making religious commitment a difficult thing to quantify. Scholars have studied these
more subjective indicators of religiosity.
Smith and Snell sorted the respondents in the National Study ofYouth and
Religion into four types of religious commitment and assigned a percentage to each
category: devoted (5 percent), regular (14.3 percent), sporadic (17.9 percent), and
disengaged (25.5 percent; 259). These categories were derived from a combination of
factors such as attendance, importance of religion, closeness to God, prayer, and
Scripture reading.
According to Pew Forum on Religion & Public Life's study Religion among the
Millennials, in other religious practices like reading Scripture weekly, praying daily, and
meditating weekly, Millennials report doing so to a lesser degree than all other age
cohorts above 30 years (8). In their work with Wave 1 of the NSYR, Christian Smith,
Robert Paris, Melinda Lundquist Denton, and Mark Regnerus found, in spite of their
statistically neutral views of organized church, a vast majority of youth claims to pray
regularly (118). However, by Wave 3, those praying daily were 30 percent, down 8
percent from Wave 1 , reading Scripture daily was 6 percent (down 2 percent), and those
meditating�not in prayer�was up 5 percent to 16 percent. Those claiming never to
pray, read Scripture, or attend a religious education class were all on the increase by age
18 to 23 years old (Smith and Snell 1 16). Data indicates that while prayer. Scripture
reading, and meditation are means of religious expression in which emerging aduhs have
engaged, they are doing so less frequently as they mature. Even with measures of
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religiosity broadly construed, emerging adults' commitment to religion seems to wane as
they leave adolescence.
The waning of religious saliency among emerging adults is further complicated
by the increased dissidence in moral/political views between the church and its younger
members. In their report Religion among the Millennials, the Pew Forum on Religion and
Public Life concludes that young people are more accepting of homosexuality and
evolution than are older people: "But when asked generally about morality and religion,
young adults are just as convinced as older people that there are absolute standards of
right and wrong that apply to everyone" (18). However the phrase "that apply to
everyone" is not included in the actual survey Question 10b {US Religious Landscape
Survey 22). Millennials were simply asked if there were absolute standards of right and
wrong. Given postmodemism's strong penchant for subjectivity and relativity, in all
likelihood, the statement about "absolute standards of right and wrong" would have been
interpreted and applied individually, not universally as suggested in the Pew Forum's
summary.
The challenges seem clear. On average, emerging adults have communicated in
numerous ways that religion is not that crucial in their lives. Based on the usual means to
measure religious commitment, adults, age 18 to 29 years, continue to offer the church a
cool reception. However, ifChristians persevere in making disciples among emerging
adults, they need to explore further issues in inviting the unaffiliated and incorporating
the affiliated.
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Issues in Inviting Unaffiliated Emerging Adults
The Pew Forum's US Religious Landscape Survey finds that US aduhs under 30
years of age are three times more likely to have no religious affiliation than adults 70
years old and older, 25 percent versus 8 percent, respectively. The study also notes that of
those unaffiliated 30-year-olds and younger, 30 percent also responded that religion is
somewhat important or very important in their lives (38). While the likelihood of
conversion may be slim in terms of the overall numbers that the church could invite,
knowing more of this segment of the population is crucial.
Some research has targeted those who do not consider themselves religious and
has tried to identify issues related to this position. Stetzer, Stanley, and Hayes combine
three streams of data in their book. The first data stream is a series of polls taken from
2006 to 2008 by the Center for Missional Research at the North American Mission Board
and LifeWay (2). Their primary interest was in the unchurched, and their first study
reveals some differences in the younger unchurched, 20 to 29-year-olds, and the older
unchurched, 30 years old and above. From this comparison of responses to questions
about beliefs in God, Jesus, attitudes about the church and Christians, and views of
spirituality, they conclude, "Younger folks are generally less 'fed-up' with religion than
older unchurched people" (49), and, "Younger unchurched are more open to hearing
about Christ, not less" (55). These conclusions, coupled with the fact that 91 percent of
the younger unchurched and 89 percent of the older unchurched say they have at least
one close friend who considers himself or herself a Christian (60), leads Stetzer, Stanley,
and Hayes to be optimistic about inifiating a dialogue about Christianity and Jesus with
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the unchurched. Optimism, however, is only the beginning of an invitation strategy.
Emerging adults present realistic challenges as well.
Stetzer, Stanley, and Hayes found that while younger unchurched believe in God,
58 and 67 percent say that the God of the Bible is no different from the gods or spiritual
beings depicted by world religions (51), leading the authors to say that this pluralism
needs to be taken into consideration when reaching out to these age groups (61).
Furthermore, 90 percent of the younger unchurched and 88 percent of the older
unchurched believe they do not need church in order to have a good relationship with
God or to learn the meaning of being Christian (54). Therefore a challenge to the church
that wants to invite emerging adults to consider the distinctive claims ofChristianity is
the increasing relativism on the part of the invitees that minimizes such peculiarity. If all
religions are equal and being part of a faith community is superfluous, one is hard pressed
to know how to word the invitation.
In addition to recognizing the challenges, inviting unaffiliated emerging adults
requires motivation on their parts. Given the increasing reality of unchurched emerging
adults, scholars have sought to find reasons for the previously non-affiliated to switch or
convert to a religion. While dated, C. Kirk Hadaway and Wade Clark Roof looked at the
GSS and proposed a positive correlation of conservative values and lifestyles, feelings of
well-being, and mobility with reported converts (195-96). Hadaway and Roof could not
determine whether these associations are reasons to convert or byproducts of conversion.
Furthermore, the data is dated and would need to be analyzed in light of current surveys.
Tuming to his fifteen fiandamental desires scale, Steven Reis reviewed those
claiming different levels of religiousness and sought any high correlation in those desires.
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presupposing meeting those desires in rehgion would provide the motivation (47). The
most important findings were that religiosity was associated with a desire for low
independence and motivated by honor and family.
Brian J. Zinnbauer and Kenneth 1. Paragament used several different measures to
test various theories of spiritual conversion. When compared to a group of religious
believers who did not experienced a change in their religiousness, the convert group
reported more pre-conversion stress, a greater sense of personal inadequacy and
limitation before the conversion, a greater pre-post improvement in sense of adequacy
and competence, and an increase in post-conversion spiritual experiences (173).
However, Zinnbauer and Paragament acknowledge that the differentiation between
converts and nonconverts is weak ( 1 74). The question of whether motivation for
conversion can actually be established remains. No clear models exist. The reasons
people answer the invitation to become Christians are probably as varied as the
individuals. Therefore, information must be gleaned with a multifaceted approach,
seeking quantitative as well as qualitative data.
Issues in Incorporating Affiliated Emerging Adults
Christian Smith and David Sikkink provide a denomination track record on
retention: 63 percent of the Mormons retain their young members, 52.8 percent of
evangelical Protestants, 48 percent ofCatholic, 46.7 percent of fiindamental Protestants,
22.4 percent of liberal Protestants, 25.8 percent of mainline Protestants, and 38.9 percent
of Jewish respondents stay within their religious upbringing (194). In spite of the dismal
statistics for incorporation, especially among liberal and mainline Protestant churches, the
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church would be interested to know what factors contribute to incorporation in the
church.
Most of the work in incorporation necessitates investigation of adolescents, to
explore what keeps them in the faith and what may make them lose their religion. Given
the fact that the NSYR spanned five years. Smith and his team of researchers were able to
determine correlating factors by comparing results given in Wave I, which took place
from 2002 to 2003 when respondents were 1 3 to 17 years old. Wave II, which entailed
follow-up interviews in 2005, with religious outcomes noted in Wave III of the study,
conducted in 2007 and 2008 when respondents were 18 to 23 years old. In summary.
Smith and Snell maintain that in order to sustain high levels of religious commitment and
practice during the emerging adult years, five distinct factors seem especially important:
(1) strong relational modeling and support for religious commitment by parents and other
adults in the congregation; (2) genuine internalization of religious significance; (3) the
personal practice of religious faith; (4) theological belief commitments, prayer, and
reading Scripture; and, (5) paying certain costs for one's rehgious beliefs (217-19). Smith
and Snell maintain that the past continues to shape the fiiture. They argue that religious
outcomes in emerging adults are not random happenstance, but they often flow quite
predictably from formative religious influences that shape persons' lives in earlier years
(256). Fostering these five factors would enhance the church's effective ministry with
emerging adults.
Other research confirms Smith and Snell' s parental correlate. The role of the
parents has been shown to be instrumental in retention in several recent studies. Scott M.
Myers found the factors that are most effective in transmitting religiosity to young adults
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are for them to grow up in traditional intact families, in conservative Protestant churches,
and with parents who are perceived as supportive and involved in their children's lives.
While other experiences can play a role in the adult child's appropriation of religion, such
experiences do not seem to negate the parental factor (863-64). Mark D. Regnerus,
Christian Smith, and Brad Smith found a strong relation between parental attendance and
adolescent attendance and the importance attached to religion by the parents seems to
correspond with the adolescent's view of religion's importance (31). Ram A. Cnaan,
Richard J. Gelles, and Jill W. Sinha assert, "We found that the more educated and more
affluent the parent(s) the higher the chance that the youth will engage in these forms of
behavior" ( 1 96). Dianne K. Kieren and Brenda Munro identify six parental influences in
the adolescent's religious activity: the father's rate of activity, the mother's satisfaction
with religious family life, whether the father sees religion as coping behavior, the
mother's rate of activity, the father's view of the importance of religion to family life,
and the father's view of religion's importance to couple life. Roger L. Dudley's ten-year
study, confirms a positive correlation among those adolescents whose biological families
remain intact, whose parents both attend church frequently, and whose parents participate
in family worship (118). The evidence strongly indicates that parental influence upon
adolescents enhances their incorporation as emerging adults. If churches desire to keep
emerging adults in their communities, then attention must be given to the parents' roles
and ways to support their influence.
Interestingly, Dudley's research also points to other contributing factors to
retention: attending church-related schools in junior high, finding oneself in basic
agreement with church lifestyle standards, being actively involved in church, and having
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frequent personal devotions (118). In 1988, Dudley and C. Robert Laurent also identified
relationships with pastors and other church leaders as being key factors in retention (418).
Uecker, Regnerus, and Vaaler find life factors such as marriage tend to reinforce religion
as well (1671). The positive influences on emerging adults are not proscriptive; instead,
they point to a possible direction the adult may go. Marriage being a positive factor in
emerging adults staying in the church is not reason enough to initiate mass weddings as a
precaution. Still, identifying these tendencies gives the church an awareness of their
importance in the future development of its followers.
While the positive factors mentioned previously may contribute to incorporating
emerging adults in the church, challenges also must be overcome or mitigated in order for
emerging adults to stay involved in the church today. Some researchers list the challenge
of individualized religion (e.g., Amett and Jenson 464; Greer and Roof 350), while others
report boredom, lack of relevance, uninteresting sermons, and a failure to find close,
primary relationships as causes for alienation (Dudley and Laurent 418). Chief among
these challenges, however, is what Uecker, Regnems, and Vaaler describe as normative
deviation and cognitive dissonance, meaning emerging adults are no longer doing�
normative deviation�or thinking�cognitive dissonance�along the same lines as their
religion teaches (1670). Accordingly, the study determined that cohabitation correlates
with religious decline. A 2006 study by Regnems and Uecker also shows a correlation
between sexual activity in adolescence and a significant loss of religiosity (222). Similar
normative deviation and cognitive dissonance issues, such as sexual freedom, marijuana
use, and moral individualism, were cited decades earlier in Wade Clark Roof and Dean
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R. Hoge as causing the "growing cleavage" between subcultures and the institutional
church (424).
Elizabeth Weiss Ozorak describes a dynamic relationship in incorporation. While
unclear how peer pressure may factor in, she proposes that parents and their influence
anchor the emerging adult in the faith, whereas cognitive dissidence polarizes the
individual and his or her faith (449). This push and pull dichotomy is helpful in
understanding the two forces influencing emerging adults, but the true picture may not be
as simple as Ozorak describes. Instead, the qualitative comparative analysis done by
Smith and Snell offers more probability paths (226-30). They theorize that a number of
factors contribute to retention: socialization, avoidance of relationship breakdown,
enjoyment of participation, belief and desire reinforcement, habituation, conservation of
accumulated religious capital, drive for identity continuity, and cognitive belief
commitment (241). Explanations as to how and why affiliated adults remain in the church
are very complex, but Smith and Snell's work seems the most fruitful. Their thorough
examination of contributing factors is the most comprehensive and takes into account a
variety of influences.
Identifying and navigating through all the forces that tug on emerging adults'
souls is no easy task. However, some churches have reported success in their efforts to
invite and incorporate emerging adults in the church.
Stories of Churches That Reach Emerging Adults
Whether the church is trying to invite unaffiliated emerging adults or seeking to
incorporate existing emerging adults as an active population within the church, some of
the same approaches and perspectives can apply and are worthy of being considered.
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Churches have sought a variety of solutions to the challenge emerging adults present.
Some approaches have been deemed successful, and some have not. Churches have three
possible main approaches: If churches build it, they will come; if churches remodel
within, they will come; and, if churches build relationships, they will come.
If Churches Build It
In his book, Steve Rabey reports of several efforts to start new churches or
establish congregations within congregations that are meant to speak in culturally
sensitive ways to the needs of emerging adults. Santa Cruz Bible Church launched
Graceland in 1 997 with the help of then youth pastor Dan Kimball and senior pastor Chip
Ingram. Kimball unplugged instruments and lit candles. He tells Rabey, "All the
comments I hear are that young people want more of the raw, spiritual, mystical aspects
of the church" (qtd. in Rabey 172). Since the publication ofRabey's book, Graceland has
dissolved and been merged back into Santa Cruz Bible Church and Kimball has started
Vintage Faith Church, another attempt to reach younger generations.
Rock Harbor Church in Costa Mesa, California, was a church plant of The
Mariners Church. The Mariners Church helped give both financial and leadership support
to the new church. Keith Page names a number of distinct qualities of the Rock Harbor
Church:
. . . more up-tempo worship music, its periods of stillness and silence, a
greater emphasis on sermons that "speak to people where they're at," and
a laid-back approach that is designed "for people wanting something that
isn't as polished as a tradifional boomer service." (qtd. in Rabey175)
Rock Harbor Church has subsequently planted other churches. The zeal for church
planting is closely related to the build it mind-set. If a church sees its priority as reaching
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the emerging aduh population, then they likely will continue to reach out through other
building efforts.
Warehouse 242 got its start in 1996 from Forest Hill Presbyterian Church in
Charlotte, North Carolina, as a church within a church. Warehouse 242 gets its name
from Acts 2:42. Pastor Todd Hahn explains the church's mission to the margins:
It's hard to project out what is going to happen, but what I sense is that the
church in North America has lost its home-court advantage. We're now on
the margins, or increasingly on the margins, and that is both the most
opportune place for us to be and the most dangerous place to be. (qtd. in
Rabey 177)
Today Bruce Marcey and a team of seven ministers and professional staff lead
Warehouse 242. The church within a church concept seemed to serve as a nesting phase
for the emerging church, with autonomy for the emerging church as the end result.
However, if the church within a church is viewed as a permanent arrangement, then as
Dieter Zander noted at the dissolution of Axis, "The only real hope for the church-within-
a-church model is if it is seen as the beginning of a transitional time for a whole church"
(qtd. in Rabey 179). Churches who build a ministry expressly with emerging adults in
mind, must consider how the new ministry effort will relate to the founding church in the
future.
The churches that choose to build it invest wholesale effort toward the vision of
reaching emerging adults. They divert resources, time, staff, and creative problem solving
in that often singular pursuit, which may explain why some succeed while a few do not.
The investment takes its toll, and some churches demand results. Unfortunately, the
payoff for ministry with and for emerging adults is not always clear immediately, nor
does it fall along predictable lines.
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If Churches Remodel Within
Remodeling entails transformation of the whole church. Evaluating the welcome
the church offers to others, particularly emerging adults is what several churches are in
the process of doing. Remodeling involves a reworking of the church's mind-set and
values. Stetzer, Stanley, and Hayes found four values/mind-sets consistently emerging in
their interviews. Community is vital to emerging generations (67). Depth is important.
Responsibility is highly valued, and connection with those who will walk alongside them
is important to them (68). These markers, then, become the lens the authors use to
investigate the third stream of research: the churches who reach emerging adults.
Community. Some churches foster community though targeted worship services
in which participants share a common language, style, and environment. Brentwood
Baptist Church outside ofNashville is an example of a church that uses this strategy
(Stetzer, Stanley, and Hayes 150). Others create community through small groups. The
pastor ofNew Song Community Church in Culver City, California, invites visitors to join
him for ten-minute parties to help them plug into one of their small groups. Stetzer,
Stanley, and Hayes suggest the following steps could be taken to transform a church into
a deeper community: ( 1 ) recognizing the need for community; (2) teaching the idea of
biblical friendship, hospitality, and interdependence; (3) providing a small group setting
where people can be honest and transparent; (4) pastors and teachers demonstrating
community; (5) recognizing that community does not have to be a meeting but can
happen as friends live life together; and, (6) deciding to make home a refuge for others
(152). The community a church fosters both attracts and forms emerging adults.
Ultimately, people are shaped by the community.
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Depth. In Lakeridge Church in Broomfield, Colorado, Pastor Roger Witmore
says they have had to rethink how they deliver content. While their growth has plateaued,
Whitmore reports that people, not just the fifty-plus crowd, are saying they want deeper
teaching. They have heard calls for deeper truth from those in their twenties and thirties
(Stetzer, Stanley, and Hayes 170). Stetzer, Stanley, and Hayes write, "The result of our
survey seems to indicate that people are not so much interested in the method ofdelivery
as they are in the delivery of TRUTH [original emphasis] that is relevant to their lives"
(171). Stetzer, Stanley, and Hayes found that leaders who address the desire for depth in
reaching young adults believe that the Bible is true, Bible teaching can and should apply
to real life, the message must speak to unbelievers, the pastor's message is either
amplified or muted by everything else in a service. Christians need to grow as Christ's
followers, an effective communicator needs to grow and is authentic, and one needs to be
true to oneself (175). Authenticity is what allows for depth in relationships with emerging
adults. Another source of depth is found through worship.
Based on the findings of the LifeWay Young Aduhs Research Project, Stetzer,
Stanley, and Hayes also observe that several churches inviting emerging adults have
moved beyond the debates ofworship style and into mission, seeking forms that are most
engaging and enriching. According to Senior Pastor Matt Fry of the C3 Church in
Clayton North Carolina, words such as "very passionate, very high energy, very
engaging, and experiential" are used to describe worship (qtd. in Stetzer, Stanley, and
Hayes 163). Westside Church in Flushing, Wisconsin, invites participants to respond to
God through art or writing on a backdrop (165). The danger comes in mistaking
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marketing for depth. As creative, engagmg and experiential as worship may appear, depth
comes as the church makes clear that God is the audience, not the congregation.
Depth for emerging adults is found not only in contemporary settings, however.
Colleen Carroll describes a scene at Catholic University of America's Caldwell Chapel
where some sixty students lingered, kneeling in prayer before an altar crowded with
makeshift confessionals (1). Her exploration of young adults' embrace ofChristian
orthodoxy flies in the face of other reports that emerging adults are not attracted to
demanding teaching and self-sacrifice. For instance, Douglass Law, a thirty-something
convert to St. Peter the Apostle Antiochian Orthodox Church, said he had grown tired of
churches that fixated on "getting saved and getting others saved" instead of cultivating
spiritual depth as well as churches that focused on making Christianity appealing instead
of stressing spiritual discipline (71). For many emerging adults, finding depth is a messy
business. Pat answers and religious slogans leave emerging adults looking for more.
The key to emerging adults' perception or experience of depth seems to be in
proportion to their personal investment. To the degree that they are engaged, emerging
adults report experiencing depth. How a church goes about encouraging young people to
make that investment is at the heart of any changes they may make in the ftiture.
Responsibility. Several churches have fostered increased responsibility through
service. Stetzer, Stanley, and Hayes include their stories. New Spring Church in
Anderson, Indiana, is one of a growing number of churches that channel emerging aduhs'
strong desire to change the world into taking an active role in making life better for others
(155). Brad Edwards of Cherry Hills Community Church in Highlands Ranch, Colorado,
views responsibility this way, "I think young people are tired of not living out their faith,
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and so they are trying to find real ways to care for the poor because they see that as being
essential to Jesus' teaching" (qtd. in Stetzer, Stanley, and Hayes 156). Stetzer, Stanley,
and Hayes conclude, "This survey reaffirmed that people, who have connected with the
missional heart of their church through service, can be some of the best spokespersons for
their church" (159). Fostering responsibility in the church allows emerging aduhs to be
involved is something larger than themselves, use their God-given gifts, and contribute
their energy and resources. Tangible connections are made between Christ's mission and
those accepting the responsibility to carry it out in the world.
Service is just one way to activate responsibility; leadership is another. Stetzer,
Stanley, and Hayes describe how team leadership is working in The Church in West
Ridge, Chicago, which moved into a community in order to minister within that
community:
From what we see in our research, churches that were led by teams were
much more effective in ministering and transforming their communities.
I'm not talking about "team" in the sense of a dream team of individually
minded, expert staffmembers calling themselves a team and not living it.
I'm referring to "team" in the very real sense of a group of individuals
coming together, live in transparency with one another, and work together
to make the dream the reality. (220)
As the leaders work together, they are remodeling, slowly remaking their churches. This
aspect of remodeling entails not only loosening of the reins of power, but also sharing
them with emerging adults who are allowed to take seriously their responsibility in the
Church and Christ's kingdom. The cry, "We have never done it that way before!" would
be uttered enthusiastically rather than despairingly.
Connection. A final transformative characteristic for the church that wants to
invite and incorporate emerging adults is that they work hard at making connections.
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According to Stetzer, Stanley, and Hayes, one basic ingredient of connection is utilizing
all sorts of technology, such as: church Web sites, video, social networking, podcasts, and
texts. Dave Ferguson and Community Christian Church are a part of a growing effort to
connect with the unchurched and disconnected young adults through what is best
described as a Web-based campus (182). New Life Christian Church in Colorado
Springs, Colorado, invited eight hundred twenty-something young adults to text
responses to a poll. The responses were then used in a message series. Maggie Turner,
one of the respondents, said, "I don't know anyone my age that has a landline. Everyone
has cell phones, and so that's huge" (qtd. in Stetzer, Stanley, and Hayes 184). Older
adults will have to adjust to new methods of communication if they want to make
cormections with emerging adults. Strange as it sounds to Builders and Baby Boomers,
younger generations rarely open conventional newsletters or answer normal phone calls.
Beyond the actual mechanics ofmaking connections through technological
advancements, if a church is going to connect with emerging adults, it must value
authenticity as well. Stetzer, Stanley, and Hayes point out ''Lost and Found is about
churches that are reaching young people and how they do that. And authenticity came up.
Not once. Not a lot. But always" (197). Pastor Adam Edgerly ofNewSong Community
Church in Culver City, California, explained that their motto says they are "a church of
misfits." Edgerly goes on to explain that they try to lead from a place ofweakness being
mended and it helps people connect, be open, and comfortable with them (qtd. in Stetzer,
Stanley, and Hayes 200). Pastor Peter Ahn at Metro Community Church in Fort Lee,
New Jersey, has seen how authenticity helps make connections:
It takes time, though. I think you can grow a church much quicker if you
talk about a prosperity gospel and things like that. But one of the main
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values our church is being authentic and with that being open about things
we go through in life and our own brokenness. That helps us to be more
compassionate in our understanding toward other people, especially the
ones who come into our church, (qtd. in Stetzer, Stanley, and Hayes 206)
Ironically, the more authentic, the more honest and genuine the church becomes, the
more endearing the connections that are made. Emerging adults want to connect to a
church that is authentic; such connections are worth their energy and time.
To undergo a remodeling effort at Christian churches is nothing short of a
paradigm shift. As Alan J. Roxburgh and Fred Romanuk assert, "A congregation must
become a place where members learn to ftinction like cross-cultural missionaries rather
than be a gathering place where people come to receive religious goods and services"
(13). Churches that commit to remodeling from within find this effort is neither a quick
nor an easy fix.
If Churches Build Relationships
Churches may not elect to invest in a wholesale building program. They may not
be intentional about changing the culture of their churches to enhance community, depth,
responsibility, or connection with emerging adults. However, they may excel in fostering
mentor or small group relationships with the 1 8 to 29-year-olds who are hanging out at
the edges of the church and, thereby, make an impact.
Ken Baugh, from the Frontline ministry ofMcLean, Virginia, was asked by
Rabey to describe what has been key in their ability to work with emerging aduhs in their
church's setting:
For many of the nearly forty million young people between the ages of
eighteen and thirty-four, preachers are like used-car salesmen or
politicians, but if your relationships with them are good, and if you are
perceived as being authentic, then they will follow you into the church
through the back door. (qtd. in Rabey 1 82)
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Relationships that impact emerging adults for the kingdom have less to do with the
personality of the mentor or small group�as initially attractive as qualities such as
authenticity and relevance may be�and more to do with the incamational reality of
Christ found through those relationships.
Kenda Creasy Dean relays how an African Christian once described his missional
viewpoint:
You Americans think ofChristianity as a farm with a fence. Your question
is, "Are you inside the fence or outside it?" We Africans think differently.
We think ofChristianity as a farm with no fence. Our question is, "Are
you heading towards the farm or away from it?" {Almost Christian 65)
Dean goes on to conclude that the church is not defined primary by its edges but by its
center: Christ (65). In an earlier work. Dean asserts, "Spiritual friends are people who
pull us toward God" {The Godbearing Life 125). Therefore, the criterion for either one-
to-one mentoring relationships or small groups, is whether these relationships ultimately
lead those involved toward Christ or not.
According to Stetzer, Stanley, and Hayes' research, Chad Lewis, pastor ofGroup
Life at Sojoum Community Church in Louisville, Kentucky, would affirm this criterion.
The Sojoum Community Church intentionally fosters cross-generational relationships,
inviting older members of their congregation to receive training and act as parenting and
marriage mentors. Stetzer, Stanley, and Hayes note, "They place a high value on finding
and equipping older members who will buy into the church's vision and lead younger
generations as group leaders, mentors, and counselors" (190-91). Marcus Robinson,
pastor of Parker Christian Center, has become increasingly convinced that young people
want and need mentors and has pleaded for older believers to reach out to the
congregation's younger members (Rabey 208). Mentorship is not limited to older
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Christians mentoring younger ones as illustrated in the previous examples. In fact,
mentorship may not be so much an imparting of truth and wisdom as it is offering
guidance to a younger mentee and deepening one's own faith and living out that witness.
In that way, mentors could be emerging adults themselves.
In 2004, the Exemplary Youth Ministry study identified characteristics ofmature
Christian young people. Dean believes these characteristics could also serve as marks of a
Christian mentor. She summarizes the qualities: Mature Christians seek spiritual growth,
both alone and with others, are keenly aware ofGod, act out of a commitment of faith in
Jesus Christ, make Christian faith a way of life, live lives of service, reach out to others,
exercise moral responsibility, speak publically about faith, and possess a positive, hopeful
spirit {Almost Chnstian 80). These qualities ultimately lead us to Christ or the center.
Christ becomes both the source of and the goal for spiritual relationships.
This spiritual joumey to the center can be manifested in small group settings as
well, but its focus on Christ is the same as mentoring relationships. Dean describes a
meeting of a small group in The Godbearing Life:
Over the past several years, I have had the privilege ofwatching such a
Christ-centered community form among some of our youth. The bonds of
friendship this particular class of graduating seniors has established with
one another are clearly grounded in Christ. These seniors pray together in
school before classes begin; they self-lead a Bible study; they go to Young
Life together; they go on mission trips together; they lead and participate
in our youth group meetings; they actively participate in many ways in the
church; they hang out together on a regular basis.. . . [T]hey come together
on a regular basis to spark one another's growth toward God, and their
communion feeds the spiritual hunger that isn't fed anywhere else. They
are experiencing the joys and depth of spiritual friendship. (127)
Spiritual friendship, if done right, takes time. However, emerging adults can experience
commitment, tmst, and learning through such efforts.
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The idea of hving the Christian hfe together is an oft-repeated theme in churches
that invite and incorporate emerging aduhs through small groups. Stetzer, Stanley, and
Hayes share that Pastor Lee Rabe and the Threads Church in Portage, Michigan, refer to
their small groups as community groups:
With Bible study at its core, they constantly cultivate a sense of "living
life together." It's not a sanitized religious gathering; it's pretty messy.
Pausing for interaction throughout the teaching is encouraged because of
the community it cuhivates. They want to create a connective environment
with truth at its core." (151)
Being the same age is not necessarily a requirement for effective small group ministry
among emerging adults. For Community Bible Church in Stockbridge, Georgia, small
groups are mostly defined by location or interests, rather than age. Pastor Beau Adams
reported to Stetzer, Stanley, and Hayes, "'We mix people up in a big way and get them
serving alongside of one another'" (191). As beneficial as intergenerational groups would
be, diversity in other forms is appealing to emerging adults. Ethnic, social, economic,
political, and theological diversity are only a few ways churches can expand their small
groups, exposing members to new viewpoints and ideas.
Living the Christian life together is the key to a credible witness for postmodem
ears and eyes. In both mentor and small-group relationships, the chief challenge comes in
embodying the gospel. Donald Poterski calls for Christians to lead lives of clarity:
We need to become Christian meaning-makers. Meaning-makers are
people who make sense of life, people who make sense ofGod, people
whose lives ring with clarity in the midst of contemporary ambiguity,
people who have integrity, people who reside in today's world revealing
with living and their hps that Jesus' death is a source of vital life. (15)
Building relationships is hard work, too. While the investment may not be calculated in
new programs, buildings, and staff, neither will it involve transforming an entire church
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culture in order to accomplish. Commitment to come alongside emerging adults, to live
life as Jesus' followers, and to embody love takes everything Christians are and, thereby,
is the most costly investment Christians will make.
Research Design
This study used an exploratory, mixed-method, sequential, transformative design
in which 1 gathered and analyzed both quantitative and qualitative data. Since the reasons
for emerging adults' participation in church or lack thereof are complex and varied, one
method (qualitative or quantitative) was insufficient to explore these reasons. In addition,
the design was transformative in nature, inviting participants to consider what they
learned from the surv ey in Part 1 . Then, acting on these learnings, the intergenerational
focus group (Part 2) discussed changes in approach, attitude and actions for Central
Christian Church.
The study consisted of two major parts. Part 1 included the written survey, which
asked about the respondents' beliefs and practices, religious experiences/activities, and
views on organized religion, and included open-ended questions concerning impressions,
experiences, hopes, and suggestions. Part 2 of this study utilized a focus group in which
survey participants from both populations elected to hear the survey results and share
ideas of how Central Christian Church may adjust its approach, attitude, or actions to
enhance its ministry with emerging adults. In addition, focus group participants
completed an exit survey to determine what respondents learned from their experience
during the focus group.
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Summary
Similar to Ezekiel's description of "something like a wheel within the wheel"
(Ezek. 10:10), studying the religious lives of emerging adults and exploring Central
Christian Church's response was a daunting enterprise. Given the fact that multiple
factors operate at any given moment, individual lives can resist statistical averages, and a
host of unknown histories may affect the results, this research afforded a preliminary
glimpse at the religious lives of emerging adults.
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CHAPTER 3
METHODOLOGY
Problem and Purpose
While the pews in US churches are not entirely vacant of emerging aduhs, the
trends are disconcerting. According to Smith and Snell's analysis of the GSS, the
percentage of emerging aduhs claiming no religious affiliation has risen from 14 percent
in 1972-76 to 26 percent in 2004-06. That increase, coupled with the fact that the
percentage of emerging aduhs attending religious services weekly or more frequently
dropped 19 percent in 1972-76 and 15 percent in 2004-06, gives cause for concern (94-
95).
Smith and Snell asked "Amanda" about her views of mainstream religion:
Religion is not made for young people. Look at the entertainment aspect:
even education, the average elementary school all the way through
college, it's so oriented around movies, video games, entertainment, fun
books. Why on earth would young people go to church if it doesn't offer
anything personal as a reward, especially when the church just tells them
they're doing wrong? Why would we go? (30-31)
Given this lackluster impression, the church must determine how it can effectively
engage emerging adults. Similarly, Central Christian Church needs to investigate the
impressions, experiences and hopes of emerging adults in Vermilion County, Illinois.
Central Christian Church also must gauge how emerging adults' perspectives compare
with those older adults from the congregation. Changes in approach, attitude, or actions
are indicated if Central Christian Church is to make inroads. The church needs some
answers. Therefore, the purpose of this study was to help Central Christian Church in
Danville, Illinois, understand what impressions, experiences, and hopes emerging adults
between the ages of 18 and 29 years in Vermilion County, Illinois, have concerning
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Christianity and the Church in comparison to what older members/participants think, with
the view to enhance the church's ability to invite and incorporate emerging adults into the
body ofChrist.
Research Questions and/or Hypotheses
The research explored three areas. First, it investigated the religious mind-set of
emerging adults in Vermilion County, Illinois. Because data is lacking in this area,
learning what is going on near at hand is needed and helpful. Older adults may offer
similar responses. Given the fact that nationally the GSS has registered the increase of
those claiming None on the question of religious preference in the older age categories as
well as emerging adults, similar dispositions toward religious beliefs and practices may
exist in the population at large. Therefore, my second area of research sought to
determine how variant the religious lives of emerging adults were compared to older
believers at Central Christian Church. Because adults over age 30 typically are the ones
who are in leadership positions and who do the inviting and incorporating, the third area
of research explored adjustments in approach, attitude, and actions that would enhance
Central Christian Church's ministry. The third area of research was not so much data
collection as it was observation as to what the two populations could learn from coming
together in a focus group, discussing the results of the surveys, and sharing their
impressions, experiences, and hopes for Christianity and the Church, and suggesting
possible changes to be made. The research questions prepared for this study were
designed to elicit that information.
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Research Question #1
What impressions, experiences, and hopes do emerging aduhs in Vermihon
County, Illinois, express concerning Christianity and the Church?
Research Question #2
What impressions, experiences, and hopes do members/participants of Central
Christian Church in Danville, Illinois, who are 30 years and older express concerning
Christianity and the Church?
Research Question #3
How do the views ofChristianity and the Church expressed by emerging adults
compare with those expressed by older members/participants of Central Christian
Church?
Research Question #4
What changes in approach, attitude, and actions for Central Christian Church are
indicated by these findings?
Population and Participants
In order to limit the scope of this study to a manageable size, the population was
drawn primarily from Vermilion County, Illinois. The exceptions to this limitation were
college students who were temporarily away from Vermilion County, which they call
home, and emerging adults respondents who, like church members/participants, live in
towns outside Vermilion County, Illinois, and across the state line in hidiana. A list of zip
code parameters is found in Appendix E.
According to the Percept Group's 2015 Trends report. Vermilion County, Illinois,
saw a continued decline in population from 83,919 in 2000 to 80,655 in 2010 (4). Of
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those 80,655 citizens, 12,814 are between the ages of 18 and 29, or 15.9 percent, and
48,568 are 30 years old and older, or 64.7 percent (5). The emerging adults were drawn
primarily from this 12,814 population. According to the membership database used by
Central Christian Church in Danville, Illinois, the population base of active participants,
age 30 years and older who were asked to participate in my research project was
approximately 230. At first glance, the proportions seem skewed in favor of emerging
adults until one accounts for the stake the church population has in this research and the
relative little stake the emerging adults may have in the project.
Working from the assumption that emerging adults, especially the nonreligious,
would be less likely to enlist in this study, I enlisted the help of emerging adults from
Central Christian Church to ask their friends in this age category to complete a survey. In
addition, the YMCA and Vermilion Advantage, organizations who work with the
emerging adult population, aided in issuing invitations to their membership to log onto
SurveyMonkey and take the survey. I am uncertain how many participants came from
their efforts as the survey was live and able to receive new surveys throughout the month
ofNovember. A Research Reflection Team member also invited students at Danville
Area Community College to participate in the survey. I produced paper copies of the
survey to accommodate instructors giving the surveys to their classes. The team member
garnered over two hundred responses, only some of which had to be eliminated because
of zip code or age limits.
The older adult church participants completed the survey after invitations were
issued through personal announcements in various program groups, the church's
newsletter, and online. Volunteers were available to assist with the log-in process on a
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few of the church's computers for four Sundays in November. Also with the paper copy
option, surveys could be left in Sunday school classes, the refreshment room, and church
meetings for people to fill out. A total of fifty Central Christian Church affiliates
completed the survey. The number of participants was surprising, with the balance among
older church affiliates and emerging adults being skewed in the opposite direction than I
had anticipated.
Design of the Study
I created the exploratory, mixed-method, sequential, transformative design to
yield the desired quantitative and qualitative results. I approached this study from a social
constructivist worldview, in which the assumption, according to John W. Creswell, is that
individuals develop subjective meanings of their experiences. My desire was to explore
this complexity of views rather than simply test narrowly construed meanings that
previous research predicts (8).
In the survey of Part 1 , the mixed-method, embedded design recognized benefit in
both comparing previous quantitative data on a national scale with a smaller, more
defined group while at the same time allowing respondents to express their own
meanings related to Christianity and the Church through qualitative questions. In Part 2, a
focus group, which was designed with qualitative and quantitative elements, ultimately
served a transformative function as well. Creswell identifies the transformative strategy
of inquiry as one that has a focus on action solutions (66-67). This participatory action
research invited respondents to consider steps for changes in approach, attitude, and
actions (see Figure 3.1).
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Part 1�Survey Part 2�Focus group
concurrent concurrent
embedded design embedded design
observations
and interaction
Figure 3.1. Exploratory, mixed-method, sequential, transformative research design.
I conducted the research in two primary parts using three instruments. Part 1
entailed the tabulation and analysis of the survey instrument completed by two
populations: emerging adults from Central Christian Church and the community at large
along with older adults from Central Christian Church. Part 2 involved a focus group in
which survey participants from both populations elected to hear the survey results and
share ideas of how Central Christian Church may adjust its approach, attitude, or actions
to enhance its ministry with emerging adults. Furthermore, focus group participants
completed an exit survey as the third instrument designed to help respondents reflect on
what they learned from their focus group experience.
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Instrumentation
The research design called for three instruments in this study: the survey (see
Appendix A)^ the focus group (see Appendix B), and the exit survey (see Appendix C).
The survey was taken of adults ages 1 8 to 29 years and church members/participants who
were 30 years and older. By reading the introduction, the participants knew the purpose
of the study, the precautions that would be taken for their privacy, and they understood
that filling out the survey indicated their consent to be part of this human subject study.
Some demographic information was critical for the analysis. Questions of age,
gender, and location helped to ensure the respondents fit within the testing parameters.
The background question about affiliation with Central Christian Church allowed me to
compare church participants to the general emerging adult population. I used the
questions concerning religious preference, commitment, and importance to correlate with
previous studies like the GSS and NSYR to determine the level of variance between
national averages. With both age groups answering the same survey questions,
comparison of the church population and emerging adults from Vermilion County was
also possible.
Investigating the religious lives of adults required more than one type of survey;
therefore, the survey of Part 1 elicited answers in a variety ofways. Embedded in the
quantitative survey were exploratory open-ended questions. I employed this qualitative
component in the last section of the survey: comments concerning Christianity and/or the
Church. Questions 1-3 explicitly asked what respondents' impressions, experiences, and
hopes were concerning Christianity and the Church. Rather than influence particular
directions or themes, these responses were open to whatever direction the respondents
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wanted to take them. Question 4, then, soHcited feedback concerning what churches
could do to invite and incorporate emerging adults - answers that were germane to the
entire project. While the four open-ended questions at the end of the survey most directly
relate to the research questions, I worried that those who were uncomfortable with free
writing could have resisted completing them or simply offered inarticulate, one-word
phrases. Rather than have a survey that would result in no meaningful data, I solicited
other, more precise information, requiring a simple click of a mouse or filling in of a
bubble. These nineteen additional quantitative questions provided more insight into the
religious practices, experiences, and views of both populations.
Questions 1 through 4, concerning religious practice, addressed the issue of
detachment or compartmentalization. In his blog, R. Albert Mohler, Jr. identifies the way
today's generation of young adults speak about their faith as "the language of religious
detachment and institution alienation." He is quick to point out, however, that their
responses do not mean "hostile alienation or ideological detachment." Emerging adults
do not necessarily identify themselves with religion in outward manifestations.
Ideologically, emerging adults do not perceive any marked changes in their faith. The
ability to compartmentalize their lives, thus separating religious beliefs and practices,
makes any study of the religious dispositions of emerging adults complicated. Therefore,
I included questions 1 through 4 alongside statements of religious preference and
importance in order to test the possibility of compartmentalization or detachment. Given
the fact that older church participants were afforded the same opportunity, I compared
these respondents' views with the younger population.
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The section concerning rehgious experiences offered a simple yes/no format
because either these experiences happened or they did not. These questions coincided
with Smith and Snell's latest study with the Third Wave of the NSYR, in which the
authors found a number of correlates to the level of young adults' religious involvement
in later years. Because space was limited, I incorporated some of the strongest correlates
in questions 1 through 6, to see if the correlations were sustained in the survey
participants. If so, then Central Christian Church would be wise to support and encourage
such experiences as well. This correlation, then, has implications for the fourth research
question.
Numerous scholars have suggested that identification with religious institutions
has suffered loss among recent generations. Similarly, research has suggested certain
opinions about institutional religion are related to emerging adults' positive or negative
disposition towards the church. I adapted nine statements from Smith and Snell's study
and Stetzer, Stanley, and Hayes' research, as well as from general views reported by
current media. Respondents were asked to gauge their agreement with these statements
on a four-point scale. I did not include an unsure option because this nebulous response is
not very helpful to researchers. With these statements, however, the N/A option was
added to accommodate those professing no religious affiliation. Testing for these views
has implications for how open respondents may be to the church and its ministry.
Comparing the responses in both populations could reveal some trends that need to be
acknowledged if the church is to be prepared for the present reality. This segment of
questions had ramifications for all of the research questions.
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Part 2 ofmy research was a focus group. This form of inquiry offered a
quaHtative aspect to the study, observing the interaction between emerging aduhs and
older church participants, but embedded within the qualitative model was a quantitative
exit survey that asked participants to reflect on what they learned from the experience
(see Appendixes B and C). Based on the willingness of respondents to participate in an
intergenerational focus group, 1 made meeting arrangements and contacts, and followed-
up with reminders. Members of the Research Reflection Team helped with organizing
and hosting the meeting(s).
Initially some twenty-nine respondents indicated their willingness to be contacted
about the focus group. Fourteen of those were emerging adults not affiliated with Central
Christian Church. While two sessions had been planned, I consolidated the focus group
into one session when regrets (mostly from emerging adults) began arriving.
Subsequently, fourteen Central Christian Church members (including my husband and
me) were present. I took notes of the discussion points and asked participants to complete
an exit survey in order to give all participates the opportunity to consider what they
gained from their experience in the study. The underlying assumption in this
transformative participatory action model was that participants would gain new insights
and an appreciation for different viewpoints, leading to changes Central Christian Church
could consider in the future.
Pilot Test
I established a pilot survey online link and gave it to numerous individuals of
various ages who were not qualified to take the survey either because of residence or
because of their church involvement elsewhere. The test pilots not only answered the
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survey questions but gave feedback as to difficult, confusing, or problematic features they
encountered in the survey. I also asked them to suggest questions they wished I would
have asked, but did not (see Appendix D). Sixteen older adults actually completed the
survey (no emerging adults completed a pilot survey). After reviewing the feedback, 1
made a few adjustments to clarify questions. The Research Reflection Team also
reviewed the survey and suggested the religious preference section be broadened to
include more religions and that the term Protestant be further defined for those
unfamiliar with this designation.
Reliability and Validity
Advisors reviewed my accuracy and method of calculations so that data was
represented in a true fashion. The pilot test was used to uncover any problems in
interpreting questions. I noted incomplete survey questions in the results and discarded
surveys that were lacking vital demographic qualifiers such as zip code, since they could
not be properly categorized. With these precautions, I sought to maintain the integrity of
the study.
Data Collection
I conducted the data collection in Part 1 over a period of three months (27
October to 28 December 2012). Initially, the online survey component, SurveyMonkey,
was the only means of data collection I had planned. Generally, emerging adults are
comfortable with the technology and were expected to respond favorably to the electronic
system. In addition, the YMCA and Vermilion Advantage were favorable in offering
access to their emerging adult members in this fashion. However, the instructors at
Danville Area Community College requested paper copies of the survey to give to their
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students in class. The church secretary and a volunteer entered the data from paper copies
into SurveyMonkey 's data pool. I instructed them simply to enter responses as they
encountered them and not to worry about correcting spelling or grammar. In two
instances, they could not decipher what the respondents had written and indicated they
could not read the response. In both cases, I was able with the help ofmy daughter to
decipher meanings sufficiently to categorize them.
The advantage of having two methods of survey taking was that the less
technologically experienced church participants could opt for the traditional method, too.
Even for those older adults who did not know how to access SurveyMonkey, several
computers were set up at the church and assistants were on standby to get them started if
they chose to venture into the online world.
As I scored and analyzed the data from the survey, I initiated plans for the focus
group. I sent invitations using the preferred method participants indicated on their contact
forms. One week prior to the scheduled focus group meeting, I sent reminder notices to
ensure the best attendance. At the end of the focus group meeting, participants completed
exit surveys, reflecting on their experience as part of this study.
Data Analysis
The mixed research design that utilized quantitative and qualitative elements,
required different methods of analysis. For the nineteen quantitative questions on the
survey, I tabulated response averages for each group of participants and compared those
results. Using SurveyMonkey" s analytical component, I correlated these answers with
factors of age, religious preference, affiliation, and involvement, which appeared in a
demographic section at the beginning of each survey. I sorted the four qualitative
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questions at the end of the survey into Hke categories and tabulated the frequency of
those responses. In all four questions, a number of surveys were left blank. Therefore, I
determined that answer percentages would be figured according to a base of actual
answers given rather than the total number of participants in the pool. I noted the
qualitative responses the focus group shared in relationship to the topics of changes in
approach, attitude, and actions. However, because the focus group was conversational in
nature, themes were not valued by frequency, assuming once an idea was shared, others
would not necessarily repeat it. histead, the breadth of the input was its intrinsic value. In
terms of the last instrument, the exit survey, I simply recorded the responses.
Ethical Procedures
In the online format, assuring respondents' privacy was simple. I could pull up
information on SurveyMonkey of the contact page responses and get a compilation report
without associating individuals' replies. I intentionally avoided tracking individual
contact pages of the paper copy surveys by asking the church secretary and volunteer to
separate that page from the rest of the survey as they were entering the data. In so doing, I
could not make associations with the respondents and their replies. Part 2 of the study
was optional, so the respondents could gauge the amount of information they wanted to
share. When sharing the survey results, I elected not to divulge individual answers to the
survey. Consequently, unless individuals chose to share their own responses in the focus
group setting, participants' privacy was maintained. Suggestions as to changes in
approach, attitude, or actions the church could take fell under similar protections of
voluntary sharing.
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CHAPTER 4
FINDINGS
Problem and Purpose
According to Central Christian Church's membership records, approximately
forty-nine aduhs between the ages of 18 and 29 years have been affiliated to some degree
with the church in recent years. Of that pool, seventeen are fairly active through worship,
programs, or mission projects. Alarmingly, the church has lost touch with the remainder
of emerging adults, not knowing where they are or what they are doing. The small
percentage of active emerging adults in Central Christian Church does not compare to the
number of emerging adults in and around Vermilion County, Illinois, who no longer have
an affiliation with Central Christian or any church, for that matter, or who have never
made connections to the body of Christ.
In his book, David Kinnaman confirms this observation: "The ages eighteen to
twenty-nine are the black hole of church attendance; this age segment is 'missing in
action' from most congregations" (249-50). He goes on to offer the stories ofmany
young people who, for a variety of reasons, have distanced themselves from the church.
He says the church needs to engage in "reverse mentoring" because the established
Christian generation, has a lot to learn from the emerging generation (144-46).
Learning from emerging adults is the aim of this research project. Coming to a
clearer understanding may provide the insights the church needs to reconnect with this
generation. Therefore, the purpose of this study was to help Central Christian Church in
Danville, Illinois, understand what impressions, experiences, and hopes emerging adults
between the ages of 18 and 29 years in Vermilion County, Illinois, have concerning
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Christianity and the Church in comparison to what older members/participants think, with
the view to enhance the church's ability to invite and incorporate emerging adults into the
body ofChrist.
Participants
The study included 280 participants who completed the survey and fourteen of
those who attended the subsequent focus group. An analysis of those participants
provides insight and perspective as to the people involved in this study.
Demographics
Since the purpose of this study was to elicit information from people in and
around Central Christian Church in Danville, Illinois, I limited the geographical
parameters generally to those zip code districts in Illinois and Indiana, in which members
and participants reside. Using the SurveyMonkey crosstab feature, I filtered out those
respondents not meeting this requirement. A list of reference zip codes is included in
Appendix E. Similarly, in order to compare the emerging adult population (both affiliated
and not affiliated with Central Christian Church) with those who are 30 years and older
and are affiliated with Central Christian Church, I filtered out any respondents who were
30 years or older and not affiliated with Central Christian Church using SurveyMonkey 's
crosstab feature. In total, I excluded four surveys that did not meet these parameters.
Over half (62.5 percent) of the participants were female. Fifty of the 280
participants (17.9 percent) were affiliated with Central Christian Church. The greatest
participation in the study was from the 1 8-20 years group, followed by the 21-29 aged
adults. The 60 years and older crowd were next in numbers with their responses to the
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survey, followed by 50-59, and the 30-39 age groups. Participants who were 40-49 years
old were the smallest group (see Table 4.1).
Table 4.1. Age of Participants (N=280)
Age Category n %
1 K-20 years 184 65.7
2 1 -29 years 56 20.0
30-39 years 4 1.4
40-49 years 3 1.1
50-59 years 8 2.9
60 years or older 25 8.9
While the number of emerging adults who participated was a healthy sample (ten
of those included Central Christian Church affiliates), the representation from the older
Central Christian Church affiliates was poor. Apparently the efforts to make the survey
accessible and appealing to the older members/participants at Central Christian Church
were insufficient. Therefore, comparisons between the two populations will be tenuous.
Religious Preference
The survey drew a very large percentage (83.1percent) with a Christian
preference, combining Protestant and Catholic categories. However, this percentage is
actually higher when one pulls out the Christian denominations/fellowships specified
from the Other category in the survey: Baptist (2), Presbyterian, Disciples of Christ,
Apostolic, Lutheran, Methodist, and Orthodox. With this retrieval ofmisidentified
preferences, the actual total of Christian respondents is 86 percent. This number is
slightly larger than the 82 percent of Christian religious preference estimated in the
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Percept Group's Ethos study of Vermilion County (15) and fourteen percentage points
larger than the 2010 General Social Survey 's results (71 .9 percent) for Protestant and
Catholic preferences for the United States ofAmerica population as a whole ("Quick
Table: Religious Preference"). Accordingly, the population in and around Vermilion
County, Illinois, has a strong familiarity with and preference for Christianity.
Table 4,2. Religious Preference (N=265)
Religion n %
Christian (non-Catholic/Protestant) 174 65.7
Christian (Catholic) 46 17.4
Jewish 0 �
Muslim 1 0.4
Hindu 0
Buddhist 1 0.4
None 43 16.2
Other 20 7.5
Agnostic (3), specified denominations (7), my
own belief (2), pagan (2) Pasta Parian FSM,
Wiccan, Shamanism, Orthodox, Jehovah's
Witness, "I Beheve in God!"
The next most chosen religious preference was "None" at 16.2 percent for all age
groups combined. This percentage of respondents claiming no religious preference is
higher than Percept Group's Ethos study, which estimated 14.2 percent of Vermilion
County residents would claim "Interested but No Preference" and "Not Interested and No
Preference" (15). However, the number choosing "None" for their religious preferences
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in my research is actually less than the national average from the 2010 General Social
Survey of 18 percent ("Quick Table: Religious Preference"), placing my research pool in
between these other two studies.
While this comparison places my findings in the middle of countywide and
nationwide studies, the concern with the religious "Nones" (Hadaway and Roof) is not so
much for the total of the population but over the rising propensity for emerging adults to
identify with no religious preference whatsoever. Within the 227 respondents (ages 1 8-29
years) who answered the question of religious preference, 18.9 percent claimed "none" as
their religious preference, while 25.3 percent was the national average of "Nones" from
the 2010 General Social Survey for this same age group ("Quick Table: Religious
Preference"). However, the Pew Forum notes, "Fully one-in-four aduhs under age 30
(25%) are unaffiliated, describing their religion as 'atheist,' 'agnostic' or 'nothing in
particular'" (Religion among the Millennials 2). If one adds the three agnostics into this
broader framework of unaffiliated, 20.3 percent of emerging adults in my study are
unaffiliated.
Religious Voracity
As participants in this study indicated their religious preferences, I wanted to
gauge how strongly they held these religious affiliations by asking how committed they
were to these preferences and how important faith was in their daily lives. Both of these
measures were to gauge religious voracity or salience. A little over half of the
respondents (50.4 percent) indicated that they were "highly committed" to their stated
preference. "Not sure" was the next highest choice at 19.4 percent (see Table 4.3).
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Table 4.3. Commitment to Religious Preference (N=278)
LEVEL OF COMMITTMENT n %
Highly committed 140 50.4
Committed, but have doubts 46 16.5
Not sure 54 19.4
Open to change 15 5.4
Not committed 23 8.3
The expressions of commitment seem to temper when one factors in the
importance faith plays in daily life. A majority of respondents gauged the level of
importance as "very," "somewhat," or "extremely" important to their daily lives (totaling
74.6 percent). The next highest response was "not very important" as Table 4.4 indicates.
Table 4.4. Level of Importance (N=280)
Importance of Faith to
Daily Life
n %
Extremely important 61 21.8
Very important 76 27.1
Somewhat important 72 25.7
Not very important 41 14.6
Not important at all 11 3.9
Don't know 19 6.8
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Commitment and importance registered fairly high in the averages. Three quarters
of the participants, who identified a religious preference, seem settled with that choice.
Still, a number of people in the study said faith was "not very important" in their lives or
said they "don't know" what role faith plays, leaving me to wonder how strong as a
whole this group's religious voracity may be.
Religiosity
Religiosity�how religion manifests itself in action�was another factor to
understand about the participants in this study. The survey examined three primary
expressions of religiosity: attendance of religious services, praying on their own, and
reading Scripture or studying religious topics on their own. Table 4.5 indicates their
mixed results.
Table 4.5. Measures of Religiosity
Attendance Prayer Study
Frequency (N=279) (N=275) (N=278)
n % n % n %
Never 39 14.0 47 17.1 113 40.6
Less than once/yr. 31 11.1 14 5.1 22 7.9
Once a year 34 12.2 8 2.9 13 4.7
Several times a yr. 55 19.7 38 13.8 41 14.7
Once a month 19 6.8 6 2.2 10 3.6
2 to 3 times a mo. 14 5.0 25 9.1 29 10.4
Nearly every week 28 10.0 19 6.9 11 4.0
Every week 41 14.7 23 8.4 14 5.0
More than 1 x/wk. 18 6.5 95 34.5 25 9.0
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While the answers are spread among numerous options, the survey indicates that
this group of participants is inclined to attend religious services several times a year, pray
more than once a week, but never read Scripture or study religious topics on their own.
With infrequent attendance at religious service and negligible information coming from
reading or study, personal prayer is the main expression of religiosity and also the main
source of information one has about God and the faith one holds.
When asked whether participants had become more religious, less religious, or
stayed about the same in the last two years, over half (53.1 percent) indicted they had
stayed about the same. Given the fact that personal prayer is the main artery of religious
expression and exchange, staying the same in one's faith is to be expected. What was not
expected, however, was that one-third of the participants (33.5 percent) reported
becoming more religious in the last two years, leaving this researcher to explore the
responses to survey questions about experiences and the role experience might play in the
religious lives of adults as a possible explanation for increased religious fervor.
Experiences
The questions about experience as it relates to perceived levels of religiosity were
crafted in part from the findings of Smith and Snell. Having tracked the same emerging
adults since adolescence. Smith and Snell probe whether they had had certain religious
experiences (126-28). For the most part in my survey, the results were mixed with half
the respondents answering, "Yes," and half, "No." The strongest affirmative reply was in
sharing beliefs with someone who holds different views or is outside the respondent's
faith community. The strongest negative response was in relation to being made ftin of
because of religious beliefs. They did not suffer this sort of hardship for their faith and
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thereby would not be galvanized by it as Smith and Snell found in their study. Therefore,
the results fail to give any clear correlation in religious experiences with the participants
in this study and Smith and Snell's work (see Table 4.6).
Table 4.6. Religious Experiences
Yes No
Type of Religious Experience (N)
n % n %
Have you experienced a definite answer to prayer or specific
guidance from God? (276)
158 57.2 118 42.8
Have you been made fun of because of beliefs? (275) 58 21.1 217 78.9
Have you made a personal commitment to live your life for God?
(271)
146 53.9 125 46.1
Have you attended a religious retreat or conference? (279) 136 48.7 143 51.3
Have you participated in a religious missions team or service
project? (279)
116 41.6 163 58.4
Have you shared your own religious beliefs with someone who 187 68.0 an 32.0
holds different beliefs or is outside your faith community? (275)
oo
The participants in this study seem rather evenly split in several types of
experience: committing life to God, attending a religious retreat, and participating a
religious missions trip or service project. The modest response to the experience of
answered prayer and sharing one's faith are rather unremarkable as well. According to
Smith and Snell's study, relationships with parents and friends are also influential in
emerging adults' commitment to their religious preferences. However, this survey did not
explore the strength or influence of those relationships in their experience, except to ask
to what degree they appreciated the religion in which they were raised in the Religious
Views section of the survey. Therefore, I hesitate to draw any inferences as to the
relationship of their experiences and religious salience of the group as a whole. Since
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some of the correlates for staying religious that Smith and Snell identified in their study
cannot be verified with my sample, that which fuels and undergirds their faith remains to
be seen.
Another explanation as to why one-third of adult respondents would indicate they
had become "more religious" in the past two years with only the strongest trends
indicated for the practice of prayer, the experience of sharing beliefs, and the lack of
experience of suffering ridicule for faith, is that faith is viewed in completely personal
terms. As such, the barometer for being "more religious" is a subjective measure of how
close, committed, or positive one feels about one's own beliefs. Therefore, if being
"religious" is viewed as an individual temperament, then believers would not anticipate
the need for religious formation, community, or outlets for enacting their religious
convictions, all ofwhich the church offers.
Summary
The largest majority of respondents are in the 18-20 years of age bracket. The
next largest age category is 21-29 years, followed by 60 years and older. While the
survey results are statistically healthy for emerging adults, results are limited for the older
Central Christian Church population. Therefore, comparisons between the two
populations are tentative. The fact that nearly two-thirds of the participants were female
does not seem to pose statistical issues, as similar proportions exist in Central Christian
Church, too (62.7 percent female adults). The proportion of participants identifying with
Christianity, while greater than the national average, is comparable to countywide
estimates and in line with religious preferences in the immediate vicinity for statistical
purposes. The data concerning religious voracity, religiosity, and experiences was used
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when it explained or correlated to participants' perspectives ofChristianity and the
Church.
Research Question #1
Aside from noticing their conspicuous absence, the church has little
understanding ofwhat emerging aduhs think or feel about Christianity and the Church.
Passively, the church's pattern has been to wait for the prodigals return when they start
families of their own. However, this wait and see pattern has not played out as in decades
past. Emerging adults are not necessarily returning as they settle into aduhhood. The
church needs to be more direct in seeking answers to this issue. Therefore, this research
asks, "What impressions, experiences, and hopes do emerging adults in Vermilion
County, Illinois, express concerning Christianity and the Church?"
Impressions
Emerging adults have formed and are forming impressions ofChristianity and the
Church. Impressions are broader than opinions, allowing for wider sensory input from
perceptions, feelings, and images, and for that reason may be harder to express. This
survey elicited these impressions in two ways: nine questions gauging the respondents'
level of agreement with statements concerning views of organized religion and one open-
ended question inviting them to share their impressions outright. The hope was for
respondents, who are more comfortable with one type of question over the other, to
provide feedback through at least one aspect of the survey.
Participants completed the nine scaled questions at a better rate than the open-
ended question (240 as compared to 180 respondents). Emerging adults determined how
representative stated views of organized religion were to their own. In part, these
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statements were drawn from Smith and Snell's (133) and Stetzer, Stanley, and Hayes'
books (chap. 2). Accounting for the different ways results were recorded in the two
studies, only question 2 was in comparable range: 68.6 percent disagreed in my study and
70 percent disagreed in Smith and Snell. Question 1 's resuh was higher: 93.6 percent
agreed in my study and 79 percent agreed in Smith and Snell. Questions 5's and 6's
results were lower than the other studies: 72.9 percent agreed to question 5 in my study
and 80 percent agreed in Smith and Snell, and 71.2 percent agreed to question 6 in my
study and 90 percent agreed in Stetzer, Stanley, and Hayes'. Questions 3, 4, and 7 were
split and, therefore, did not coincide with the other two studies' findings. Table 4.7 relays
the top ranked replies.
Table 4.7. Emerging Adults' Views of Organized Religion
Indicate to what degree statements coincide with
your views: SA, A, D, SD, N.A (N)
Rank
1
n %
Ranii
2
n %
1 . 1 have a lot of respect for organized religion in this
country (240).
A 118 50.8 SA 72 42.8
2. Organized religion is usually a big tumoff for me
(239).
D 93 38.9 SD 71 29.7
3. Too many religious people in this country are
negative, angry, and judgmental (240).
A 90 37.5 D 67 27.0
4. Most mainstream religion is irrelevant to the needs
and concerns ofmost people my age (240).
D 80 33.3 A 71 29.6
5. 1 have very positive feelings about the religious
tradition in which I was raised (240).
A 99 41.2 SA 76 31.7
6. 1 believe I can have a good relationship with God
without being involved in a religious organization SA 91 37.9 A 80 33.3
(240).
7. My lifestyle differs significantly from my
religion's teachings (239).
D 86 36.0 A 62 25.9
8. Organized religion provides stability and purpose
in people's lives (240).
A 124 51.7 SA 43 17.9
9. Religious people usually try to force their views D 82 34.2 A 81 33.8
on everyone else (240).
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Taken as a whole, emerging adults in this study seemed generally amiable to
organized religion. They have respect for it, are not turned off, feel positive about the
religion in which they were raised, and believe organized religion provides stability and
purpose. Their ambivalence is expressed in whether religious people are negative, angry,
and judgmental, if religion is seen as irrelevant, whether their lifestyles differ from their
religion's teachings, and if religious people force their views on everyone else. These
responses are split between disagree and agree. On what emerging adults can concur is
the idea that they can have a good relationship with God without being involved in
organized religion.
In addition to the survey questions registering level of agreement, emerging adults
were asked, "What are your overall impressions ofChristianity and/or the Church?" This
question was intentionally left open-ended with few prompts to steer their thoughts. Out
of 239 respondents, 180 offered their impressions (see Appendix F for a verbatim
compilation of responses for emerging adults and older adults).
Responses were rich and varied and because of the wide range of possibilities,
large percentages do not appear in any one category. Most frequently cited (25 percent)
was the impression that Christianity is helpful, beneficial, or important. Emerging adults
offered comment such as, "1 think Christianity gives people hope during the good and
bad days. I also believe that it helps people understand God's teachings ad [sic] how to be
kind to our fellow man as wellas [sic] bring us closer to God"; "ft is a very stable, well-
rounded organization with good morals if nothing else"; and, "My impressions are that
Christianity is a religion that makes God happy for people to practice. The church has
improved."
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These affirmations also included testimonies or positive declarations usually of a
personal nature. A moderate number of replies (16 percent) fit in this category and
included responses such as, "Church has always been an important thing in my life. I've
been going ever since I've been a little girl"; "Everyone is welcome and it's a great
church"; and, "They love God, and every Sunday they praise him, and preach his word."
While representing only 9 percent of replies, emerging adults also registered a
cool ambivalence toward Christianity and the church, something I categorized as "live
and let live." Typical statements included, "I respect the people that believe in God, but
its [sic] not for me"; "Not my thing. People can have their beliefs and live their [sic] lives
however they please just so long as they don't try to force me to be the same"; and, "It's
good if that's what fits your life and you enjoy going." Other top categorized responses
are listed in Table 4.8.
Table 4.8. Emerging Adults' Impressions (N=180 actual responses)
What are your overall impressions of Christianity and/or the
Church?
n %
Christianity is helpful/beneficiai/important 46 26
Testimony or positive declaration 29 16
Live and let live 16 9
I am not a Christian/don't agree 8 4
Some bad Christian examples 8 4
I believe, but don't attend 8 4
Some Christians are judgmental/intolerant 8 4
Dislike pressure/witness 8 4
No answer 5 8
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Since the answers emerging aduhs gave to the open-ended question were varied
and no one answer was in the majority, conclusions about impressions must remain
tentative. Ironically, any conclusions could easily be called impressions as well. I infer
from these results that emerging adults have generally positive impressions of
Christianity and the Church, seeing benefits and bearing witness to ways they have made
a personal difference in their lives. Still this positive assessment is tempered by a
reticence among many emerging adults to invest themselves fully in or support the
church.
Experiences
Most religious viewpoints do not develop in a vacuum. Rather, they are shaped by
experiences. However, when the emerging adults' answers to the quantitative section of
religious experiences are examined separately, the results still lack definitive majorities.
Those who experienced answered prayer was 51.3 percent "Yes" and 48.7 percent "No."
The division is similarly split for those who made a commitment to God and attended a
religious retreat. However, the number saying they had never gone on a missions trip or
church-related service project was a slightly greater percentage than anticipated (61 .5
percent; see Table.4.9).
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Table 4.9. Religious Experiences of Emerging Adults
Type of Religious Experience (N)
n
Yes
%
No
%
Have you experienced a definite answer to prayer or specific
guidance fi-om God? (236)
121 51.3 115 48.7
Have you been made ftin of because of beliefs? (235) 47 20.0 188 80.0
Have you made a personal commitment to live your life for
God? (231)
106 45.9 125 54.1
Have you attended a religious retreat or conference? (239) 108 45.2 131 54.8
Have you participated in a religious missions team or service
project? (239)
92 38.5 147 61.5
Have you shared your own religious beliefs with someone who 152 64.7 83 35.3
holds different beliefs or is outside your faith community? (235)
While quantifiable, the lack of clear majorities reveals little about the Smith and
Snell correlates with religious salience. The one area that a majority exists for emerging
adults is in not being made fun of for beliefs, which is opposite that of Smith and Snell's
corollary. The qualitative section proved to be more enlightening. The second open-
ended question in the survey gave respondents the opportunity to share their experiences
(either positive or negative) with Christianity and/or the Church. A small proportion of
emerging adults chose to participate in that opportunity (74 out of 239).
Over one-fourth of respondents gave a testimony or positive declaration of some
nature. Typical answers in this category were, "That I've become closer to God in the last
2 yrs. And was baptized on Mothers' Day, 2010"; "People around me that have had
amazing recovery that only God can do"; and, "If something just isn't right or if I'm
facing a struggle God helps me through." Others (8 percent) echoed those sentiments,
citing how Christianity was helpful or beneficial.
Some emerging adults, however, disagreed with the message or the way
something was handled. A moderate number (14 percent) reported incidents, "Not right
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to kick people out of church for not fully believing in that religion that fit that person";
"Church gets involved in politics too much"; and, "Not that apply to me right now, but
the fact that young people are having trouble finding churchs [sic] that will marry
because of their previous choices annoys me." A handful of respondents (8 percent) feel
judged or unwelcome. Several emerging adults expressed dismay that judgment was
conveyed to gays and lesbians, either because of personal experience or the comments
were phrased in such a way as to indicate an advocacy for the L.G.B.T. constituency as a
matter ofprinciple. The full report is found in Appendix F (see Table 4.10).
Table 4.10. Emerging Adults' Experiences (N=74)
Are there any experiences (either positive or negative) that you
would like to share? n %
Testimony or positive declaration 19 26
Disagree with message or methods 10 14
Christianity is helpful/beneficial/important 6 8
Feel judged/unwelcome 6 8
Bad Christian examples 5 7
Involved in church activities 5 7
Tenor mixed (too short to categorize) 5 7
No answer 164
While the respondents' experiences are personal and must be taken at face value,
a few categories are more prevalent. The likelihood that emerging adults would have a
positive testimony is strong. They could easily disagree with the church's methods or
message as well. The church would benefit from noting even the subjective reports from
emerging adults as these will likely accompany them into any exchange in the future.
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Hopes
Hope stirs the imagination and calls forth possibilities as to a person's preferred
fliture. I chose to inquire about hopes because I could not find any other shadies that
elicited affirmative visions for Christianity and the Church. Often when predominately
critical data is elicited, a pile on effect can result in which respondents' thoughts are
inadvertently directed to find fault. Essentially surveys ask what respondents find wrong
with the subject or entity and the respondents oblige. Question 3 of the open-ended
response portion of this survey challenged emerging aduhs to explore hopes they have.
The range of free responses was wide, leading to dissipation in statistical
averages. Technically, the greatest response to this question was no answer at all. Left
blank or filled in with "N/A" or "none," 102 of 239 participants opted out of this
question. No reply may, in fact, communicate their answer, but void of text, I could not
venture a guess. Therefore, the percentages were calculated accorded to the baseline of
actual written answers. One-fifth of the 137 emerging-adult respondents expressed hopes
for personal growth and wellbeing. Typical expressions were wishes that the respondents
would become more involved: "That I'll have a strong and reliable church home"; "I
want to become re-interested, something like a Third Great Awakening would be nice";
and, "Very high hopes. 1 wish I would attend church more often." Personal hopes were
also included in this category such as, "To be saved when the Lord comes again"; "I hope
my relationship with God becomes more better [sic] than it is today"; and, "I hope
Christianity keeps me closer to God. I think churches are good but there are time [sic]
that I don; [sic] fee [sic] the need to attend." For those who chose to answer, their replies
indicate a personal investment.
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The next most frequently expressed hopes were in two main categories: a desire
that Christians become more tolerant and accepting and the hope that Christianity will
stay strong and spread. Each of these categories represented 15 percent of the 137
responses. Characteristic of these replies were as follows: "That they become more aware
and understanding of the different lifestyles that people lead and realize that everyone
deserves a chance to get to know God"; "For Christians to stop driving people away from
the Lord by their hateful attitudes"; "More accepting and less judgmental of people who
aren't Christian. The church should stay out of laws and politics"; "1 hpe [sic] that
Christianity stays a pure and good religion for people who practice it"; "That it will
continue to grow and help people"; and, "I hope that the churches can grow." The
following table summarizes the most repeated categories of hopes for emerging adults.
Table 4.11. Emerging Adults' Hopes (N=137)
What hopes for Christianity and/or the Church do you have? n %
Personal growth/well-being 27 20.0
Christians be tolerant/accepting 21 15.0
Christianity stay strong/spread 21 15.0
More people will believe 20 14.6
Christians will strive for peace/unity 10 7.0
Church will adapt/change 9 6.6
Christians will keep beliefs to selves 8 5.8
No answer 1 02
By and large, emerging adults arc hopeful about what Christianity and/or the
Church has to offer and are optimistic for its growth. They express a desire to be more
involved themselves some day in the future as well. Emerging adults also express a
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sincere desire for Christians to be more tolerant and understanding, particularly toward
people who are different. Embedded in this and other hopes is the assumption that the
church is willing to adapt and change.
Research Question #2
Given the design of the study, the potential population for older adults was limited
to participants who were 30 years or older and affiliated with Central Christian Church.
As previously mentioned, the survey response for this group was less than hoped. The
participants who are age 40-59 were particularly disproportionate with the church's
population. From a potential of 230 adults who are considered active participants with
Central Christian Church, fifty completed the survey and forty of those were age 30 years
or older (only 22 percent of the potential pool). This small representation needs to be
considered in answering Research Question #2: What impressions, experiences, and
hopes do members/participants of Central Christian Church in Danville, Illinois, who are
30 years and older express concerning Christianity and the Church?
Impressions
Older adults, who are affiliated with Central Christian Church in Danville,
Illinois, were asked about their impression in two ways: in a series of nine gauged
statements of their views concerning organized religion and in an open-ended question
that afforded them the opportunity to share whatever they cared to on the subject. Forty
participants considered the statements about their views of organized religion with some
patterns emerging.
From the survey, older adults affirmed that they had a lot of respect for organized
religion in this country (97.5 percent, if "strongly agree" and "agree" are taken together).
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they have positive feelings about the religion in which they were raised (89.7 percent
combined), and they agree that religion can provide stability and purpose in peoples'
lives (100 percent combined). A majority disagreed or strongly disagreed with the idea
that organized religion is a big tumoff (92.2 percent), that mainstream religion is
irrelevant (87.1 percent), that their lifestyle differs significantly from their religion's
teachings (90 percent), and that religious people tend to force their religious views on
others (95 percent). Results were split on the remaining questions. One surprising split
was the 40 percent agreement with the statement, "I believe I can have a good
relationship with God without being involved in a religious organization," because all are
involved in a religious organization: Central Christian Church. Perhaps they agreed from
a hypothetical vantage point. Table 4.12 displays the results for this portion of the survey.
Table 4.12. Older Adults' Views ofOrganized Religion
Indicate to what degree statements coincide with
your views: SA, A, D, SD, NA (N)
1 . 1 have a lot of respect for organized religion in this
country (40).
2. Organized religion is usually a big tumoff for me
(39).
3. Too many religious people in this country are
negative, angry, and judgmental (37).
4. Most mainstream religion is irrelevant to the needs
and concerns ofmost people my age (39).
5. 1 have very positive feelings about the religious
tradition in which I was raised (39).
6. I believe I can have a good relationship with God
without being involved in a religious organization
(40).
7. My lifestyle differs significantly from my religion's
teachings (40).
8. Organized religion provides stability and purpose in
people's lives (40).
9. Religious people usually try to force their views on
everyone else (40).
Ranli
1
%
Rank
2
n %
SA 21 52.5 A 18 45
SD 20 51.2 D 16 41
D 19 51.3 A 9 24.3
D 20 51.2 SD 14 35.9
SA 25 64.1 A 10 25.6
16 40 SD 11 27.5
D 19 47.5 SD 17 42.5
A 25 62.5 SA 15 37.5
D 31 77.5 SD 7 17.5
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In response to the open-ended question, a slight majority of older respondents said
their impression ofChristianity and/or the Church was that it was helpfiil, beneficial, or
important. Their replies included statements such as, "I believe that Christianity is very
important to the main balance of our lives and remember why we are here on earth";
"Loving caring people who share my love ofGod"; and, "I could not live as fiilfilled
without it." A more complete transcript of combined responses is found in Appendix F.
Some older adults ( 1 8 percent) answered with testimonies or positive declaration
such as, "i [sic] believe Christ was the savior and I am grateful he sacrificed for us and
loves us unconditionally"; "I love Jesus. I love being a part of our church and sharing my
love for Jesus with others and bringing the word of Jesus into others [sic] lives"; and,
"Christ is All [original emphasis]. The 'world' is trying to hamper that believ [sic]" (see
Table 4.12).
Table 4.13. Older Adults' Impressions (N=33)
What are your overall impressions of Christianity and/or the
Church? n %
Christianity is helpfial/beneficial/important 17 51
Testimony or positive declaration 6 18
Tenor positive (too short for classification) 5 15
Christians do not act on faith 4 12
Some Christians judgmental/intolerant 1 3
No answer 2
While not statistically significant, a few older adults did acknowledge
shortcomings, mostly with the lack of zeal in Christians' lives or in the church's tendency
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to give off a judgmental impression. Impressions overall, from an insider's perspective,
are positive. Most see Christianity and/or the Church as beneficial.
Experiences
Older adults as a whole seemed more decisive in their answers to the religious
experiences questions. A majority reported experiencing a definite answer to prayer,
making a personal commitment, attending a religious retreat, being part of a missions
team, and sharing religious views with others. While this section of questions was
patterned after the research findings of Smith and Snell concerning emerging adults, I
made an assumption that the same factors of religious salience for those entering
adulthood would apply to older adults as well. The older adults seemed to confirm these
indicators towards religious salience save one: the lack of being made fiin of for beliefs
(see Table 4.1, p. 85).
Table 4.14. Religious Experiences of Older Adults (N=40)
Type of Religious Experience
n
V'es
% n
No
%
Have you experienced a definite answer to prayer or specific
guidance fi-om God?
37 92.5 3 7.5
Have you been made ftin of because of beliefs? 11 27.5 29 72.5
Have you made a personal commitment to live your life for God? 40 100.0 0 �
Have you attended a religious retreat or conference? 28 70.0 12 30.0
Have you participated in a religious missions team or service
project?
Have you shared your own religious beliefs with someone who
holds different beliefs or is outside your faith community?
24
152
60.0
64.7
16
83
40.0
35.3
The older participants were given the opportunity to complete the open-ended
question on the survey. A little over halfof the older respondents chose to share their
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experiences (either positive or negative) with the church. Nearly half (45 percent) spoke
of positive experiences such as this characteristic response:
Ever since I was bom, CCC in Danville, IL has been my home church and
Church Family. It has always been there for all my family, many ofmy
friends, and myself through tears and sorrows, and jubilant Joys and
Blessings! If I had to think of anything negative about CCC in Danville, it
might have to be that we "hide our Lights under that bushel too often!"
And sometimes we just seem to enjoy each other's company so much, we
forget to invite others to "Come Worship, Rejoice, and Sing! and get
included in this great church family here at CCC Danville.
A lesser portion of the respondents (13.6 percent) told of how the church, in general, or
Central Christian Church, in particular, had helped and cared for them in the past. Not
surprisingly, from an insider 's perspective, older participants also shared examples of
their involvement in various church activities, portraying them as positive experiences
(see Table 4.15).
Table 4.15. Older Adults' Experiences (N=22)
.\re there any experiences (either positive or negative) that you
would like to share?
n %
Testimony or positive declaration 10 45.0
Involved in church activities 3 13.6
Christianity is helpful/beneficial/important 3 13.6
Feel judged/unwelcome 2 9.0
Feel accepted by Christians 2 9.0
Feel unconnected/apart 2 9.0
No answer 13
Not all those surveyed had the same positive report. For instance, 9 percent of the
older respondents told of feeling like outsiders or being unconnected to the church.
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Therefore, some exceptions exist in this, otherwise positive, experience with Christianity
and/or the Church by older adults.
Hopes
Thirty-one participants offered their hopes in answer to the third open-ended
question toward the end of the survey. Most of the hopes centered in the church and its
growth and expansion. Typical answers included statements such as, "My hope is for
Christianity to grow and churches to multiply"; "I hope Christianity and the church
continues to grow. That we can push through what [sic] some feel as negative and show
them the positive sides ofChristianity [sic] by our actions"; and, "We increase in
membership and our faith." Closely tied to this hope, was a concern for other people to
believe (22.6 percent): "that more people hear the truth about Christ and come to him. It
has made my life incredibly blessed. I want everyone to have that same joy"; "that all
would come to know Christ in a Christian community"; and, "My hope is that we are able
to seize every opportunity to share the word ofGod with someone who needs to receive it
and that those receiving it feel the same peace and love that has come over me and
saturated the fabric ofmy being." Hopes seem outwardly focused (see Table 4.16).
Table 4.16. Older Adults' Hopes (N=31)
What hopes for Christianity and/or the Church do you have? n %
Christianity stay strong/spread 14 45.0
More people will believe 7 22.6
Christians will live out their faith 5 16.0
Church will survive 3 9.7
Christians will be tolerant/accepting 2 6.4
No answer 4
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Older adults speak out of their experience, which, for the most part, has been
positive. Their hopes seem to be that Christianity stay strong and that others can discover
the same benefits they have found. Little indication is present that older adults anticipate
the need for change, only to work harder at being good Christian examples and to hope
for the best.
Research Question #3
By examining the impressions, experiences, and hopes of emerging adults, this
study sought to compare those views with the current impressions, experiences, and
hopes expressed by church members and participants. The rationale behind such
comparison is that members and participants of Central Christian Church will be doing
the inviting and incorporating and will need a frame of reference in order to do so.
Therefore, this study asks. How do the views ofChristianity and the Church expressed by
emerging adults compare with those expressed by older members/participants of Central
Christian Church?
Similarities
In many regards, less disparity exists between emerging and older adults than I
had anticipated. Given the falling worship attendance, the missing-in-action status of
many emerging adults in the life of the church and cool reception in secular arenas of the
Church and its witness, I expected emergmg adults to hold very different perspectives. In
some meaningful ways, however, this expectation did not prove to be the case (see Table
4.17).
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Table 4.17. Comparison Views of Organized Religion
Indicate to what degree statements coincide
with your views: SA, A, D, SD, NA
Emerging Older
First Second First Second
choice % choice % choice % choice %
1. I have a lot of respect for organized religion
in this country
A 50.8 SA 30.0 SA 52.5 A 45.0
~> Organized religion is usually a big tumoff
for me. D 38.9 SD 29.7 SD 51.2 D 41.0
3. Too many religious people in this country
are negative, angry, and judgmental.
A 37.5 D 27.0 D 51.3 A 24.3
4. Most mainstream religion is irrelevant to the
needs and concerns ofmost people my age.
D 33.3 A 29.6 D 51.2 SD 35.9
5. I have very positive feelings about the
religious tradition in which I was raised.
A 41.2 SA 31.7 SA 64.1 A 25.6
6. I believe I can have a good relationship with
God without being involved in a religious SA 37.9 A 33.3 A 40.0 SD 27.5
7.
organization.
My lifestyle differs significantly from my
religion's teachings
D 36.0 A 25.9 D 47.5 SD 42.5
8. Organized religion provides stability and
purpose in people's lives.
A 51.7 SA 17.9 A 62.5 SA 37.5
9. Religious people usually try to force their
views on everyone else.
D 34.2 A 33.8 D 77.5 SD 17.5
In comparing the views offered in the nine gauged questions, emerging aduhs are
similar in their replies to older adults in the following ways: having respect for organized
religion, not finding organized religion to be a big tumoff, having positive feelings about
the religious traditions in which they were raised, and affirming that organized religion
provides stability and purpose in people's lives. If differences do exist, they are in terms
of degree, rather than substance. Older adults, while leaning in the same direction as
emerging adults, seem more avid in their views.
Similarities exist in the highest percentage responses to the question conceming
emerging and older aduhs' impressions ofChristianity and/or the Church as well. Both
populations frequently stated that Christianity was helpful, beneficial, or important and
offered positive declarafions of some nature (see Table 4.18).
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Table 4.18. Comparison Impressions
Emerging
% (N=180)
26 Christianity
helpful/beneficial/
important
16 Testimony/positive
declaration
9 Li\ e and let live
4 Not Christian/don't agree
4 Some bad examples
4 Some Christians judgmental/
intolerant
4 Believe, but don t attend
4 Dislike pressure/witness
Older
% (N=33)
51 Christianity
helpfiil/beneficial/
important
18 Testimony/positive
declaration
15 Tenor positive (too short to
categorize)
12 Christians do not act on faith
3 Some Christians judgmental/
intolerant
Combined
% (N=213)
29 Christianity
helpful/beneficial/
important
16.4 Testimony/positive
declaration
7.5 Live and let live
5.2 Tenor positive (too short to
categorize)
4.2 Some Christians judgmental/
intolerant
3.8 Not Christian/don't agree
3.8 Some bad examples
3.8 Believe, don't attend
3.8 Dislike pressure/witness
No doubt the high preference for Christianity by both groups contributes to this
similitude. With Christians represented to a high degree in both the emerging and older
adult populations, the experiences offered mirror each other at important junctures as
well. A large portion of emerging adults and older adults relayed positive experiences of
Christianity and/or the Church. They concurred that Christianity was helpful, beneficial,
or important. Emerging and older adults also told of experiences of being judged or
feeling unwelcome in the church (see Table 4.19).
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Table 4.19. Comparison Experiences
Emerging
% (N=74)
Older
% (N=22)
Combined
% (N=96)
26 Testimony/positive
declaration
45 Testimony/positive
declaration
30 Testimony/posifive
declaration
14 Disagree w/message or
methods
13.6 Involved in church
activities
1 0.4 Disagree w/message or
methods
8 Christianity helpful/
beneficial/ important
13.6 Christianity helpfiil/
beneficial/ important
9 Christianity helpful/
beneficial/ important
8 Feel judged/unwelcome 9 Feel judged/unwelcome 8 Feel judged/unwelcome
7 Involved in church activities 9 Feel accepted by Christians 8 Involved in church activities
7 Bad Christian examples 9 Feel unconnected/apart 5 Bad Christian examples
7 Tenor mixed (too short to
categorize)
5 Tenor mixed (too short to
categorize)
In frequently voiced terms, these two populations seem to echo one another's
views, impressions, and experiences in significant ways. As suggested previously, this
semblance could be the result of common religious orientation. In the similar responses,
the differences, if they exist, seem to be in degree rather than substance. For example, if
most adults "agreed" with a statement, the majority of older aduhs "strongly agreed."
However, the small number of older adult participants in this study may have driven up
the percentage points to any particular response and the large base of emerging adult
participants could have diluted percentages. Therefore, I have noted general ranking and
not the exact percentages, since these numbers are not comparable.
Differences
Having a common affinity for and appreciation ofChristianity is encouraging to
me, but differences in the two test populations do exist. One growing difference seems to
be in how that faith is lived out on a daily basis. For instance, while both emerging adults
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and older adults state that they pray more than once a week, the highest number of
emerging adults (47.1 percent) claim they "never" read Scripture or study religious
topics, whereas the highest percentage of older adults (27.5 percent) claim to read or
study "more than once a week." While both populations stated they are "highly
committed" (emerging adults 43.1 percent; older adults 94.9 percent), most emerging
adults attend religious services "several times a year," and older adults selected "every
week." Nearly one-third (30 percent) of emerging adults said their faith was "somewhat
important" to their daily lives, while 70 percent of older adults said it was "extremely
important." Both emerging and older adults assert a tie with Christianity, but they do not
seem to express that bond in the same ways.
Though a more subtle difference, emerging adults expressed hopes that were less
related to the institutional manifestations ofChristianity and more connected to desires
for personal growth and betterment. As Table 4.20 indicates, one-fifth of emerging adults
seemed to express their greatest hopes in personal terms. Their hopes for Christianity to
stay strong and spread came in second place, leaving me to suspect that many emerging
adults view religion as it relates to them personally before they are mindful of a larger
entity known as the Church. Coincidentally, only older adults expressed a hope that the
church survives. That concern does not seem to be on emerging adults' minds (see Table
4.20).
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Table 4.20. Comparison Hopes
Emerging
% (N=137)
Older
% (N=31)
Combined
% (N=168)
20 Personal growth'well-being Chnst.an.ty stay strong/spread
15 Christianity stay strong/
spread
15 Christians be tolerant/
accepting
14.6 More people will belie\ e
7 Christians strive for peace/
unity
6.6 Church adapt change
5.8 Christians keep beliefs to
self
22.6 More people will believe
16 Christians will live out faith
9.7 Church will survive
6.4 Christians be tolerant/
accepting
31 Christianity stay strong/
spread
16 Personal growth/well-being
16 More people will believe
13.7 Christians be tolerant/
accepting
6 Christians strive for peace/
unity
6 Christians will live out faith
5.4 Church adapt/change
Another difference the study reveals is a growing separation of individual
spirituality and corporate religious identity. Absent from the older adults' open-ended
impressions was the assertion by emerging adults that they can believe but do not
necessary have to attend services. This reticence to attend is echoed in statement 6 of the
gauged replies (see Table 4.15, p. 106). Emerging adults solidly held the view that they
could have a good relationship with God without being involved in organized religion.
While a portion of the older aduhs concurred (40 percent), a minority disagreed strongly.
The difference may not fall simply along the lines of age, however, for some emerging
adults also disagreed with this statement. Rather, the difference may be a growing
ideologically break between the view that organized religion and personal belief cannot
be seen separately, and the view that they are, in fact, two different things.
In general, more split replies (agreed/disagree) to the nine gauged views of the
survey occurred in responses by emerging adults than those of older adults (three more
incidences of division�statements 4, 7, and 9). This difference may be because of the
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likelihood that older participants are more settled in their viewpoints. Emerging
adulthood is, after all, a time of tremendous transition. Religious viewpoints could just as
easily be in flux as well. The division of emerging adults' opinions on the irrelevancy of
mainstream religion (statement 4). lifestyle significantly differs (statement 7), and
religious people forcing views (statement 9), may also reflect a rising individualism that
was discussed earlier in this chapter, except it may be more pronounced in emerging
adults. Ifwhat matters most is an individual's exercise of religion, much of what
organized religion stands for will be seen as irrelevant or at odds with that core value.
Alternately, the reason could simply rest in the fact that consensus has never been
established in the areas in question, nor will it be settled in the near future.
Cohesiveness may not always be an advantage, however, for its insular nature
tends to deafen the group to detractors. Far more emerging adults, for instance, pointed to
the intolerant and judgmental nature of the church than was acknowledged by older
church participants themselves. Likewise, the experiences reported by two older members
of feeling unwelcomed at church came as a surprise to its members. In the same vein, 4
percent of emerging adults expressed the negative impression that Christians are forceful
or overbearing in their witness and that people who go to church can be hypocritical.
Strangely these comments are absent from the older adults' impressions. Because the
church knows who it is, it presumes emerging adults and its own affiliates view the
church in the same way. The survey shows they may not.
The church is not typically poised to do serious institutional examination.
Certainly hindsight is the most frequently used source of information rather than foresight
when the church does engage in introspection. However, the tendency to be reactive
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rather than proactive means the church is typically oblivious to cultural movements.
Reaction means the opposite can be true as well: The church indiscriminately buys into
cultural trends wholesale. If Central Christian Church is to invite and incorporate
emerging adults into the body ofChrist, they cannot afford to rely on either extreme and
must thoughtfially and prayerfully sort through the values that are at stake.
Research Question #4
Figuring out what can be done to enhance Central Christian Church's ministry
with emerging adults in the area was the aim of this research project. Rather than a group
of church people trying a few ideas in a hit-and-miss fashion, I decided to ask participants
in two forums their suggestions (the survey and subsequent focus group). The goal in
mind was that those responses would help answer Research Question #4: What changes
in approach, attitude, and actions for Central Christian Church are indicated by these
findings?
Survey Results
Within the survey, question 4 in the last section asked participants to offer
suggestions as to what churches could do to invite and incorporate emerging adults into
their religious communities. Question 4 was an open-ended question and the answers
varied considerably. Most suggestions, however, included offering some form of age-
related activities. Characteristic replies from emerging adults included, "Have an open
house with fiin events"; "Hold nights ot [sic] just get together and learn about religion";
and, "Hold activities like cook outs, game night, etc." The older adults offered ideas in a
similar vein: "Invite them to small groups so they get to know each other and also
incorporate Bible Study and caring and sharing amoungst [sic] them"; "Have more places
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to 'plug' into"; and, "programming that would meet the needs of this age group."
Appendix F lists all the replies, and Table 4.21 shows in what categories their answers fit.
Table 4.21. How Churches Invite and Incorporate
What could churches do to invite and incorporate emerging adults (ages eighteen to twenty-
nine) into their religious communities?
Emerging Older Combined
% (N=155) % (N=22) %(N=183)
22 Age group activities 35.7 Age group activities 24 Age group activities
17 Be accepting/live gospel 32 Promote church/invite 15.8 Be accepting/live gospel
11.6 Unsure 10.7 Be accepting/live gospel 13.7 Promote church/invite
10.3 Bored vs. interested 10.7 Unsure 11.6 Unsure
1 0.3 Promote church/invite 7 Adjust service/time/mode 8.7 Bored vs. interested
8 No pressure/offer help 3.5 Doing fine 7 No pressure/offer help
5.8 Adjust service/time/mode 5.4 Adjust service/time/mode
In addition, emerging aduhs and older adults suggested the church be accepfing
and live the gospel. The older aduhs did not suggest this idea to the degree that the
emerging adults did, but because it was such a high priority in the emerging adults'
responses, the combined average increased as well. The typical responses in this category
were, "Maybe show that the church isn't as hateful as we believe it to be"; and, "Invite
them in whether they don't com [sic] on a weekly basis. Don't jus [sic] judge by how
they look or with a disability." One response seemed to capture the essence of the call for
change:
Forget old hypocrisies and judgments. Show true. Godly love. And be
very active. The biggest reason that we especially guys, become
uninterested, is that so many churches tody [sic] are either boring or
exclusive. We need a church that wil [sic] accept us as family help us on
our walk, and give us some meaningfiil and enjoyable work. It doesn't
help when young adults find better friens [sic] outside the church.
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The call to be more accepting and live the gospel is not as clearly enacted as program
activities may be. It involves, in Roxburgh and Romanuk's terms, "changing the culture
of the congregation" (23). Such a change takes time and prayer and grace.
Older adults raised the average of a different category (up three percentage points)
with their frequent suggestions for promoting the church and inviting. The emerging
adults offered suggestion along these lines, too, but older adults believed strongly that
this promotion would help. Their replies included, "Have more young adult focused
events. Reach out to them where the [sic] are instead of the waiting for them to come to
us"; "Get out in the community more! More advertizing on the social networks (I know
nothing about it), TV and radio"; and, "Have functions for that age group, single mixers,
flyers about the church at colleges." Inherent in the older adults' suggestions is the
assumption that more vigorous promotional efforts will be effective.
The fact that the next rated combined reply was "Unsure" or "I don't know" at
1 1.6 percent is telling. People understand the issue is not quickly or easily addressed. One
cannot know if ambivalence, indecision, or resignation is behind their replies, but the
likelihood of encountering this mixture of reactions to any ministry initiatives for
emerging adults is fairly high.
Focus Group Results
Originally the research design called for an intergenerational focus group to be
held after I tabulated the survey results. Participants for the group consisted of those
respondents who expressed a willingness to be contacted in the future about this meeting.
Some twenty-nine contacts went out via letter, e-mail, text message, and phone according
to the mean (or means, in some incidences) that the respondents preferred. The Research
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Reflection Team helped set up two meetings on 6 January 2013 at Danville Area
Community College. With a potential of twenty-nine in attendance, I planned two
sessions so that participants would have ample opportunity to talk in a smaller group. As
regrets came in mainly from emerging adults and the only affirmative responses were
from Central Christian Church affiliates, I consolidated the two sessions into one.
Technically, the fourteen focus group participants present did span the age-range
categories with two emerging adults involved as well, but all were affiliated with Central
Christian Church.
The initial plan was to have an opportunity to listen to honest feedback from
emerging adults about their impressions ofChristianity and/or the Church and allow time
for Central Christian Church participants to run ideas past them for their comments. This
interchange was to be the transformative aspect of the original research design (see
Figure 3.1, p. 75). I had hoped to have more of an interchange with those who held
perspectives outside church members', but that hope did not transpire. Instead, the focus
group began with an open, in-house discussion of the data collected and its implications
for Central Christian Church. A Research Reflection Team member asked the focus
group participants if they were surprised by any results and then, she asked if the data
confirmed what they already understood. Focus group participants offered ideas for
changes in approach, attitude, and actions. Since the focus group was a discussion format,
I took notes of the main points, but no measurements for frequency could be made,
presuming once a statement was offered, it would not likely be repeated by someone else.
Discussion also built on previous comments. Therefore, I had no reliable way to measure
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the voracity or strength of those proposals. The agenda for this meeting is found in
Appendix B (see Table 4.22).
Table 4.22. Focus Group Responses
Approach
Be mindful of emerging adults
If no one says a word� I'm not
coming back.
Church looks old, formal. Not
what younger people are used
to.
We tend not to follow through.
May not want fake show.
Be casual
(danger in being too casual�
anything goes)
Attitude
Openness to understanding new
ways of doing things.
Do we have younger greeters?
Need to welcome new people
Have attitude of acceptance�
come as you are.
Recognize emerging adults do
not know customs
Be aware of emerging adults of
different backgrounds
Actions
Have younger leadership.
Time is not con\ enient.
Need buddy plan to help
emerging adults know the ropes
Text messages on screen
TWEET.
Drive thru communion/
prayer option
Don't have programs for
emerging adults, but have
hangout place (not parlor like)
Create brochure about church
with tear-off sheet and pass out
at DACC
Express an interest/Gifts are
attractive too.
Text or call. Technology has to
meet needs
Go to DAAC bring things to
students
Ask them about themselves
Stuff that brings attention to
church is out there
Feedback from the focus group exit surveys revealed a largely positive
assessment of the experience. They recognized the work involved, but they wanted to see
something happen at church. Several expressed a desire and need to reach out to
emerging adults. Others acknowledged that people need to bring these ideas to life and
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that they have a lot ofwork to do. A transcript of these comments is included in
Appendix G.
Approach
Emerging adults have indicated that they want to be acknowledged, welcomed,
and heard. The church's approach then should be one that projects interest, friendliness,
and attentiveness. These qualities are not different from what any newcomer might desire
upon entrance to a new group. However, emerging adults may come with some problems
such as bad experiences with judgmental or hypocritical Christians and less familiarity
with and appreciation for the present church culture that seasoned church visitors may not
have. These issues are a concern not because more incidents occur to younger aduhs than
older adults but because the postmodem value of tolerance makes such infractions all the
more egregious. The church also has to overcome its reticence to strike up a conversation
or reach out to a population that is largely unknown. Emerging adults have suggested
Christians simply make the effort to talk to them and try to get to know them, which
according to Kinnaman 's research is not a frequent experience for most of them (1965-
66).
Attitude
Attitude is probably the hardest aspect of church culture to adjust, but I would
suggest that if church leaders model attitudes of positive openness, sincere respect, and
genuine acceptance and caring, much headway would be made to build connections with
emerging adults. While biblical scholarship is not their default religious practice, many
emerging adults have resonated with Jesus' injunction, "Do not judge, so that you may
not be judged" (Matt. 7:1), and are likely to expect Christians to observe that teaching. At
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the same time, the church has to temper its tendency to be negative, suspicious, and
inflexible when faced with new ideas and ways of doing things. Perhaps the Apostle
Paul's injunction, "whatever is true, whatever is honorable, whatever is just, whatever is
pure, whatever is pleasing, whatever is commendable, if there is any excellence and if
there is anything worthy of praise, think about these things" (Phil. 4:8), serves as a guide
to any attitude adjustment the church is considering.
Actions
The most recommendations from emerging and older adults alike came in the
form of activities designed to meet the needs of emerging adults. They ran the gamut:
from hosting small group studies to fiin activities such as campouts and game nights.
These recommendations were followed closely by ideas for promoting the church and
inviting emerging adults to be part of it. Still the church needs to be carefiil not to make
activities and promotion of them as the end unto itself I suspect behind these ideas was a
deeper desire for community�a rich God-fiUed reality that is formed in living the
Christian life together and experiencing God's love and grace. Activities, church
programs, small groups, and fun stuffmay provide the openings for community to
develop, but the church cannot afford to stop at the entry points, offering activities to do
with no aim to commit further to emerging adults and their fiiture.
Summary ofMajor Findings
In sum, the survey and subsequent focus group offered a snapshot of the
impressions, experiences, and hopes for Christianity and/or the Church and point to steps
Central Christian Church can take.
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1 . Overall the results of the survey reveal a positive impression ofChristianity
and/or the Church by both emerging adults and older adults who are affiliated with
Central Christian Church.
2. Experiences the adults reported in the open-ended section in this study tended
to be in a positive vein as well, although the emerging adults tended to be more limited in
their exposure to religious retreats and missions trips and split in their experiences of
answered prayer and personal commitment.
3. Emerging adults do not believe they need to attend services in order to have a
good relationship with God, and a majority indicates that they attend religious services
several times a year. They tend not to read Scripture or study religious literature. They do
pray frequently and think faith is somewhat important in their daily lives.
4. Older adults were mixed on their need to attend services in order to have a
good relationship with God, although the majority of them do attend weekly in practice.
They read or study on a weekly basis. They, too, pray frequently and they say that faith is
extremely important in their daily lives.
5. A strong minority opinion of emerging adults voiced criticism ofChristianity
and/or the Church for its judgmental attitudes, hypocrisy among its members, and general
intolerance towards people and other churches/religions that believe differently.
6. Emerging adults tended to express hopes for personal spiritual well-being and
growth, while older adults tended to first express hopes that Christianity would remain
strong and spread. Both populations believed the church offering age-geared activities
would be effective in inviting and incorporating emerging adults.
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CHAPTER 5
DISCUSSION
Major Findings
Given the small representation of older adults in the survey, the findings need to
be employed cautiously. The emerging adult pool, in contrast, has more substantial
representation and, therefore, more reliable findings. Consequently, data about the older
adult respondents will be considered more as a frame of reference�a point of
comparison, which could offer perspective for the emerging adult sample.
Positive Impressions of Christianity and the Church
A significant proportion of the emerging adults surveyed reported positive
impressions ofChristianity and the Church or organized religion in general. The majority
either agreed or strongly agreed with these statements: "I have a lot of respect for
organized religion in this country" (93.6 percent combined); "I have positive feelings
about the religious tradition in which I was raised" (72.9); and, "Organized religion
provides stability and purpose in people's lives" (69.6). Likewise, their open-ended
responses reflected similar impressions. Over one-fourth of the 1 80 replies said that
Christianity is helpfial, beneficial, and/or important, and 16 percent offered a testimony or
positive declaration. This positive regard seems to be supported in Smith and Snell's
study (114) and in Uecker, Regerus, and Vaaler's findings that young adults are more
likely to curb attendance than say that religion is less important (1681).While emerging
adults offered a wide range of impressions, these positive views rose to the top.
Not surprisingly, the older adults who are affiliated with Central Christian Church
would echo emerging adults' positive impressions only to a greater degree, strongly
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agreeing or agreeing that they have respect for organized religion (97.5 percent
combined), positive feehngs about the religion in which they were raised (89.7). and that
religion can provide stability and purpose in peoples
' lives (100). They, too, found
Christianity to be helpfial, beneficial, and/or important (51 percent), and testified and
made positive declarations (18 percent). The study indicates both populations are likely
to have positive impressions of Christianity and the Church. Given the fact that the
survey sample included a high percentage of Christian participants drawn from a limited
geographical area and personal contact with Danville Area Community College, YMCA,
Young Professionals, and friends of church members (86 percent), this result is not
surprising. In practice, that affinity for Christianity is not expressed in the same way.
Variations in Religious Practices among Emerging and Older Adults
Even though both populations in this study identified Christianity as their
preferred religion and have expressed positive impressions ofChristianity and the
Church, that preference may not to be shown the same way or to the same degree in
practice. For instance, the importance emerging adults assign to faith in their daily lives is
first "somewhat important" (30 percent) followed by "very important" (26.7 percent).
Whereas older adults indicate faith is either "extremely important" (70 percent) or "very
important" (30 percent) in their daily lives. Except for the frequency of personal prayer
that both populations practice more than once a week, some differences in worship
attendance and study are indicated.
Emerging adults have more of a statistical spread in their responses than older
adults, but 22.6 percent report attending religious services several times a year, followed
by 15.5 percent who never go. Over half of older adults are likely to attend every week.
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Personal Scripture reading or religious study is unlikely to occur for emerging adults as
47.1 percent indicated it never happens. Most of the older adult respondents indicated
Scripture reading is a more than once a week occurrence (27.5 percent) or a few times a
month (22.5 percent). Consequently, some of the usual spiritual practices the church has
used to measure religiosity in the past may not fit this emerging generation.
The Meaning of Religious
This study was designed with some traditional assumptions in mind: (1) One's
commitment to God is going to reflect in one's involvement in a religious organization or
faith community; (2) certain spiritual disciplines and experiences fuel one's faith and
cause it to grow; and, (3) deep faith permeates all of a believer's life, not affecting only
one or two areas of it. The information gleaned from this study challenges those
assumptions.
For example, a large percentage of emerging adults (71.2 percent) and even some
of the older adults believe they can have a good relationship with God without being
involved in a religious organization. 1 do not know about which to be more concerned:
the emerging adults who have yet to experience a Christian community or the members
ofCentral Christian Church who have. As already indicated, emerging adults do pray, but
only half (51.3 percent) have experienced an answer to prayer. They will attend services a
couple times a year. They do not typically read Scripture or study religious topics. A
majority (54.8 percent) have never attended a religious retreat or conference. Over half
(61.5 percent) have never been on a missions trip or engaged in a religious service
project, and 80 percent have never been made fun of because their beliefs. Lacking strong
indications of three out of five of Smith and Snell's positive correlates (219), I would not
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expect emerging adults to have a high degree of religious saliency. However, 29.7
percent of emerging adults report becoming "more religious" and 54.7 have "stayed the
same." The greatest percentage (43.1) of emerging adults said they "were highly
committed" to their religious preference and that it was "somewhat" (30 percent) to
"very" (26.7 percent) important in their daily lives, 1 am interested in the criteria used in
determining faith's importance. Clearly my assumptions are not fitting. I must not have
asked the right questions, leaving me to wonder: How do emerging adults determine the
meaning of being religious in this day and age?"
The Minority Report
Statistically, researchers look to the greatest percentages to determine current
trends and indications. However, the voice of the masses, while loud, may not contain the
only important findings. Like "the voice crying in the wilderness" (Isa. 40:3; John 1:23),
in this study, a sizable minority voiced concern for the church's perceived intolerance.
They did not experience the welcome extended to them, and some seem quite content to
remain "Nones."
While the results are split, 37.5 percent of emerging adults agreed that too many
religious people in the country are negative, angry, and judgmental. A small contingency
have the overall impression that Christianity and the Church have representatives who are
bad examples (4 percent) and judgmental (4 percent). Still more respondents (14 percent)
took issue with the message or method a church used, with several alluding to the
unwelcome "vibes" they got as gays or lesbians. A smaller percentage of emerging adults
felt judged (8 percent), and 7 percent told of bad experiences they had had with
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Christians, hi the survey, a sizable minority (16.2 percent) in the Vermilion County do
not identify with any rehgion.
In part, emerging aduhs' perception of intolerance and feeling unwelcome may
coincide with Uecker, Regerus, and Vaaler's study (1670) and Roof and Hoge's findings
(424) that that normative deviation and cognitive dissonance have a corrosive effect on
one's relationship with organized religion. That deviation or dissonance, coupled with the
lack of the enjoyment of participation, belief and desire reinforcement, and habituation
from Smith and Snell's work on retention probability paths (226-30), makes the
likelihood of inviting and incorporating these emerging aduhs all the more challenging.
While the church may not agree with the findings or feel such criticisms are
justified, the fact remains: This minority report affects the way the church approaches
emerging adults. The distinct possibility exists that the church could get a very cool
reception from a sizable minority of emerging adults. The hopes expressed on the part of
many emerging adults could mitigate the cool reception and offer suggestions for the
church to take in the fiature. As mentioned previously, the Pew Forum's US Religious
Landscape Survey notes that over one-third of unaffiliated emerging adults still
responded that religion is somewhat important or very important in their lives (38), and
Stetzer, Stanley, and Hayes were encouraged by the openness of the younger unchurched
to hearing about Christ (55), leading me to consider hopes for Christianity and the
Church that aduhs mentioned in the survey as well.
Hopes and Ideas
Perhaps these optimistic suggestions were only elicited by asking for them
pointblank in the survey. Maybe they would not have emerged naturally otherwise.
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Nonetheless, findings reveal that emerging adults are hopeful, especially as pertaining to
their personal growth and well-being. Many expressed the desire to grow in faith and to
be involved in a church to a greater degree, later on, of course (20 percent). Secondarily,
they turned their attention to the Church as a whole, expressing the hope that Christianity
would stay strong and spread (15 percent) and that Christians would become more
tolerant and accepting ( 1 5 percent). Older adults more quickly gravitated to hopes of the
Church as a whole, expressing the desire for Christianity to stay strong and spread (45
percent) and that more people would believe (22.6 percent). The findings suggest unlike
older adults, emerging adults may not identify primarily or immediately with the larger
corporate entity of the church, keeping such associations at a bit of a distance instead.
The findings suggest by their ranking that about one-fourth of emerging adults may not
readily envision themselves as part of that larger group. However, if the predominate
view of the church is as a place people go rather than as a people, emerging adults'
arm's-length distance to organized religion may not be surprising. Until Christians
embrace an embodied ecclesiology, one in which they understand that as Christ's body
they play a vital role in Christ's work and will, church will seem like just one option
among many other options that vie for both emerging and older aduhs' time and energy.
This ecclesiastical refocus, however, may well be this researcher's hope and one that, as
yet, eludes the grasp of study respondents.
Nearly one-fourth (22 percent) of young adults suggested churches offer age
group activities as a means of inviting and incorporating them. Given the fact that 17
percent suggested Christians be accepting and live the gospel, the inference can be made
that just holding activities will not be enough, unless those involved in the church
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communicate acceptance. Since the minority report named intolerance as one of the
negative impressions and emerging adults expressed the hope and made the suggestion
that Christians be accepting if Central Christian Church wanted to invite and incorporate
them, they would do well to heed emerging adults' advice.
Implications of the Findings
As the Apostle Paul adjusted his presentation of the gospel in Athens, Central
Christian Church is faced with the challenge of adjusting its ministry in Danville, Illinois,
in order to translate the gospel more effectively for emerging adults. That adjustment in
approach, attitude, and actions will encompass some of the major findings of this
research project:
� Central Christian Church is blest with an emerging adult population that still
holds Christianity in positive regard. The challenge, however, is to find ways to move
this positive regard beyond a compartmentalized ideological assent to a vital, robust faith
that finds expression in everyday life.
� One reality the survey identified is a growing disparity in the incorporation of
traditional religious practices between the older and younger Christian populations.
Prayer remained a priority; however, worship and study have fallen off among emerging
adults. Still worship services and Sunday school remain two of the most valued,
measured, and staffed efforts of Central Christian Church. How the church will reconcile
its highly valued practices with a population that so far finds less value in them remains
to be seen.
� Another trend with which Central Christian Church will need to grapple is a
rather passive definition of being religious. Unfortunately, the subjective criteria of the
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postmodem age in which individual temperament and taste are used to gauge how
religious one is, leaves httle room for growth. The challenge will be to call believers into
discipleship rather than relying on a self-guided tour.
� The survey mentioned a small but potent perception of the church as
judgmental, intolerant, and hypocritical. In many instances, the church should probably
just confess, "Guilty!" A least with their glaring hypocrisy out of the way, the church can
have honest dialogue about where the line between right and wrong could fall and be
willing to sort through what might be culturally-driven standards and time-honored tmth.
� Central Christian Church is also blest to be in a community in which hope for
the church is not dead. However, the trick is not simply settling for human-conceived
hopes and aspirations but always pursuing God's higher calling and purpose.
Therefore, having examined the context in which emerging adults live, explored
what studies reveal of the emerging adult population in America, heard the stories of
churches who are reaching adults somewhere in the age range of 1 8 to 29 years, and
processed the findings of the survey, the most important question is what implications
this information holds for Central Christian Church in Danville, Illinois. In order to
answer this question. Central Christian Church may need to explore suggestions in
greater depth, examine assumptions and standard operating procedures, and embark on
new solutions.
Explore
Numerous suggestions were offered through the survey instmment and the focus
group. They ranged from offering groups that deal with important issues for emerging
adults to doing nothing at all, from having an attitude of acceptance (come as you are) to
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keeping the church the same, and from promoting the church at places such as Danville
Area Community College to keeping religion to themselves. The most frequently
mentioned suggestions from emerging adults fell in two categories: age group activities
and to be accepting and live the gospel. Central Christian Church needs to explore these
options, but that exploration needs to take place in reference to what has already been
learned.
Emerging adults spoke of "intriguing" events, "fun" experiences, "interesting"
classes or group discussions, and "more" activities from which to choose. The temptation
is to start operating from the if-churches-build-it model. Older adults could dream up a
bunch of activities that would fill the church's program calendar to the brim, plan said
events, fiind them, do all the legwork, promote these offerings in venues that are chock-
full of emerging adults, carry them out, and then tidy up afterward.
However, this model has been employed with mixed results. Churches are likely
to bum out after a period of intensive investment from the church and its leaders. Perhaps
the actual undoing of this let-us-do-this-for-you- and-see-how-you-like-it approach, is the
lack of ownership by emerging adults. They are mainly consumers of religious goods,
and they can take them or leave them accordingly.
Consequently, any activities Central Christian Church offers should not be merely
for emerging aduhs, but with them�a small distinction in prepositions, but an important
indication of our goals. The ramifications could involve
� Developing emerging adult leaders,
� Inviting caring older adults to come alongside emerging adults,
� Praying and disceming as a team how God is leading, and
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� Thinking through what is next.
Indeed, the activities in and of themselves should not be seen as the end, but the
means for emerging adult ministry to develop even deeper connections with God, one
another, and the community. Such language should sound familiar to the affiliates of
Central Christian Church as this is the church's vision. Through making these
connections, emerging adults can experience acceptance and living the gospel (the second
most suggested solution by emerging adults). Ironically, this suggestion may have been
made with a wait-and-see attitude. Emerging adults may have assumed they would be
observers and view church people and activities from a distance and determine if it is safe
to go in. However, relationships at arms' length (if they even get that close), rarely
provide the information or the experience for which they are looking. Experiencing
acceptance and living the gospel happen in community, and in order to foster community,
one must risk getting in a relationship.
Looking back at what the church has already learned from other churches'
experiences. Central Christian Church ought to look more intently at the if-we-build-
relationships model. This model sees intrinsic value in fostering spiritual friendships.
Whether arranging for one-to-one "church buddies," as one focus group participant
stated, or facilitating a network of small groups, or setting up a chat room that keeps
emerging adults plugged in, something must be in place to which the church points
emerging adults, something that can form deeper friendships beyond the superficial level.
The emerging ministry team could consider the following steps
� Setting up mentoring partnerships, church buddies, who would commit to
meet over a period of time to pray and learn together about Christ and the Church;
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� Arranging for classes or small groups that would explore topics of interest,
focusing not so much on the topic material as maintaining an open mind, a listening
heart, and gracious manner among the members of the group; and,
� Establishing a Web page, blog, chat room, or Facebook group that would keep
emerging adults in touch with each other on a regular basis because emerging adults are
the first high-tech generation (e.g., cell phones, automatic teller machines, laser surgery),
and the first to be bom into a wired world (Sessa, Kabacoff, Deal, and Brown 51).
According to the positive feedback from participants in the focus group, who
were all members/participants of Central Christian Church, several would be ready to
start now. Certainly a team could be formed and begin planning for emerging ministry.
Along with this effort, though, the church needs to take a look within. In order for these
ideas to be successfiil, the church must examine itself in light of the if-churches-remodel-
within model.
Examine
In their book, Stetzer, Stanley, and Hayes found four mind-sets in churches that
were effective in ministry with emerging adults: community, depth, responsibility, and
connection. Doubtfially churches will ever attain perfection in these four areas, but
congregations can take an inventory to determine which values need more work. One
pastor's observations follow.
Central Christian Church recognizes the need for community. Events such as the
Sunday worship services. The Bean Thing church picnic, Bethlehem Live, Wild Wacky
Wednesday, fund-raising dinners, and community service projects draw people together
on a large scale. More intimate community settings are fostered in Sunday school classes.
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men, women, and youth fellowship groups, prayer families, the sanctuary choir, the
praise team, the bell choir, and all sorts of social gatherings outside formal church
settings. Central Christian Church has offered a welcome and demonstrated a loving
concern for people from all walks of life. However, newcomers report that much time and
effort is required to break in and feel a part of the Central community, as one respondent
stated, "And sometimes we just seem to enjoy each other's company so much, we forget
to invite others." If anything. Central Christian Church will need to loosen the grip on
community to be open to receive any new participants, but particularly emerging adults.
In terms of depth. Central Christian Church has a history of in-depth Bible studies
offered every few years, weekly Sunday school classes, occasional biblically centered
classes, and weekly biblical preaching. All of these sources could provide deep biblical
teaching that can apply to real life, but individuals must choose to participate. Unknown
is what would motivate this desire to learn for emerging adults. Possibly one holdback to
people's involvement could be the perception that churches are doubt-free zones.
According to the combined survey results, 16.5 percent were "committed, but have
doubts." The percentage was higher (18.8 percent) for emerging adults. Someone who
has doubts or questions about what the Bible teaches, may be hesitant to participate in
deep Bible study unless this myth of a doubt-free zone can be debunked. Not only will
leaders need to attend to their own sequestered doubts, they will have to recognize that
achieving spiritual depth is a messy business and they will not be able to rely on pat
answers and religious slogans to get by. While biblical depth is central, even foundational
to the life of a church, depth is not only expressed in Bible studies but encompasses how
biblical principles are incorporated in daily life as well. As Kinnaman observes in his
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study, "The choices made in the first adult decade set the direction of life, as young adults
make decisions about education, debt and finances, career, marriage, family, meaning,
and many other critical matters" (448-50). To that end, the crossroads of emerging adults'
lives could serve as entry points for emerging adults' interaction with the church.
Leadership and ser\ ice are two main ways to foster the value of responsibility in
churches. Both tend to enhance two of Smith and Snell's contributors to religion salience
as well: strong relational modeling and support for religious commitment by parents and
other adults in the congregation and the personal practice of religious faith (217-19).
Central Christian Church has many good, responsible leaders. They have formal
structures for leaders through the church board/cabinet, elders, deacons and junior
deacons, and informal structures such as special task force leaders. Recently at a
commissioning service during the worship services, over half those in attendance in each
serv ice came forward to be commissioned. While many in number, the actual
responsibility carried by these individuals is limited. Overall, current leaders seem to be
tired, but newer leaders are not really stepping up to take their place. Perhaps the
footprints they would step into seem too large for their commitment of time and skills.
Maybe the role itself appears too confining with no room to make changes. The emerging
adults who have accepted responsibilities are the most committed, but responsibility, as
measured by ownership, energy, and innovation, could be improved at Central Christian
Church. For instance, many church leaders are receptive to new ideas and different ways
of accomplishing goals, but whether emerging adults understand their input and energy
are truly sought and valued is uncertain. 1 am not sure what else the church can do, but
keep inviting emerging adults to use and develop their gifts for leadership. The church
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has solicited ideas for new forms ofworship, been willing to try new models of
administration, and has just embarked on a two-year mentoring program. The Joumey,
meant to fiirther the church's implementation of its mission. Emerging adults have and
will continue to be invited to be a part of these ventures.
The last mind-set from Stetzer, Stanley, and Hayes sees connection as a priority in
the congregation. Central Christian Church has emphasized making connections with
God, one another, and the community. Preaching themes touch on these aspects of
connection. Committees focus on one or two projects that will work toward at least one
of these forms of connection. With the Web site, Facebook page, texting prayer families,
e-mail newsletters, and written, phone, and electronic communications, the church tries to
maintain these connections. The one aspect of connection that I may not be able to assess
on my own is authenticity. As a pastor 1 strive to be authentic and attempt to
communicate transparency. I do not know how to do ministry any other way. However, 1
do not know whether this authenticity is what emerging adults actually experience or
whether it would invite them to make cormection with Central Christian Church.
Embark
John Ortberg suggests, "If you want to walk on water, you've got to get out of the
boat" (10). Central Christian Church seems ready to "get out of the boat," as one of the
focus group respondents remarked: "There are lots of things we can do to market the
church to young adults. . . . [N]eed to focus on 2 or 3 to start." While embarking on an
endeavor such as the one set out in this project can be formidable, perhaps the church can
at least move one step at a time in that direction:
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1 . The first step in embarking on this adventure could be to gather emerging and
older adults who are invested in the success of this endeavor and invite them to form
together a leadership team. The focus group respondents are likely candidates. Ideally,
the team will have their first organizational meeting by Fall 2013.
2. At the same time, the church board needs to be apprised of the formation of this
team and asked for their support for inroads this team is striving to make in order to
invite and incorporate emerging adults into the body of Christ.
3. The emerging leadership team would determine an approach they believe
would invite and incorporate. The team's approach could mean establishing support
systems that foster spiritual friendships first or initially sponsoring some fiin activities
that draw in interested emerging adults. Whichever the team decides to do first, the two
go hand in hand. Any implementation efforts, however, need to be evaluated and
progress/pitfalls noted ifministry with emerging adults is to advance.
4. The vision of connections needs to continue in preaching themes and
committee work at Central Christian Church. Within this overall vision of connections,
any specific outreach to emerging adults lies. Emerging adult ministry has to be part and
parcel of the church's vision.
5. Less tangible qualities such as authenticity, acceptance, and caring need to be
modeled particularly by those in leadership. Encouraging this little community to expand
and be gracious will be an ongoing challenge.
6. The emerging ministry team could easily be one way to increase the value of
responsibility within the church. With careful mentoring and support of those leaders to
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try new things, evaluate challenges, and rely on God's grace and guidance, they could
walk on water.
When people recall the story of Peter walking on water (Matt. 14:22-33), they can
usually identify with the daunting challenge of getting out of the boat. However, Peter
proposed this test himself, and it was not a test of his abilities as much as it was to show
that it was, in fact, the Lord who was walking toward them on the water. Peter began his
aquatic adventure with this phrase: "Lord, if it is you, tell me to come to you on the
water" (Matt. 14:28). Essentially, the Lord passed Peter's test; Peter took a few steps on
the surface of the water. In the same way, if God's desire is to draw all people into
relationship with the Divine, then any efforts the church makes to get out of the boat and
invite and incorporate emerging adults into the body ofChrist will be fruitful.
Limitations of the Study
Correlations of this study with communities beyond Midwestern parameters need
to be made with caution. Like a close-up photograph, this study will likely have omitted
views and perspectives on the periphery. In the same way, the small sample of older adult
affiliates ofCentral Christian Church is not sizable enough to be a reliable representation
of its own congregation, much less readily imported to other congregations. I am more
comfortable with the data gleaned from the emerging adult respondents as it was a
broader sampling that included only ten affiliates of Central Christian Church and, while
predominantly Christian in preference, seemed to reflect broader studies' proportions of
Vermilion County, Illinois.
Survey questions about relationships and the correlation those may have for
respondents' participation in the body of Christ were not included in this study. Some
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hints exist in respondents' positive feelings of the religion in which they were raised and
in their relaying of negative experiences of judgment and intolerance by Christians that
relationships with parents and others have an impact on respondents' involvement in the
church. However, this hypothesis cannot be verified.
Unexpected Observations
Frankly, I was braced for the worst. Given the limited involvement with the
church in their own setting, I expected to hear many reasons for why emerging adults
were not coming to worship, considering themselves Christian, or otherwise turned offby
the church. Instead, the positive impressions and declarations poured in from both
emerging adults and older adults. They still affirmed respect and the value of organized
religion. This affinity surprised me.
The level of agreement with the idea that one can have a good relationship with
God without being involved in a religious organization was surprising, not for the
emerging adults, for that echoes national findings. More alarming was the fact that older
affiliates of Central Christian Church concurred, causing me to wonder if this anomaly
was on account of interpretations of the question in hypothetical or in real terms.
Recommendations
As suggested previously, more work could continue on the aspect of relationships
and their role in religious salience. Such studies could address how parents can enhance
their children's faith or how churches foster more meaningful friendship connections.
Further study in how the church can convey openness and acceptance in real
terms is also recommended. Beyond obvious infractions, hurtful actions, or overt
statements meant to limit access to the church, what are the subtle things churches do or
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say ofwhich members need to be more mindfiil? Some feedback from emerging adults in
this regard would be helpful.
Also of benefit would be an ongoing sharing of steps churches have taken to reach
out to the emerging adult population in their communities. Unfortunately, much of the
information included in preparation of this study is already dated. Possibly an online
format might offer current wisdom and inspiration in this effort.
Postscript
Postscript infers something occurs after the writing of this dissertation. My
fervent hope is that this is just the beginning of changes in approach, attitude, and actions
that Central Christian Church in Danville, Illinois, will make in order to invite and
incorporate emerging adults into the body of Christ. As a few focus group participants
acknowledged, the church has a lot of work to do; it cannot stop with brainstorming
ideas; and, the church needs to pray for God's grace, wisdom, and power to advance the
work.
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APPENDIX A
SURVEY
Survey of the Religious Lives of Adults
Introduction
The religious landscape is changing in the United States. That change has been very rapid in the last few decades and
gauging emerging adults' religious impressions, expenences. and hopes provides important insight into these changes.
Specifically, the data collected in this survey will be used in the completion of my doctoral dissertation which seel(s to
understand how Central Christian Church can more effectively invite and incorporate emerging adults.
So thank you for your time and effort in providing honest responses. Please te assured that precautions will be taken to
keep your anonymity. In this first part of the survey, respondents will only be identified by general demographic data for
comparison with other studies If you agree to participate in the second part of the survey, which involves an inter
generational focus group meeting with refreshments, comments will not be attributed to individuals and respondents will
be atile to indicate at the end of this survey their interest in learning more about the focus group opportunity and contact
preferences. Given the precautions descnt>ed to protect your privacy in Part 1 and/or Part 2 of this study, I am unaware
of any nsks respondents could incur in participating in this research.
It is understood, then, that completion of this survey signifies your willingness to participate in this human subject study
and have your anonymous responses recorded and utilized in this research project
�Demographic Information
1. Which category below includes your age?
O 18-20
Q 21-29
O 30-39
O 60 or older
2. Are you male or female?
O Male
Q Female
3. In what ZIP code is your home located? (enter 5-digit ZIP code; for example, 00544 or
94305)
(If you are temporarily away for school orwork, put the ZIP code of your permanent
address.)
^
:r
'
?
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4. Ara you affiliated with Central Cliristian Cliurcli, Danville, IL7
Oves
5. Religious Praferance:
O Christian (Non-Catholic/Protestant)
O Christian (Catholic)
O Jewish
Q Muslim
O Hindu
O Buddhist
O None
Other (please specify)
rrz in ..j
6. How committed ara you to the stated praferance?
Q Highly committed
Q Committed, but have doubts
Q Not sure
Q Open to change
Not committed
7. How important is your faith in daily life?
Q Extremely important
Q Very important
Somewtiat important
(3 Not very important
([^ Not importarrt at all
Doni know
Q Dont know
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Religious Practices
1. How often do you attend religious services?
Never
(3 Less than once a year
Q Once a year
(3 Several times a year
Once a month
2 to 3 times a month
Nearly every week
Q Every week
More than once a week
2. How often do you pray on your own?
O Never
Less than once a year
Q Once a year
Several times a year
Q Or)ce a month
Q 2 to 3 times a month
Q Nearly every week
Every week
More than once a week
3. How often do you read scripture or study religious topics on your own?
Q Never
Q Less than once a year
Q Once a year
Several times a year
Once a month
Q 2 to 3 times a month
(3 Nearly every week
Q Every week
More ttian once a week
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4. In the past two years I have...
(3 become more religious.
O become less religious.
O stayed about ttie same.
Religious Experiences
1. Have you experienced a definite answer to prayer or specific guidance from God?
O Yes
2. Have you l>een made fun of because of beliefs?
O Yes
Ono
3. Have you made a personal commitment to Ihre your life for God?
QYes
Ono
4. Have you attended a religious retreat or conference?
QYes
Ono
5. Have you participated in a religious missions team or service project?
O Yes
Ono
6. Have you shared your own religious beliefs with someone who holds different beliefs or
is outside your faith community?
O Yes
Ono
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Views of Organized Religion
1. Please indicate to what degree these statements coincide with your views:
(SA=strongly agree; Asagree; D=disagree; SD=strongly disagree; NA=not applicable)
SA A D SD NA
I have a lot of respect O O O O O
for organized religion
in this country.
Organized religion is Q O O O O
usually a big tumolf for
me.
Too many religious O O O O O
people in this country
are negative, angry,
and judgmental.
Most mainstream Q Q Q Q Q
religion is irrelevant to
ttie needs and
concerns of most
people my age.
I have very positive Q Q Q Q Q
feelings about ttie
religious tradition in
which I was raised.
I believe I can have a O O O O O
good relationship with
God without tieing
involved in a religious
organization.
My lifestyle differs O O O O O
significantly from my
religion's teachings.
Organized religion Q Q Q Q Q
provides stability and
purpose in people's
lives
Religious people O O O O O
usually try to force
their views on
everyone else.
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Comments Conceming Christianity and/or the Church
Your responses are very important Please fill in the spaces below;
1. What are your overall impressions of Christianity and/or the Church?
2. Are there any experiences (either positive or negative) that you would iilce to share?
3. What hopes for Christianity and/or the Church do you have?
4. What could churches do to invite and incorporate emerging adults (ages 18-29) into
their religious communities?
Thank you
Thank you so much for your participation in this study. Your responses will provide Central Christian
Church a snapshot of the religious lives of adults In our area.
In order to enhance our understanding of emerging adults, an inter-generational discussion will be
held to share the results of the survey and allow individuals the opportunity to share any suggestions
for changes in approach, attitude or actions that the church might consider In light of that infonnation.
This meeting, which will also include refreshments, is open to the emerging adults and older adults
who filled out surveys. The time and place will be established and notice sent to those who expressed
an openness to meet.
1. 1 am willing to be a part of this later discussion.
Oves
Q No If "yes," please complete the contact
information and detach the last page.
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Contact Infonnation
Thank you for expressing an openness to meet with other survey respondents in an inter-generational
focus group. Please indicate the best way to contact you about the meeting possibilities as those
plans materialize.
1. 1 prefer contact via regular mail.
Name: |
Address: | |
CHy/Town: | |
State: [
2. 1 prefer to be cowtactad with e-mail.
Name: | |
Email Address: | |
3. 1 prefer to be cowtactad by telephone.
Name: | |
Phone NumbcR | |
4. 1 prefer to be coetacted through textmessage.
Name: | |
Phone Number: | |
Thank you
Thanks again for taking the time to complete and evaluate the survey. Your input is very helpful.
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APPENDIX B
FOCUS GROUP AGENDA
Welcome
Getting Refreshments
Sharing of the survey results
General Discussion:
Were there any surprises for you in the results?
Were there confirmations of what you already thought or felt?
Some applications:
What does the church need to know about emerging adults today?
Given the information exchanged, what suggestions would you offer for adjustments in
Central Christian Church's:
Approach?
Attitude?
Actions?
Some definitions:
Approach, while closely related to attitude, is distinctly relational. One's approach
involves the choice of tactics, words, and tone that are used in relationship with others.
These choices influence the interpersonal exchange with a positive, negative, or neutral
effect.
Attitude is the inner disposition that guides behavior. It includes, but is not limited to,
perceptions, feelings, and principles. Attitudes can change given new information and
circumstances.
Actions are any behaviors, plans, or interventions that individuals or groups initiate.
Actions involve movement toward a goal or projected future. The actions conceived in
this study are purposefiil, not accidental.
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APPENDIX C
EXIT SURVEY
Focus Group Exit Survey
Please take a moment to reflect on this focus group experience and answer
the following questions:
The main impression I had of this gathering was...
As a result of this exchange, I learned .
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APPENDIX D
PILOT EVALUATION
Pilot Survey Evaluation
Introduction
Thank you for taking the time to fill out a pilot survey. I would appreciate your feedback as to enors,
issues of darity, and suggestions for improvement that you see in this instrument
Overall Impressions
Please fill out in light of your recent survey experience.
1 . Please gauge your overall impressions of the survey on a scale of 1 to 5, with 5 being
the highest positive value.
Overall visual appeal.
Understandabiity of
the questions.
The ease with which
you moved through the
pages.
The llltelihood that
respondents will
complete the entire
survey.
Specific Issues
Please note specific issues you encountered with the survey.
2. Errors in text. (Please note the page and question numberwhere error is found.)
1
o
2
o
3
o
4
o
5
o
o o o o o
o o o o o
o o o o o
3. Confusing questions/format (note location).
L J
4. Are there any questions that offend?
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Pilot Survey Evaluation
Suggestions
5. Do you have suggestions for improvement?
3
6. Do you wish I had asked a question that I did not inciude?
Thank you
Thanks again for taking the time to complete and evaluate the survey. Your input is very helpful.
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APPENDIX E
ZIP CODE PARAMETERS
Illinois Indiana
60942 47918
60953 47932
60960 47952
60963 47974
61810 47987
61811 47991
61814 47993
61817
61832 Missouri
61833 (One out of state member responded to the
61834 survey; therefore this Zip Code is listed
61841 although no other respondents are from this
61844 area.)
61846 63109
61850
61858
61862
61865
61870
61873
61876
61883
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APPENDIX F
COMBINED EMERGING AND OLDER ADULT COMMENTS SUMMARY
Color Code: Red = Combined Results, Black = Emerging Adults, Blue = Older Adults
NOTE: All replies remain unedited as originally entered in the survey
Question 1 What are your overall impressions ofChristianity and/or the Church?
274 responses (213 actual)
63 combined responses or 29.6 percent of actual combined responses
239 responses (180 actual)
Christianity helpful/beneficial/important 46 or 26 percent of actual responses
� I think Christianity gives people hope during the good and bad days. I also believe
that it helps people understand God's teachings ahd how to be kind to our fellow
man as wellas bring us closer to God.
� That it's important for a believer to have a good structure for people to fall back
on.
� It healed me in dark days. I love that I know better times always follow bad times
as long as I ask for it.
� I believe the church is a great way for people to come together and discuss the
things they're passionage about.
� Hte media casts a negative impression of the church, but I realize religion can be a
positve thing and not all christians are angry and judgemental.
� It is something people can always depend on
� It's the right way to live life
� It's a good religion w/ positive beliefs
� I like church. It is a good place to meet nice people and get involved
� Strong communities, united.
� I do not understand how people who don't have Jesus as their personal Savior
make it through life without Him. I need Him everyday.
� I like Christianity and the churches.
� that you can always have someone to depend on and to listen to you
� that faith plays a role in life so people have something in life to look forward to
after this
� prayer, testimonies,changing lives,helping others
� It's good for people when they are down
� In my own Church I believe we do pretty well in spreading the Word ofGod and
reaching out to those who stray from hom.
� It is very good to be able to speak to God whenever you
� I feel that it is a good thing and that church is a stable place for people to worship
and give thanks.
� It is a very stable, well-rounded organization with good morals if nothing else.
� I like church.
� I think church is a great place to go to in time of loss, depression or needing
guidance.
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� It is a great method for providing balance in peoples lives.
� Good, I think there is faith
� My impression is that it is a place like home for me. I know that when I go there I
will not get judged and we are all there for the same reason.
� That Christianity is a really good religion.
� Very good. Tries to help people.
� My impression ofChristianity is that it is very important in individuals lives.
� Very helpful.
� Being raised catholic, I look at the church as a rock for my community.
� that they are very good for all age groups
� The Catholic Church created the Red Cross and helps millions of people around
the world. Without it many would suffer.
� I believe one should make God the center of their lives and Christian communion
and organized religion are very important.
� The church is filled with good people to around that will help you any time you
need help.
� I believe Christianity helps guide people to the one true God.
� I agree with most everything the church teaches. I think it gives people a sense of
purpose and hope
� Insightfiil,educational, meaningfiil t othose who choose that path
� Christianity helps me get thru day to day life
� I feel that Christianity and organized churches are great for any community.
People have a want to belong and help service others. There are many great
projects the churches do to help the less fortunate.
� Good Ethical Moral
� My impressions ofChristianity/Church is that it is a blessing to be one of God's
Children or (a Christian)
� My impressions are that Christianity is a religion that makes God happy for
people to practice. The church has improved.
� I try to live my life for Christ daily. His body of believers, the Chruch helps keep
me focesed on Him
� An organization to help guide people in their spiritual lives.
� Christianity helps get one closer to God
� I can't read it (supposed to be: "that they do a good job at presenting the facts and
what everyone needs to do")
35 responses (33 actual)
C hristianity helpful/beneficial/important 17 or 51 percent of actual responses
� 1 think it is very loving and accepting. People come together to help one another.
� I believe that our method of loving people and trying to teach and guide them,
while letting them be responsible for relationship with God is a great way to build
God's kingdom.
� I believe that Christianity is \ cry important to maintain a balance in our lives and
remember why we are here on this earth.
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� My overall impression of today's Christianity is good. Reaching out to people and
letting them know that God does love them. Central Christian Church is a
wonderflil/loving church.
� VERY GOOD-THE CHURCH SERVES A VITAL ROLE IN THE
COMMUNITY.
� keeps me going knowing heaven is around the corner
� Loving caring people who share my love of God.
� Sharing, caring, concern for our fellow men and women.
� Very important in today's w orld.
� Fills lots of needs.
� Christiamity is very important. Without it thereis no hope for heaven.
� It is very important
� 1 belie\ c Christianity is what keeps me "grounded" in this fast paced, ever
e\ olving technological world. 1 believe our church needs to acti\ ely seek out
young people/couples/families and provide programs that are relevant to their
needs.
� It serves as a compliment to Christianity so we can learn more about God's ways
and love for us.
� 1 couldn t live as flillfilled without it.
� positive We are saved because of our beliefs as Christians. The church helps
nurture my faith and is important in my life.
� It is essential for the morality of of our nation
35 or 16.4 percent of combined actual responses
Testimony/Positive Declaration 29 or 16 percent of actual responses
� I believe in God and have noghting against christians or the church. I was
baptized catholic
� agree w/ it
� 1 attend Crossroads Christian Church. 1 would no tgo to another church everyone
is so welcoming and 1 undersstand my pastor. 1 agree w/ al lof the views.
� 1 believe in only 1 God. He is my saviour.
� chriianity is not a religion it is all about a ralationship w/ a loving God who
deeply cares for you
� Christianity is fantastic
� 1 think that they are a good group of people for the most part.
� 1 believe that the church is where the broken go. We are all sinners, regardless of
how good we try to be. Church is like a hospital for these people. My impression
ofChristianity is that it is the life style I have chosen to live. I don't think it as my
religion it's my "free access" card to connect w/the Lord.
� Church has always been an important thing in my life. I've been going ever since
I've been a little girl.
� I think it is important to believe in God to go the right path in life.
� I am a religious man so my impressions are high.
� I believe going to church is a wonderfiil thing for people to do.
� I go to church every week.
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� God is my Savior. He created me and sent His Son to save me. I was created to
live my life to honor God.
� My overall impressions of the church is that there is nothing w/ it people reallly
should go because that is a good place
� Everyone is welcome and it's a great church.
� They are down to earth, don't do anything to religions.
� I have been involved ever since I was in kindergarten because 1 attended Catholic
School.
� I believe in God.
� I feel you can grow closer to Christ.
� I think, from a Christian standpoint, that the church is good. I attend Homer UMC
and enjoy it very much.
� 1 have grown up being a Catholic so my impressions ofChristianity is pretty high
and 1 enjoy it.
� They love God, and every Sunday they praise him, and preach his word.
� It is extremely important to me. It was how I was raised, and I use it everyday.
� I was raised going to church everyday and was confirmed in the same church. I
have respect for Christianity and I do have my own faith now. I have grown up a
bit and my views and behaviors have changed. I used to believe blindly, now I
have a more cultured outlook.
� God is Good. (2)
� God is my savior and he's the best!
� God is Great.
Testimony/Positive Declaration 6 or 18 percent of actual responses
� i beheve Christ was the savior and 1 am grateful he sacrificed for us and loves us
unconditionally.
� Its a family ofGod who cares for one another and others outside the church too.
� The Christian Churches who embrace the teachings of Jesus and know "It's all
about Juses", usually CARE and LOVE all peoples into wanting to learn more
and become stronger in their Faith and Beliefs! I have a hard time imagining how
those without a church home survive Trials and fully appreciate the Joys in their
lives;and who they give their Praise and the Glory to throughout LIFE!
� Good. I hope Christianity will keep growing.
� 1 love Jesus. I love being a part of our church and sharing my love for Jesus with
others and bringing the word of Jesus into others lives.
� Christ is All. The "world" is trying to hamper that bcliev.
16 or 7.5 percent of combined actual responses
Live and let live 16 or 9 percent of actual responses
� They have a right to worship
� I think it is a good thing if you want to go, but if not it's not a bad thing.
� I am not a christian and don't attend church, but everyone has their own right to
religion
� I respect the people that believe in God, but its not for me.
� I think it is good for some people
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� I don't have any issues with it. It's just not something I'm into
� That it is good for some people, just not me.
� Good for them, but I'll pass.
� I haven't ever been around it to have a strong opinion but as fa as I can tell
Church really helps certain people out, however I don't think it's for me.
� I believe that all churches are different & some people enjoy something/topics etc.
than others.
� Not my thing. People can have their beliefs and live thier lives however they
please just so long as they don't try to force me to be the same.
� There is nothing wrong with it. I am friends with alot of people who go to church.
� No problem they are necessary.
� It's good if that's what fits your life and you enjoy going
� to each his own. Don't make your beliefs my beliefs
� I think that it is great that people can come together and share common beliefs,
but its just not for me.
8 or 3.8 percent of combined actual responses
Not a Christian/don't agree 8 or 4 percent of actual responses
� I do not agree w/ them
� I do not care for it
� Not a fan of religion in general.
� I have no real impression, except that I do not like attending church and that my
preferenc is being agnotic not Christian.
� Non-believer
� I don't believe in it
� I don't believe is necessary to have a relationship w/ God
� not for me maybe for some people
8 or 3.8 percent of combined actual responses
Believe Don't attend 8 or 4 percent of actual responses
� I do believe in Christianity however I am not a huge fan of attending church.
� I feel it is important to have a relationship w/ God but you don't have to attend
church to do so.
� I believe, I just don't feel I have to go to church to prove myself to others.
� You don't have to attend church services to believe in God.
� I agree with Christianity and the teachings of the Church and I try to live my life
the way God wants me to, but it's hard when I'm so busy w/everything else to go
to church or read the Bible.
� I try to attemd church, but I feel that I don't need to go every Sunday to believe in
God.
� Christianity has many believers and dedicated members. I respect those who go to
church. However if you do not attend church, it does not mean you don't believe.
� I like going to church, but am not one of those people that think you have to go
inorder to believe in God. I can believe in Him and talk to Him even if I don't go
to church.
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9 or 4,2 percent of combined actual responses
Some Christians judge/intolerant 8 or 4 percent of actual responses
� I believe in the Catholic Church. They can sometimes be judgemental.
� Christianity provides comfort and p[urpose to some, which is good;however,
fiandamentalists are intolerant to different lifestyles. Instead of focusing on
Christianity to pertain to their own daily lives, they expect the same of other
people.
� I believe in God and his teachings, but feel churchs sometimes judge and loose
focus of the message.
� I think people can be religious if they feel the need to be and that most religious
people are kind but some are too involved to the point that everyone is like them
or going to hell.
� When/if I go, I feet that there is a lot of dislike towards the gay community.
� Judgemental. Over reactive. Set in their ways. Biased.
� Not much as I grew up around very closeminded and judgmental christians. I tend
to stay away from organized religion.
� I am of this faith and I beleive that that people in this faith can be judgemental if
we let them be. It is imporant that with the increase in issues in the world that the
church is not reaching out as far as they need to.
Some Christians judge/intolerant 1
� History give Christianity a bad name. 1 wish that we would not judge people for
their choices in life. 1 believe that is God's job, not ours. Many people are turned
off because they feel negatively judged based on their life styles.
8 or 3.8 percent of combined actual responses
Dislike pressure/witness 8 or 4 percent of actual responses
� It's fine to worship God. I do. But I get very offended when someone trys to their
beliefs on me.
� Overall it is not bad there are people who differ and force beliefs on other which
make Christians look bad.
� Good but can be over bearing.
� I am a christian but unlike me I have noticed that many christians push their
beliefs on other people and are very judgemental.
� I feel some people try to hard to follow their beliefs, but step on others to do that.
� It is okay to have a religon, but religion is there for personal, spread for the
greater belief and goals. It seems like many people of religion are aggressive and
negative with people who disagree.
� I think all religion is a waste of time, but tht is just an opinion. I have nothin
against Christians unless they try shoving their beliefs dow my throat.
� Church is a place where opinions are forced onto other people. Self discovery and
developing ideas about a view of the world that does not align with the overall
historical trend of the church are looked down upon.
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8 or 3.8 percent of combined actual responses
Some bad examples 8 or 4 percent of actual responses
� As Gandii has said. "I like your Christ. Heisa good man. I do not like your
Christians, they are not like Christ" 1 enjoy the idea of God and Jesus but their
followers make me uncomfortable.
� Too many people stray from the path of God even if they associate themselves
with a churc.
� Some churches have fake and hypocitical people
� Most people go to church on Sunday and put on a mask to impress the "church"
people, but when they step out of the church, they go back to the weekly "regular"
people.
� Hypocritical people. Stated in Bible God chose who gets saved favoritism.
� 1 believe that true Christianity is out there; it is jus hatd to find, and so foten
tainted by personal judgementation, hypocrisy, selfishness, etc.
� Committed to Jesus Christ; disgusted by the behavior ofmy fellow Christians.
� Christianity is a good thing but it's the people that give the religion a bad
impression.
6 or 2.8 percent of combined actual responses
Tenor Negative (too short to classify further) 6 or 3 percent of actual responses
� I hate it,
� unnecessary,
� too strict,
� not important,
� very low,
� not good
11 or 5.2 percent of combined actual responses
Tenor Positive (too short for further classification) 6 or 3 percent of actual
responses
� Positive (2),
� I respect it,
� Good (2),
� It's awesome
Tenor Positive (too short for further classification) 5 or 15 percent of actual
responses
� Very Good (2)
� Good(2)
� strong agreement
6 or 2.8 percent of combined actual responses
Be discerning 6 or 3 percent of actual responses
� They are good people but a bit to concerned for theirs in some cases, personally I
believe that Christians should let there God take control of the small things.
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� I love my faith and my church! I feel that although church and other christians are
very important to a believer's walk, when these things become the priority above
God, it is very damaging, your relationshio w/ God must be greater than your
relationship w/ the church.
� I think that they may preach from the Bible, but don't live by it's principles.
� The church is meant to be a tool to help you in .your Christian walk. Not
everything stated from the pulpit may be true. We should read the Bible to see
what God says conceming topics.
� Positive for the most part; there are issues in the church, but that's to be expected
of any organization, and I can't single out the issues in the church without looking
at my own issues first...
� that it is taken too literal. The teachings to me are more metiphorical than
accounts of history.
6 or 2.8 percent of combined actual responses
Tenor Neutral (too short to classify further) 6 or 3 percent of actual responses
� Some will try to change who they are
� My impression is that religious people take their religion very important
� Hear it's a good church.
� It's OK
� I don't have an overall impression.
� Pagans are not Satanists!
5 or 2.3 percent of combined actual responses
Ch not meeting needs 5 or 2.8 percent of actual responses
� I believe but I can't stand churches. They only talk about how we should give
them money. I come to church to get away from money problems not listen to
their's.
� My church is not age friendly.
� The church I used to attend was so old style. No offense, being a Catholic, they
don't have much fun while teaching about God.
� Not enough people go.
� I am a Christian and I love God but the church needs to adapt to the new world in
order for it to grow.
5 or 2.3 percent of combined actual responses
Mistrust Christians/church 5 or 2.8 percent of actual responses
� I feel there is a lot of people who try and act the part of a good Christian but are
not. I belive the church is all into their money and not it's people.
� The church has always taken advantage of the Christians. Christians wil always
be ok with that hoping for a solution.
� distrust
� It is all govemment now. All want $. Not used properly.
� I appreciate the idea but overall I have a bit of a sour taste in my mouth.
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4 or 1.9 percent of combined actual responses
Christians do not act on faith 4 or 12 percent of actual responses
� Christianity in most cases seem to be lukewarm. Not really committed to the
beliefs.
� The Christian Church in the US has become a "Sunday Only" tradition and very
often our Christian belief is left at the door as wc leave.
� Too much talk-not enough action! !
� These words are to general you can profess to be Christian and a member of the
church, but not show . by your actions, that you are a believer.
4 or 1.9 percent of combined actual responses
Tenor Mixed 4 or 2 percent of actual responses
� Some of the people are great some are not great.
� It has always been God to me, but I have seen some downfalls.
� Christianity offers a lot in terms of character building & moral/in regards to the
church, I feel man's involvement over the years have corrupted many church
environments
� For the most part, I have a good impression, but I feel some people are forceftil
and take it to extreme.
4 or 1.9 percent of combined actual responses
Not sure 4 or 2 percent of actual responses
� I'm not Christian, so I'm not really sure.
� I don't know (2)
� Don't know
Some Christians judge/intolerant�Christianity helpful/beneficial/important 3
� I beleive that Christianity and the church, on it's own hold very wonderfijl moral
guidlines in a person's live. Unfortunately, there are those few "nuts" out there
that practically deface a religion as a result of extreme and harmftil dedication to
one's faith.
� I think it is very important part of your faith, simply because you are around like-
minded people, but it can very easily become toxic if someone wants to much
power or is very judgemental on others.
� Christianity is a great peace ofmind. 1 love the religion, but most churches are
overly judgemental and hypecritical.
Don't feel accepted 2
� I feel pressured when I'm there and I feel like everyone looks down on me.
� Almost every christian I have met shun me, other than family and friends, for not
being christian
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Growing Distant w/Christianity 2
� I was raised catholic but don't believe in God anymore. The main reason is
organized religion.
� I'm not really sure, the more educated I get the more I believe in evolution.
No Answer 58
No .Answer 2
Unclassified 1
� ? This is a broad question.
Question 2 Are there any experiences (either positive or negative) that you would like to
share?
274 responses (96 actual responses)
29 or 30 percent of combined responses
239 Responses (74 actual)
Testimony/pos.declaration 19 or 26 percent of actual responses
� I have all positive experiences w/ my church
� That I 've become closer to God in the last 2 yrs. and was baptized on Mothers'
Day, 2010
� miracles do happen
� Church has saved my life. I dealt with sexual abuse as a child and 1 fought w/God
for that. Through all ofmy questions I discovered a love I never thought I's find
because of that abuse. The love ofmy Father and Jesus Christ.
� My hfe I've lived it full of faith and I couldn't be happier.
� When I was young I attended Church camp several time, and it was the best past
experience I've had involving church.
� People around me that have had amazing recovery that only God can do.
� My mother got cancer and that ws when I started praying. (2 years ago) I was
baptised a year later.
� I always pray to God before getting into a relationship whatever I feel he tells me
to do has never been wrong
� If something just isn't right or if I'm facing a struggle God helps me through.
� I believe I was saved one day at church, I never quite got into church until this
very day that the pastor spoke with the crowd but I felt it was the Lord Jesus
speaking to me through the pastor. Something woke me up inside that day.
� God kept my life together when 1 made the ultimate sin to the one I love the most
� I'll leave it as I've had a very good relationship with God. I promised I wouldn't
discuss my experience. It is aher all meant for Him and me.
� I am very thank ful to God for his many blessings and miracles he has worked in
my life.
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� As a child I was overweight and poor. I had no friends, ate lunch by myself and &
was constantly harassed by other students. I was the definition of an outcast. I
tried suidie 5 times each ofwhich 1 hadn't the nerve to go through with. God was
my only friend and He showed me in more ways than one during my youth. I
cannot live withou my God and 1 wouldn't be here without Him.
� I realize many people in the church are viewed as hypocritesThey are only sinners
saved by grace trying to be like Christ Jesus.Salvation does not equal perfection..
� I attended Holy Family, DLS, and Schlarman. We have always done retreats and
organizations for Danville.
� I'm living and in school.
� I was standing in line to go to a haunted house one year and there was a man and
woman asking if I had accepted god into my life, I said yes just to keep them from
talking to me. Which they did anyway. I really enjoyed gathering with friends for
confirmation class. My teacher worked very hard with me to get help me get
confirmed, and I will never forget that.
35 Responses (22 actual)
Positive Declaration/Testimony 10 or 45 percent of actual responses
� God provides me a meaning and a purpose to life. I feel a comfort when I talk
with Him.
� Nothing in particular. I just love the environment in which we worship and the
church family we ha\ e
� food is great.
� Things have occurred or changed in a positive way that only a "God thing" took
the lead.
� God does answer prayer. Sometimes the answer is no. Like any parent He has to
show the \\ ay.
� A very positive experience. I have been going to church practically all my life.
� no. i feel that everyone is different and worships differently, we all will be judged.
� I've had nothing but positive experiences at CCC. I don't thing it's Christianity
that can be negative but a select few individuals that somtimes can cause
negativie experiences to others.
� God watches over me and is always w ith me. He has given me a life of incredible
abundance. He has calmed my fears, he has dried my tears. My life experiences
are wonderfiil, amazing, and challenging all because ofGod. I have learned to be
grateful every minute of every day for all the goodness that is showered down on
me.
� Ever since I was bom, C C C in Danville,IL has been my home church and Church
Family, h has always been there for all my family, many ofmy friends, and
myself though tears ans sorrows, and jubilant Joys and Blessings! If 1 had to think
of anything negative about CCC in Danville, it might have to be that we "hide our
Lights under that bushel too often!" And sometimes we just seem to enjoy each
other's company so much, we forget to invite others to "C^omc Worship, Rejoice,
and Sing! and get included in this great church family here at CCC in Danville.
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10 or 10.4 percent of combine responses
Disagree w/message/methods 10 or 14 percent of actual responses
� I don't lik being forced to "not sin", and pay money. 1 am going through so much
and I thought 1 could go to a church, instead 1 just hear about how God only loves
the ones that give money
� At my great uncle's fianeral a Christian speakerf said that my uncle wanted
everyone to be Christian because that's what's right when I knew the speaker just
was trying to convert us himself
� There have been certain churches that do no ttreat children fairly. CHildren want
to go and have fun and play games while learning
� Not right to kick people out of church for not fiilly believing in that religion that
fit that person.
� Church gets involved in politics too much
� Not that apply to me right now, but the fact that young people are having trouble
finding churchs that will marry because of their previous choices annoys me.
� Belief s in sanctity ofmarriage against gay marriage; However some still get
dovoriced. Choose what bible verses are to be taken literally & which ar
metaphors to make thir arguments. Also, trying to mix religion & govemment.
The president's religion should not havean impact on the rights 1 have w/ my own
body. A lot of hypocrpsy.
� Removed from church for questioing and pointing out woman of importance in
church was permiscuious.
� When I was in college I experienced a lot of people trying to push their beliefs on
me and I was open to them, but after one uncomfortable experience at a more
contemporary church, I was not as open to experiences new ways. My
relationship with God is cool, so I'm going to keep it to where I am comfortable.
� Christians/the Christian Churc like very much to force their beliefs on others.
9 or 9 percent of combined responses
Christianity helpful/beneficial 6 or 8 percent of actual responses
� My parents are very involved in their church. I go to service. It is very
enlightening experience. I always get a positive and cheerful mood from it
� One ofmy freinds was not making very good choices inlife. He began to go to
church and now he is a totally different person
� Positve church could also be fun. you could leam a lot of things that you didn't
know
� That tmsting Jesus Christ as my savior has changed my life style
� Growing up in my faith and relationsho to God has helped me better understand
my purpose and selfworth.
� There are so many experiences that 1 would love to share but if you take nothing
from religion take the few min. break to just think about life while your minister
is speaking.
Christianity helpful/beneficial 3 or 13.6 percent of actual responses
� Many have showed care for me
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� Church has a calming effect on mc. A feeling of belonging and being a part of
something great.
� The church family supports you in everyway
8 or 8 percent of combined responses
Feel judged/unwelcome 6 or 8 percent of actual responses
� A woman treated me like the spawn of satan because 1 said that I had never been
baptized and the fact that 1 am a lesbian. She almost thre me out of the church
herself Tm scared to go to church again.
� Negative would be Christian people hating on gay groups they just need to accept
them and get over it
� I feel that sometimes after 1 leave church 1 don't fell like a very good person and
it shouldn't be like that..
� 1 am a lesbian. 1 went to church with my grandma one day and they were
preaching about lesbians/gay people trying to explain why people are that way. I
got up and left.
� God is great/ but weary of constantly feeling like an outcast in the church, due to
my liberal democarat political views.
� I was bom dead, but obviously I lived: I am thankful. I am a science believer
though so it is hard for me to believe. I do respect everyone's religion, but do get
upset with others who disrespect mine. It is a hard concept to understand, who can
blame me for having so many questions, but not believing tmely?
Feel judged/unwelcome 2 or 9 percent of actual responses
� 1 ha\ c had negative experiences in church. I think people can be somewhat stuck-
up and have the misunderstanding that if you arc not overly involved in church
then your not a tme Christian. 1 try to stay focused and remember I do not attend
church to please others, but instead to praise and please God!
� There have been both in my life. Negative have usually come from non-open
minded people.
5 or 5 percent of combined responses
Bad Christian examples 5 or 7 percent of actual responses
� My father and stepmother were strict Christians, in my opinion sometimes astray
from what mattered. Yet they were hypocritcal.
� My church has many fake people who gossip, so I do not go to it alot. 1 believe in
Jesus as my Savior and I don't fee the need to go to church for that.
� There's a lot of 2-faced liars that attend church.
� I feel like a lot of churches loose sight of the message. They try to look kike holy
people instead of helping others.
� Had a lot of people discriminate against me for being Atheist. But most of the
people in my life who actually matter to me are open-minded about it.
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5 or 5 percent of combined responses
Tenor Mixed 5 or percent of actual responses
� some positive, many negatives
� Yes 1 have both.
� Not really my experienes are mixed.
� Most christians I've met are caring & would do anything to help others live slso
met some who were extrememly zealous & prefiadiced. I think you find that in all
walks of life however
� Experienced split churchs when a pastor left twice. A new pastor who is
demanding respect instead of earning it. Do go to a great church where everyone
disciples each other and just to old to the young.
8 or 8.3 percent of combined responses
Involved in church activities 5 or 7 percent of actual responses
� Many service projects through my church.
� I built a boxmaze for a fall children's event 2 weeks ago at the vineyard church
behind the edge
� I used to sing in the kids choir at my Church.
� choirs,praise dancing,scripture reading serve the right God
� I love going on retreats.
In\olved in church actix ities. 3 or 13.6 percent of actual responses
� working with the youth group always give me a positive experience.
� mission trips rock
� A great experience was explaining to a new member the importance of tithing and
watching that person grow into a commited Christian and a person of faith.
3 or 3 percent of combined of responses
Tenor Neutral 3 or 4 percent of actual responses
� I can't remember much ofmy past.
� I don't have any.
� Not enough time to write about it.
3 or 3 percent of combined of responses
Tenor Positive 3 or 4 percent of actual responses
� Mostly positive experiences from Christianity.
� Positive
� Although I do not acknowledge a particular religious faith or sect, I have attended
different yout groups in a wide variety of sects. I appreciate the ideals ofmorality
enforced by the religions I have directly encountered.
3 or 3 percent of combined of responses
Feel distance w/God 3 or 4 percent of actual responses
� I believe I have feh the Holy Spirit while in church many times when I was
younger but now not so much.
� Not particularly. I 'd rather forget that relationship
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� I used to go to vacation bilble school when I was younger but lost interest after
getting older
3 or 3 percent of combined of responses
Christianity misunderstood 3 or 4 percent of actual responses
� So many non-Christian judge Christians. But if a Christian shares a point of view,
non-Christians think we are shoving religion down there throat.
� People, mainly children can be so cruel once they find out that you're a believer.
� When 1 was young I went to church twice a week and participated in every
activity I could. When I started high school I felt judged by the peers of the
church, they were always whispering and giving dirty looks so I stopped going.
4 or 4 percent of combined responses
Feel accepted 2
� Positive. No matter how bad you have become you can still have a relationship
with God
� Church made me realize that no matter how many times you mess up, God loves
you.
Feel accepted by Christians 2 or 9 percent of actual responses
� the congregation has reached out to me in many ways, it is my family
� The people in my church welcomed me and made me feel at home in the Church.
It is nice to be a part of the FAMILY of beliex ers.
2 or 2 percent of combined responses
Integrity vs. hypocrisy 2
� In my opinion, the overly religious are the biggest hypocrites.
� Relationships are important for sharing your faith. The way you live should
reflect that. Faith / Religion should not be forced on anyone or have to be hidden.
2 or 2 percent of combined responses
Feel unconnected/apart 2 or 9 percent of actual responses
� This summer I explored chruch services other than my home church. I was a little
dismayed that nobody in my smal (1 200 member) church noticed I was gone for 5
months.
� Feel like an outsider in my own denomiation and some of churches I have
attended - especially in churches which have a lot of professionals and highly
educated members
Church not adapting 1
� I go to a small town church and there is a great sencse of community there, but the
music is boring anf the church is failing to adapt to younger people.
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Struggle w/doubts 1
� In college I've heard a lot of new things that have caused me to doubt in Jesus,
but I'm still trying to hold onto Him; and it's hard to know the line between really
following Him and being just religious - there is a difference.
No answer 13
No answer 164
Uncategorized 1
A.S.D. or it might be a P
Question 3 What hopes for Christianity and/or the Church do you have?
274 responses (168 actual responses)
27 or 16 percent of combined responses
239 Responses (137 actual)
Personal growth/well-being 27 or 20 percent of actual responses
� Help me talkd to God and better understad and not to be choked with religion and
money
� I hope Christianity keeps me closer to God. I think churches are good but there
are time that I don; fee the need to attend.
� More people can see they can rely on Him
� That I'll have a strong and reliable home church
� Very high hopes. I wish I would attend church more often
� to go more often
� I want to become re-interested, something like a Third Great Awakening would
be nice.
� they find what they are after
� to become more involved in the church
� keep faith
� I hope to become a bigger part in it
� That one day I will be more involved.
� To help teenagers gain respect and teach them life lessons that their parents have
failed to teach.
� I hope my relationship with God becomes more better than it is today.
� That our nation would have revival. We need it.
� I hope that a person decides to go to church. I hope that they find a church that
they are confortabler with
� They encourage other people
� To be saved when the Lord comes again.
� I plan on attending regularly when I have a family.
� That people will at least take a teachings from it to be a good person.
� Order to change myself and live my life till the day I die
� for them to keep growing
� To become more involved
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� I hope that life will becoem easier with pray an religion
� to grow stronger everyday in my faith
� I became baptized.
� I hope that the troubled kids of today need to redirect their lives to Christ. This
will make their lives much better and happier.
23 or 13.7 percent combined responses
Christians be tolerant/accepting 21 or 15 percent of actual responses
� That the church becomes more acceptable toward others that are different.
� That they will follow the teachings of Jesus and be kind to their fellow neighbors
and respect our life styles and choices.
� More accepttng and less judgemental of people who aren't christian. The church
should stay our of laws and politics.
� be more accepting. Don'ty shun people that don't agree w/ you
� Be more open instead of instead of judgemental.
� They can stop being judgemental
� don ' t j udge other people
'
s lives
� People will leam to accept each other.
� People become more open to others no matter race, sex, creed, and sexuality.
� That people can just accept everyone.
� Become more tolerant and accepting.
� Not to be so judgemental.
� I hope people as a whole will become more tolerant
� That religions can all be free to share their own beliefs as long as they don't
critize other religions.
� That they become more aware and understanding of the different lifestyles that
people lead and realize that everyone deserves a chance to get to know God.
� For people to be lews judgemental and let God do his own judging
� I hopw the church can open to others and see them for humans and not
"unbelievers".
� I hope that Christians everywhere would leam to support each other instead of
talk down on one another.
� I hope for more positive attitudes, respect because God is supposed to love us all,
and maybe all go-ers become more active in God's nature like coming more
healthy through this world.
� For people in general, 1 think that Christians should understaned that God has the
right to judge not us
� For Christians to stop driving people away from the Lord by their hatefiil
attitudes.
Christians be tolerant/accepting 2
� That we would not judge others for their life stylos but we love them no matter
who they arc and what they believe.
� 1 pray that our church can grow
- with the warmth and love that is in our hearts to
accept e\ eryone that comes through the doors.
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52 or 31 percent combined responses
Christianity stay strong/spread 21 or 15 percent of actual responses
� I hpe that Christianity stays a pure and good religion for people who practice it.
� I hope churches become founded and rooted upon God's word. Traditions {such
as the catholic church} may district individuals from God's purpose and message.
� that they succeed in spreading what they believe in
� I hope that the churches can grow.
� that it will increase
� That they will always be around.
� To become larger in the Christian Community.
� Keep it going
� That they continue to be a positive influence on the community.
� That it grows bigger.
� That is could be spread throughout the world so everyone can know the truth.
� Stay Strong
� I hope Christianity becomes worldwide.
� I hope the church can grow and I also have high hopes.
� The church I attend is tremendously growing and ifwe can all volunteer there will
be so much we could do for the community.
� That the younger generation find what they are comfortable with and keep the
faith to pass on.
� That everyone would know Christ and the Church would not be viewed
negatively for holding to its beliefs.
� For Christianity to spread to more regions
� That it will grow and become a more accepted belief around the world.
� get more people involved to raise the church as a whole
� That it will continue to grow and help people.
35 responses (31 actual)
Christianity stay strong/spread 14 or 45 percent of actual responses
� That it becomes a haven of fellowship for the family unit
� My hope is for Christianity to grow and churches multiply
� Hope it survives throughout the years in this sinflil world.
� Christ is All. The times may be discouraging but it's not necessary True.
� That the church keeps growing.
� That we will have a very good impression everyone.
� That the church wil continue to be God's spirit reaching out to others.
� Hope that it will survive & grow and still be God centered
� My hopes that Christianity is that it will be a driving, and saving force for those
who are lost and and feeling hopeless
� 1 hope Christianity and the church continues to grow. That we can push through
waht some feel as negative and show them the positive sides of Christianity by our
actions.
� We increase in membership and our faith
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� expansion of the faith
� That Christianity w ill be accepted all over the world.
� 1 would kike to see Central grow in our members, our programs, our outreach to
the community.
27 or 16 percent combined responses
More people will believe 20 or 14.6 percent of actual responses
� that more people join
� I wish more people would go and attend. It really does help people get through
this crazy world.
� That more people believe in God
� I hope that the church can reach out and help those people that truly need it, such
as my friend did.
� I would kike to see more effects being made to expand Christianity to more
people. Many my age think that they found God and are satisfied with keeping
Him to themselves. I'd like to see more people sharing that w/others.
� That more people find help in God.
� I hope that more people would go to church.
� To reach more people.
� I hope they continue to help the believers.
� that they can help more people believe
� that more people will understand God
�
. More join.
� More people commit to God
� That more people would go.
� That more people will become invested in the church and Christianity.
� That today's society and in the fiiture that it's not forgotten less and less people
are going each year. It seems less and less are believing.
� That more people become closer to Christ
� That more people go to church.
� That more and more people go to church, believe in God
� I hope that the church would reach out to more people and become a part of their
lives.
.More people >\ill believe 7 or 22.6 percent of actual responses
� that more people hear the truth about Christ and come to him. It has made my life
incredibly blessed. 1 want everyone to have that same joy.
� More would feel Christ's love in the church.
� that all would come to know Christ in a Christian community
� That we can help everyone come to belief on their own in God's time.
� That families realize the need for God in everyday life. I strongly believe that
families are getting away from God and going to church is why our schools are so
bad.
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� My hope is that we are able to sieze every opportunity to share the word of Cjod
with someone who needs to recicve it and that those recieving it feci the same
peace and love that has come over me and saturated the fabric ofmy being.
� 1 pray we reach more young people & churchs grow
10 or 6 percent of combined responses
Christianity strive for peace/unity 10 or 7 percent of actual responses
� That we can pull together and do what is right, not be split over petty
insignifiances.
� That we become more united and start looking our toward souls that are lost
instead of in with gossip etc.
� To help world's peace
� That it will porvide peace and love
� I see Christianity as splintered and see this as dangereous. I hope that Catholics,
Protestants and others can openly recognise each other as Christian brothers and
handle disagreements civily.
� church & politics should be completely separate. Some churches have a long way
to go as far as becoming true havens for christains. Other churches are wonderfiil.
I hope churches can cooperate w/ other demoninations for the good of peoples'
needs.
� To help the world work together to bring peace and cooperation.
� For the world to become a less violent place.
� That the Catholic Religoin grows and it brings peace to the world which it could
possibly do.
� Maintain unity with your religion and the the people within your religious
community respect other religion's beliefs.
9 or 5.4 percent of combined responses
Church adapt/change 9 or 6.6 percent of actual responses
� I hope the churchs gain youg audiences.
� That they will open their eyes to changes in the world.
� to be more accepting of change
� That people will realize you don't always have to go to church or confee your sins
to a priest. No priest is perfect. I believe you can confess your sins to God in your
own privacy. I hope the church starts caring about their people.
� That they stop encouraging people to believe biased information
� I believe a lot of churchs truly do look for the best in humanity and are very open-
minded & accepting of different people. If all Christians & churches were like
that I'd have high hopes. So until then around 50/50.
� It is my hope that the church as a majority will redevelop the basics of Christianity
which is "love." We have been on the defensive for our beliefs for so long I see us
losing sight of "love." h is possible to love those who believe differently than you
without compromising your own beliefs.
� People will pray more, church will be less of a "business".
� To have more diversity.
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8 or 4.8 percent of combined responses
Christians keep beliefs to self 8 or 5.8 percent of actual responses
� that the people who are way too into keep their beliefs to themselves because no
one cares what their beliefs are. Tha's why we cah them personal beliefs.
� I think they just need t calm down. 1 don't need people to "pray for me" in hopes
that I get another job. Pray for someone who is dying, someone who needs and
deserves it.
� Stop forcing the views.
� That people won't push anything onto anyone anymore.
� Leave me out of it.
� 1 kinda want them to mellow out.
� More people start using Christianity for personal beliefs &morals become more
spiiritual rather than trying to comvert everyone else. Telling people about the
impact Christianity has made on you is good while forcing other people to what
you believe is not.
� I hope they will keep out of other people 's private lives. If two men want to get
married so be it, they aren't going to run around on a crusade to convert other
men. Love is love, leaders of the catholic faith should be allowed to be wed in
order to help keep their 'needs' at home instead of in socially undesirable areas.
6 or 3.6 percent of combined responses
Won't feel judged/afraid 6 or 4 percent of actual responses
� That people will stop judging my beliefs.
� More non-Christians to show respect.
� That people don't have to be afraid to go.
� I hope that people wil accept gay people. I believe in Jesus and our God but I am
gay. We are still human beings and believe.
� It becomes more accepted.
� that the treatment of homosexuals can be bettered
6 or 3.6 percent of combined responses
Random statement/opinion 6 or 4 percent of actual responses
� I believe that God is control
� It disappears.
� Belief in the one true God.
� A little.
� pay taxes if you want a say in our govemment
� That we always stay to our old ways. I don't for adopting more Latin into my
religion.
10 or 6 percent combined responses
Christians will live out faith 5
� That the people in the church start acting like Christians.
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� That we would let God move our hearts to really reach out to unbelievers in love,
and that we would remember that this place is ultimately not our home.
� That people will start being more open to their faith without forcing it.
� They start living by Bible's principles
� thet they keep doing good
Christians live our faith 5 or 16 percent of actual responses
� 1 think too many people lea\ c their believes at the church door-they need to live
their every day li\ cs with the strong beliefs that they develope in church.
� will keep on truckin
� My hope is that Christians wake-up and see that we are to care and take care of
the poor, homeless and disinfranchised not only here but around the world and
that Christianity is a w ay of life not an expression of life.
� 1 believe that as Christians we need to reach others by being active stewards in the
community and world, but not by changing who we are in order to make others
feel welcome and invited. I think churches are trying to change their worship,
their buildings, etc to get others involved in church, and I don't think this is the
right w ay to go about this. We need to live our lives so that others will notice and
w ant to live the same way.
� 1 Pray that Christ's Church will grow and florish everywhere! 1 Pray we become
more courageous and stronger warriors for Jesus Christ and love to spread His
WORJD to all we know, and even those we don't know...
4 or 2.4 percent of combined responses
Christians be tolerant/ accepting�Won't feel Judged/afraid 4
� I hope that, like the "good" Christians, individuals can become a down to earth
with their faith and be accepting of different beliefs, and or lifestyles. I, for
example, am homosexual and disheartened by some of the hate champions in the
nation.
� Understanding. There is a gray area that is accounted for such as momosexuals. If
you're homosexual but live a good life(help others, WWJD, introduce God to
people). I don't believe you go to hell.
� That people don't think that we are there to judge or to force our relifious beliefs
down other people's throats.
� I hope that churches will not judge as much in the future, in hopes that one day
my children will feel happy in a church envirionment.
3 or 1.8 percent of combined responses
Church will survive 3 or 9.7 percent of actual responses
� Good hopes to keep our churches to continue
� I am deeply concerned for the Church
� My hope is that the church survives this age. h seems there isn t as much interest
in young parents raising children w ithin the structure of the church.
NONE 102
No answer 4
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Question 4 What could churches do to invite and incorporate emerging adults (ages 18-
29) into their religious communities?
274 responses (183 actual)
44 or 24 percent of combined responses
239 responses (155 actual)
Age group activities 34 or 22 percent of actual responses
� Making a group for people within this age range, that deals w/ issues important to
that age.
� Youth group
� Sunday school classes and church outings.
� more activities and active groups
� Hold some type of events that intrique them
� Find ways to connect to our generation
� fiirther activities
� Camping trips Fishing trips
� Reach out to colleges.
� Have an open house with fiin events.
� Have more activities instead ofjust sitting in church.
� Hold nights ot just get together and leam about religion.
� They could have events that those age grous would enjoy.
� More retreats.
� have hangouts, music, fires
� Have more young activities.
� Appeal to them with some kind of fun activity or such and then minister to them
while there.
� have more activities.
� Have more activities.
� They could have more events or groups. I know that there isn't a group at my that
is for people my age.
� Have special services for the ones around that age that are firm but a way of
leaning about the Bible and God,
� Hold revivals and conferences.
� Have some kind of sale
� Have more expirences in life, travel the world.
� Activities
� More young adult/your family things. Church games, picnics, dinners. Church be
more involved with each individual family.
� Hold activities like cook outs, game night, etc.
� Have meetings that are 'fun' that they can be involved in.
� Promote more young adult activity
� Have college or young adult age group where religion as well as other life choices
and situations could be discussed
� College and young couples group.
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� I think that a STRONG childems program which envolves parents and sports are
the best way to reach people with kids. But 1 think that those without kids can be
reached with more programs that reach out into the community (I.E. an adult
caster egg hunt, adult dance, young adult dinner)
� Small groups and activities off the church property to serve others.
� They could probably create study groups and different activities with people of
the same age, but it has to be the choice of the person coming in. If they don't
want to participate the things you trying to do it won't work.
Age group activities 10 or 35.7 percent of actual responses
� Have more events and activities geared toward them, even if it means joining with
other churches to plan these events. Especially single adults, even over the age of
29. Single people finding one another and getting married is where our families
start. To many single Christians are alone and not finding good fellowship and
other fellow Christians to associate with.
� small groups
� have a class for them
� Offer classes for young couples.
� ln\ ite them to small groups so they get to know each other and also incorporate
Bible Study and caring and sharing amoungst them.
� Have more places to "plug" into.
� programming that would meet the needs of this age group
� concentrate more on single young adults-from my own experience the church I
belonged to while I was a single adult did nothing to get me more involved but
seemed to put all their efforts in attracting families-which is good-but that void
between leaving home and starting a family 1 feel is where a lot of young adults
leave the church.
� Try to think of new ways that target young families by community service.
Offering different group classes. Somethings that focus on the challentes that
younger adults and younger families face that would spark their interest or is
relevant to their lives.
� Getting the young peopl too be involved in our church (activities).
29 or 15.8 percent of combined responses
Be accepting/live gospel 26 or 17 percent of actual responses
� Maybe show that the church isn't as hatefiil as we believe it to be.
� Food. Fun activities. Respect. Comparing stories with Religion, life or death
beauty in the world God is forgiven punishing is not his thing stop lying about
Him that is what made me stop beheving. I do live a good behaving life just in cas
He is there.
� Stop talking about religion.
� Stop judging us.
� Make it easier going rather than strict with no questions.
� Take the time to love them and get to know them, no matter what their issues, and
realize that them knowing Jesus is more important than them following mles.
� Be little more open and less judgemental. Small town churches especially.
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� Invite them in whether they don't com on a weekly basis. Don't jus judge by how
they look or with a disability.
� Be more open the real world, more accepting
� Tell stories about amazing things God has done, that doctors can't.
� Be more open to ALL and EVERY RACE, sexual preferance, and sexuality.
� NOT JUDGE!!!
� be more welcoming
� Show that there is a place for every aged persons in religion.
� That they will open their eyes to changes in the world.
� Not be so judging of their choosen life style.
� Leave their doors open to anyone & don't oppress them w/ members' personal
beliefs whether they correlate / Biblical teachings or not.
� accept everybody for who they are and stop judging them for who they love. It's
amazing that the same demographic that doesn't want to be in the church
community is the same demographic that is being judged by the church for sexual
preference
� Not tell us we're going to hell for being young and divorced, or not believing how
they believe
� Become more open minded and less judgemental.
� See above.
� Not be so judgemental.
� Not be hypocrites.
� Forget old hypocrisies and judgments. Show true. Godly love. And be very active.
The biggest reason that we especially guys, become uninterested, is that so many
churches tody are either boring or exclusive. We need a church that wil accept us
as family help us on our walk , and give us some meaningfiil and enjoy able work.
It doesn't help when young adults find better friens outside the church.
� Be kind but not assertive. Please don't judge, criticize, insult, or look down on me
for my views ofGod.
� Be more accepting, more open-minded and more loving towards different people.
So long as you don't force others to agree with you, you will grab more attention
if you portray your religion on a positive light. And not saying you aren't loving
and accepting because I don't know, but that is THE best way to showcase
yourself as a good community. However, if people don't want to be motivated on
your religion, don't force them and accept their decision. If they aren't hurting
anybody don't get made.
Be accepting/live gospel 3 or 10.7 percent of actual responses
� Share the love and faith we have of God
� Welcome with open arms and open minds.
� Be more friendly, welcoming, and a accepting of others who are not of same
social, professional status
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21 or 1 1.5 percent of combined responses
Unsure 18 or 11.6 percent of actual responses
� not sure
� To be hones, I have no idea how to convince my peers that church is/would be a
good thing for them. When I did attend youth group I enjoyed a lot of it.
Unfortunately, it seems that each upcoming generation is be coming more
detached from a value set that, in my opinion, society needs.
� I don't really know
� I am unsure of this. 1 do not attend church
� no clue
� not real sure
� Not exactly sure.
� I don't know.
� I don't know.
� I don't know.
� I'm not sure.
� Don't know.
� Do not know.
� I don't know.
� I don't know.
� don't know
� I do not know
� I am not sure. Right now, I know that it is more of a time and energy thing for me.
Unsure what to do 3 or 10.7 percent of actual responses
� Idk
� I don't know (2)
16 or 8.7 percent of combined responses
Bored vs. interested 16 or 10.3 percent of actual responses
� make it interesting/fiin
� make more fun activites?
� Make it Cooler.
� My Church is extremely monotone and boring. They should make it more
interesting.
� Make church more exciting and modem.
� Make church more involved.
� Make the lessons more helpful in daily lives and not so far out there.
� Talk about things more interesting to teens.
� Make it more fiin. More interesting and easier to leam.
� Bemore active, as an example, CCC is great at it as to where St. Paul's (a Catholic
Church)is much more bland.
� Make it more fiin, less boring.
� Get them interested in going to church.
� Show them how fiin it can be to have relationship with God.
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� I think they should try to talk to the youger people and make it flin. Religious
stuff is boring and usually forced upon you. Mainly because the church needs
money and is a scam.
� Be more fun not just sit there and be preached to.
� Do more young-adult services incorporate stuffwe are interested in
25 or 13.7 percent of combined responses
Promote church/invite 16 or 10.3 percent of actual responses
� Make it more public ofwhat the church is about
� Go out into the town
� advertise and tel peole to bring friends and family. Hold events/fundraisers, etc.
� advertise more
� Young adults often think church is boring; for older people. God's love is for
everyone, not just babies and the elderly. Young adults are more interested what
the world has to offer than what church has to offer. We need to show them that
church does have more to offer. That Christianity offers eternity with our Lord.
� Come out to speak to people and let them know about Jesus.
� Have the youth bring in friends.
� They could pass out things to show what they do w/ adults that are 1 8-29. Show
them why they should be involved in church.
� Talk to young people how it can improve their lives
� give out free food
� Booths around college campus.
� Provide reasons to join.
� Send a representative to talk to them here at DACC.
� Any they want to attend.
� Go out and tell people, have friends thel their friends.
� Go to private schools and have seminars.
Promote church/invite 9 or 32 percent of actual responses
� Have more young adult focused events. Reach out to them where there arc instead
ofwaiting for them to come to us.
� This is a hard question to answer. Maybe opening up activities to the public. We
have the rummage sale, dinners, etc. We need to invite the community in. Maybe
have designated Sundays and invite the community in through advertising on the
outside sign or using flyers.
� Get out in the community more! More advertizing on the social networks(l know
nothing about it), TV and radio
� Reach out...share your story.
� Have functions for that age group, single mixers, flyers about the church at
colleges.
� Become apart of the communities official welcome committee. Use a school bus
to pick up children all over the community for Sunday School transporation so
more children could learn about Jesus. Once a month send invitations to twenty
people who do not belong CCC.and have welcome breakfast after service.
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� They need to encourage members to step out of their comfort zone and invite
people to come. There are opportunities everywhere, the grocery store, work, all
around. This is a marathon, you can't be discouraged because the first 1000
people turned you down. Invitation should be a way of lite. The church should
create opportunities to bring people into church for any reasons, support groups,
plays, daycare, youth activities, whatever.
� Make studies, activities, groups, and worship relevant to their current lives! ! Their
lives are VERY Busy, and so many things are vying for their time, money, and
attention... WHen 1 was active in Christian Women's Clubs, we'd all PRAY,
INX'ITE, and EXPECT Jesus to Act in their Lives!! Wc limit our churches by not
relying on Pray more, not Inviting those who have needs, and most often we don't
Believe that God, Jesus, and our Holy Spirit CAN be what these young adults are
looking for in their lives!
� Make our programs, sermons, services relevant to that age group. Advertise our
series of sermons as they are presented. Advertise at Young Professional Club,
Jaycees, YFRC,YMCA, and DACC. Invite/host a community wide evening for
this age group to get their ideas on how/what ways we can better serve their needs
rele\ ancy is the key here especially for the unchurch.
13 or 7 percent of combined responses
No pressure/offer help 13 or 8 percent of actual responses
� ot pressure them to be Christian but let them make up their own mind.
� Pffer the to church to anyone as sanctuary to go for guidence or help not just
because they have to.
� Not force anything or try to scare them into joining. Give them a quick talk and
let them join on their own.
� Not force anything and it they come then they come
� don't push beliefs if they want to, they will come
� Have more Community events, other than extremely religious stuff. Ease people
into it.
� Nothing really, religion is all personal perference, so if someone doesn't want to
convert they shouldn't be forced to.
� Just be polite, share a little information about the religion, but definately don't be
forcefiil.
� Don't force things on them.
� Have services at personal spiritual goals and have to incorporate is not Christianity
into their own hues without the formalness of organized religion. Maybe a once a
week email w/ a couple of scriptures and words of encouragement & things to
think about by one's self
� don't be imposing
� I fee as if churches should continue promoting others to join their community, but
they also need to realize they can't force someone into it. That's a problem I've
noticed a lot. Maybe try having different churches sut up booths at a college
campus for any Q & A's or basic details about the church itself
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� Make them feel more welcome and cool it on the hell factor. And let them praise
Jesus on their own.
1 1 or 6 percent of combined responses
Adjust service/time/mode 9 or 5.8 percent of actual responses
� Be more open minded and change service from Sunday morning to later in the
day
� Bring ins some bands! Everyone likes music.
� Younger, more modem preachers and preaching techniques.
� music
� Have bands or activities that would draw in a younger crowd.
� Different styles ofmusic other than that nothing. If someone wants to find God
they will.
� Make Masses shorter.
� Have services in parks or on walks. To sit indoors on a beautifiil Sunday within
mans creation and not gods has to be the most backwards way to do it. I view
going to church as a waste of time in my day, if I go for a walk on my own
schedule (any day of the week) I can appreciate how god has impacted my life
and enjoy his many creations a lot more thoroughly, and there is no singing.
� Make the service more appealing. Something that people enjoy coming to and not
dreaded as a "chore"
Adjust service/time/mode 2
� Hold church online.
� I think we also need to reach the older population as well, but 1 8-29 year olds
seem to need vibrant music, mission possibilities that are relevant to their age,
inspired Bible teaching and alot of tender loving care.
8 or 4 percent of combined responses
Can't do anything 8 or 5 percent of actual responses
� Nothing
� nothing
� Church is mor geared toward older people, so nothing really sounds appealing to
me
� None
� To honest I do not know, people just aren't interested anymore.
� Leave them alone & not invite or incorporate theme.
� not much
� nothing
5 or 2.7 percent of combined responses
Age group activities�promote church/invite 5 or 3 percent of actual responses
� activites, interesting facts, spread the word, invite friends/family be creative be
positve, be concemed
� They could hold different religious events that are advertized throughout the
community to appeal to the young adults.
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� Hold "teen" parties and/or advertise.
� set up open ? and stnd ? ministries (supposed to be: "set up open invitation and
start college ministry.")
� Churches could have pamphlets about their curch and tell what they do ea. week
and why. Have certain age group meetings.
4 or 2 percent of combined responses
Involve in Service 4
� On should not as what God can do for them but what they can do for God. As
Christians we have a responsibility to share and display our faith to others and
pray that God's providence leads them to churc.
� Meet their needs! If you are in an area of high unemployment offer programs to
help train them on how to interview, etc. Offer daycare programs. Host a christian
singles night. Meet the needs of that age group in your community.
� Churches could have more Godly functions reaching out to those in need of help,
pray, or just need to hear a word from God.
� Tell them about opportunities to get involved.
3 or 1.6 percent of combined responses
Age group activities�Be accepting/live gospel 3
� Provide activities that would capture their attention, and give them the gospel
while at it. The True Gospel, and not stuff that people want to hear, but the truth.
� Be open and friendly. Hold community get togethers that could interest many
people in that community.
� Have activites that would compell them to attend for my religion if you just act
like Jesus Christ others will see a diffemce in you and want that as well
3 or 1.6 percent of combined responses
Doing fine 2
� don't believe that churches can do anything more than they already do. The life
gourp meetings are great in Charleston, II. They are very beneficial and help
incorporate emerging adults.
� nothing more than what they already do
Doing fine 1
� I do not have a solution for this, but it seems to me that the church has bent over
backward to try to reach that group. I believe the church needs to stand as a
beacon to draw into the fold when there is a need. To feel wanted, needed or
whatever is on their hearts.
Interview Age Group 1
� Target a certain demographic, bring in someone of that demographic that does not
attend said church and see what ideas emerge.
No answer 7
No Answer 82
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Uncategorized 2
� Incorporate them from childhood.
� begin the rapture
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APPENDIX G
FOCUS GROUP EXIT SURVEY RESPONSES
The main impression I had of this
gathering was...
As a result of this exchange, I learned...
It was interesting to see all the data & how
it lined up. A lot of people really want
Deann to be incredibly successful in this
endeavor.
There are many ideas for this but they need
to be implemented to become great ideas.
Positive�all want to be & see a growth, a
sharing, and revitalizing of CCC. We love
CCC, let's share whv. Let's focus on P. I.E.
Prav�Invite�Expect !
Danville is Christian Centered, but still
growth and new experiences to have to
share Christ in our & others lives!
More people have a religious experience
even though they may not attend church . . .
an opportunity
There are lots of things we can do to
market the church to young adults ....
[N]eed to focus on 2 or 3 to start.
That it is always wonderful to brain-storm
ideas. But it takes people to bring ideas to
life.
There are more people looking for a
spiritual life than I thought.
There is an interest within the church to
reach out to others.
That there is a large portion of people who
do not realize there is a connection to
everyday relationship with God and their
hfe.
We need to make more effort to invite
others to our church. We need programs
that will entice them to come.
We are doing things�making strides to
improve membership and attendance.
However we can do more.
We wouldn't have a big turnout. People inside our church really do care
about bringing in a younger crowd and
making changes to do that.
This was a positive group of people from
our church that are optimistic and hopefiil
about bringing new people to church.
As optimistic as this group, it still won't be
easy. Getting new people through the door
is the hardest part.
There is a strong interest from members of
all ages to change the ways things are
normally done to incorporate emerging
adults.
More youth need to be asked how to
encourage them to attend church.
Positive many want to make a difference,
we just need to know what/how to proceed.
We have a lot ofwork to do
Positive information everyone worked
together well to get new ideas out there
We as church members need to do more to
get young people in or nurture the ones
already here.
Seen how survey went and what we
thought about results
About others and how they feel both in
survey and meeting
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